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Abstract

COMBINATORIAL ALGORITHMS IN SORTING, SEARCHING, AND INFORMATION
DISSEMINATION

Ivan Avramovic, PhD

George Mason University, 2020

Dissertation Director: Dr. Dana S. Richards

This work investigates two problems in information dissemination which are made chal-

lenging by combinatorial complexity. The first is consensus sorting, in which large, noisy

data sets are used to form the fitness function which guides the sorting process. The sec-

ond is perpetual gossiping, which is the problem of finding efficient algorithms to maintain

universal reachability in a peer-to-peer network.

Consensus sorting is a randomized algorithm which uses a hill-climbing approach to

achieve sortedness. It has access to large data sets, in an abstraction of what may be possible

with publicly available media. It uses a consensus from the data as a fitness function to

guide sorting decisions. Other research has studied sorting with noisy comparisons; we delve

into the model of sorting based on consensus, to understand the reasons for failures.

We compare actual sorting behavior to the ideal, and explain the disparity between the

practical results and the theoretical ideals. We construct a model describing the convergence

behavior of the sorting algorithm, and why it might not result in a sorted array. We discuss

the conditions under which the model will hold. We provide in-depth analysis of two of the

more effective sorting metrics, and how one may predict their effectiveness. We discuss the

significance of metrics, and why reasonable metrics yield poor consensus sorting results.



The second problem, perpetual gossiping is an all-to-all information dissemination prob-

lem on a network, in which the goal is to ensure that every node in the network is able to

reach every other node via a sequence of calls in minimal time. Thus, the aim is to design

efficient schemes such that information which arises at one node at any time will eventually

be transmitted to every other node.

There is clear applicability for perpetual gossiping in social networks, but it also benefits

other practical problems, such as synchronizing information in distributed systems such as

RAIDs.

Optimal solutions involving a static gossiping sequence and select perpetual schemes

have long been known, but general optimal perpetual gossiping schemes have proven far

more challenging due to the combinatorial complexity of the problem. One basic conjecture

which remains unanswered, for example, is whether it is always possible to find an optimal

scheme on a tree network using solely a contiguous series of calls.

This work advances the state of knowledge on perpetual gossiping schemes in a number

of ways. To begin with, it demonstrates the general solvability of optimal perpetual gos-

siping schemes on arbitrary graphs using a combinatorial algorithm. It also generalizes the

network model to subsume many practical network models, while still remaining solvable. It

continues by presenting a body of conjectures relating to the optimality of schemes: proper-

ties of critical windows in schemes; sufficient conditions about leaf reachability for schemes

to form complete gossips; the window size needed by walk-around schemes; observations

about call arcs. The necessity of contiguity in an optimal scheme has been disproven.

We continue by expanding the range of networks for which solutions are known. We

show efficient optimal results for tree networks with a diameter bounded at 3. We show

efficient optimal solutions for ”domino” trees (ones in which in-degree and out-degree are

known) and ”organ pipes” (in which a tree is composed of multiple paths). A mechanism

for optimizing walk-around schemes by repeating portions is shown.

We also contribute by demonstrating the difficulty of the perpetual gossiping problem,

by showing that finding optimal solutions for the class of walk-around schemes is an NP-

complete problem.



Chapter 1: Consensus Sorting

1.1 Introduction

Hill-climbing is a well-known, fundamental approach to solving optimization problems.

Likewise, a fundamental approach to solving search problems can be realized if value can

be expressed in terms of reachability or distance to the goal. This chapter studies sorting

as a search problem, but sorting is only used here as an archetypal example to explore the

optimizing power of consensus. The optimization used here advances the notion of hill-

climbing by drawing its fitness scores from comparisons against an external body of data,

thus applying the modern notion that data mining can be used to judge value and fitness.

Consensus sorting, which will be described in detail in this chapter, is a randomized

sorting algorithm in which pairs of elements are selected at random, and swapped if a

certain condition is satisfied. The decision to swap is not based on the definition of sorting,

but rather on an appeal to a consensus from a permutation database. Every permutation in

the database has an associated score, and depending on whether the scores are on average

better when the chosen pair of elements is swapped, the algorithm would choose to swap

the elements (Fig. 1.1). The process is repeated for as long as reasonable progress towards

the goal state (a sorted array) is being made. Thus, the ability to sort depends on using a

scoring metric which is effective in guiding sorting decisions.

It makes sense that metrics which incorporate some notion of “sortedness” will be more

likely to produce a sorted array. It turns out, however, that this is not enough. Out of

a number of sensible scoring metrics taken from the adaptive sorting literature [1], only

a couple were found to make reasonable progress towards producing a sorted array [2].

Table 1.1 shows a comparison of the sorting effectiveness of various metrics, expressed in

terms of the average percent improvement in score over the array’s initial score.

1



At this point, one thing should be noted about the consensus sorting algorithm. It is

not by any means an efficient sorting algorithm, and it will require far more iterations than

a typical comparison-based sort before converging. Furthermore, as can be seen from the

table, the result of sorting is typically not a fully sorted array. The performance depends

on several factors, including database size, database quality, permutation size, and sorting

metric. Only one of the metrics shown in the list has any likelihood of producing a fully

sorted result for a reasonably sized array.

The reason that such an imperfect sorting algorithm may be of interest is that it models

a type of uninformed search. Consider a search problem in which one is given a starting

state based on currently known information, and a well-defined goal state. One is also

provided with a large set of data elements relevant to the problem, which may be used in

the search for the goal. However, assume that the understanding of or ability to determine

the goal state is limited, and thus progress towards the goal must be inferred from the data.

Thus, the steps towards the goal are made through appeals to the data set.

Since the sense of position is derived from the database, it is of interest how close one

can come to the goal via this process. Alternatively, a negative phrasing can be used: will

successive appeals to the large data set bias the result towards some particular set of values?

As an example, consider the case where one has a photo, and wants to determine the

location where the photo was taken. The state is a set of potential location of the photo,

which has a starting state that includes the entire world, and a goal state which is the

location where the photo was taken. Each movement towards the goal is a refinement of

the set of locations, by comparing the image for similarity against a large database of images

from around the world. This general approach was implemented in the Im2gps algorithm

presented by Hays and Efros [3].

The consensus sorting algorithm considered in this chapter is an abstract version of

the problem. This is done for the sake of focusing on the mathematics of the analysis of

the behavior as the state approaches the goal state. The formulation considered here is

a randomized sorting algorithm, where the state is a permutation, and the goal state is

2



the identity permutation, representing a sorted array. Each movement step involves the

selection of elements and the decision whether or not to swap by comparing against the

database consensus. As stated previously, the quality of the sort depends on the scoring

metric used to mediate swapping decisions.

The metrics of primary interest are the top two from Table 1.1, the reverse cycle counting

metric (which will be referred to simply as the cycle metric) and the number of inversions

metric (or inversion metric), due to their relative effectiveness in sorting compared to the

others.

The work below presents a detailed analysis of the sorting behavior of the inversion

metric and the cycle metric. It shows that the convergence of the inversion metric can be

effectively predicted, and why. We learn that any scoring metric will have an “ideal behav-

ior,” which occurs when it uses a database containing a perfectly representative sample of

reference permutations. In the case of some metrics, such as the inversion and cycle met-

rics, the ideal behavior predicts a perfectly sorted array. Thus, we discover that imperfect

sorting behavior is due to sorting “errors,” or deviations from the ideal behavior. We can

estimate the convergence of the sort by deriving both the ideal behavior and estimating the

effect of sorting errors, before determining where they balance each other out. We see that

for the inversion metric, these computations can be performed effectively.

This chapter also provides an analysis of the far more effective cycle metric, an sets up

the framework for a predictive analysis. However, the cycle metric is far more difficult to

predict accurately. We shall see that for the inversion metric, we develop sufficient theory

as to allow us to reasonably predict the behavior of the metric. For the cycle metric, we

also develop considerable theory, but it has considerable complexity, and we are thus far

only partially successful in unifying the results.

Finally, other metrics are discussed as well, and the reason which causes their theoretical

effectiveness to fail to translate into practice is discussed. In general, we will discover that

the other metrics may lead to progress after a sequence of coordinated sorting steps, but

the metric may not not detect a measurable impact due to one of those sorting decisions

3



on its own. As a result, the metric is unable to anticipate the positive impact that a

particular sorting decision may have in the future. Thus, these nuances which may lead to

effective or ineffective consensus behavior (both in terms of predictability and convergence)

are understood and explained.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in [2, 4, 5].

This chapter has been organized as follows: a discussion of related work (Section 1.2);

a formal description of the consensus sorting algorithm (Section 1.3); a discussion of the

scoring metrics used in conjunction with the consensus sorting algorithm (Section 1.4); a

discussion of the concept of perfect sorting, ideal data, and situations in which perfect

sorting can be proven (Section 1.5); an introduction of the steady-state hypothesis, which

explains how the convergence point of the algorithm can be predicted (Section 1.6); an

analysis of the inversion metric (Section 1.7); an analysis of the cycle metric (Section 1.8);

a proof of perfect sorting results, and the lack of perfect sorting, when using other scoring

metrics (Section 1.9); a commentary on the effect of altering the sorting algorithm to mimic

the sorting decisions used in other work (Section 1.10); concluding thoughts (Section 1.11).

1.2 Related Work

Other work which most directly relates to the consensus sorting algorithm is work in sorting

with comparison errors. For instance, sorting using a randomized swapping algorithm is

demonstrated by Gavenciak et al. [6]. Like the work in this chapter, the paper presents

sorting as an abstract prototype for noisy, comparison-driven algorithms. The primary

difference in the approach from that paper as compared to the one used here is that it

assumes a fixed rate of sorting error in the data, and uses a slightly different comparison

algorithm for swapping terms. The research presented in this chapter goes into greater

depth in modeling the input of the database, and as such provides greater insight into the

causes of imperfect sorting.

There are other examples of sorting under the assumption of faulty comparisons, using
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various fault models and metrics for evaluating success [7–10]. These studies typically

assume some fixed probability of sorting comparison failure, and seek to find approaches

which will sort a set with the minimum amount of error at the end, by some metric, and

thus determine which algorithms are the most robust against noise. A common analogy for

the problem is one in which the underlying order is subjective and imperfectly known, such

as in qualitative rankings.

Dytso et al. [11] studied noisy sorting in practical situations where sorting was the

ultimate goal, but in which the noise may have been intentionally applied. An example

of this would be when data was potentially sensitive, and noise was applied to create a

perturbation for privacy reasons. The paper proves the effectiveness of optimal estimators

under low noise.

The idea of constructing estimators to analyze noisy data found in randomly permuted

vectors was studied by Pananjady et al. [12]. Pananjady drew an association with the

problem of identifying perturbed image data, as well as header-free communication in large

networks.

The research in this chapter, which studies the effectiveness of sorting driven by large,

imperfect data sets, was motivated by an image identification algorithm driven by compar-

isons of localized image data taken from social media. The algorithm in question is the

previously-mentioned Im2gps algorithm [3].

The form of the search used by consensus sorting is evident in web and social media

searches, where a particular user seeks a subset of the available data which is relevant to their

interests. They may not know in advance what their goal looks like, but they have access

to a large body of data to assist in their search. In general, increased use of information

sharing through Cloud computing has led to increased volumes of available data [13]. Data

available on the Cloud tend to have decreasing informational value density but increasing

overall value [14], and may have restrictions on the nature of access to the available data.

Thus, a user may find themselves in a position of seeking a method which best leverages

the value of the data available on the Cloud. The rapid growth of social media services has
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made it more complex to retrieve desired data, and social media searches have been studied

intensively [15]. Personalized search is a concept which has been introduced due to the fact

that, within a broad search category, different users may have differing specific goals [16].

The effectiveness of sorting by comparisons against imperfect data also relates to the

effectiveness of human-powered algorithms [17], or sorting where opinion factors into the

sorting metric.

1.3 Consensus Sorting Algorithm

The consensus sorting algorithm is defined as follows. Assume that the input array is

a permutation π ∈ Sn with a length of n. Thus, array and permutation may be used

synonymously here.

Definition 1.1. A permutation database D is given as a collection of permutations of a

given length n.

Also given is a scoring function

φ : Sn → N0.

The function φmust satisfy the condition that a result of zero uniquely corresponds to a fully

sorted array (an identity permutation), and that lower scores should generally correspond

to greater degrees of “sortedness” than higher scores.

Definition 1.2. For a given scoring function and database, a consensus swapping function

is a function

Fφ,D : Z× Z× Sn → Sn.

The function takes as input indices i and j, as well as a permutation πa. The output is the

subsequent permutation πa+1, as given in (1.3) below.

Definition 1.3. Given a second permutation π′, if π′(i) = πa(i) and π′(j) = πa(j), then
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i j

X Y

X Y

X Y

µM

Y X

Y X

Y X

Y X

µR

Figure 1.1: A consensus swapping decision. Elements X and Y at positions i and j are
selected at random. One group in the database is formed from all permutations matching
X and Y , and another group is formed from all permutations matching Y and X. The
mean scores of the two groups, µM and µR, are compared to find out whether to swap.

π′ is said to be a matching permutation relative to πa given i and j. If π′(i) = πa(j) and

π′(j) = πa(i), then π′ is said to be a reversed permutation.

Let CM be the collection of all permutations from D which match πa at positions i and

j, and let CR be the collection of all permutations from D which have the same elements as

πa in positions i and j, but in reverse order. Then µM and µR are the mean scores of CM
and CR, respectively (figure 1.1). Thus,

µM =
1

|CM |
·
∑

π∈CM

φ(π) (1.1)

µR =
1

|CR|
·
∑

π∈CR

φ(π) (1.2)
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1: while progress still occurs on π1, ..., πa do

2: i← random(1, n)
3: j ← random(1, n− 1)
4: if i = j then

5: j ← n
6: end if

7: πa+1 ← Fφ,D(i, j, πa)
8: a← a+ 1
9: end while

Figure 1.2: Pseudo-code for the consensus sorting algorithm. The progress criteria is left
unspecified in the algorithm here, although the criteria used is described in the text.

Fφ,D(i, j, πa) =





πa if µM or µR is undefined,

or µM ≤ µR,

or i = j,

(i j) · πa otherwise.

(1.3)

Definition 1.4. Let F−
φ,D(i, j, πa) = (ij) · Fφ,D(i, j, πa), the result of making the opposite

swapping decision of Fφ,D.

Let π1 = π be the initial permutation. At each iteration a, a pair of distinct indices

i, j are selected from the array at random. The consensus swapping function is used to

compute πa+1 from πa. The consensus sorting algorithm terminates when it is deemed that

progress is no longer being made.

The criteria which will be used to determine that progress has stopped will be the lack

of improvement in score differential over a fixed interval. In other words, for some fixed

integer k > 0, the algorithm will terminate when φ(πa)− φ(πa−k) ≥ 0.

The full consensus sorting algorithm is shown as pseudo-code in figure 1.2.
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Table 1.1: A comparison of the performance of the consensus sorting algorithm under a
different scoring metrics.

Metric Score improvement

reverse cycle count 98.8%
number of inversions 48.2%
minimum number of ascending subsequences 12.6%
largest distance between element and correct slot 7.26%
size of the largest inversion 3.43%
minimum number of removals for a sorted subsequence 1.41%
number of runs -2.00%

1.4 Scoring Metrics

A number of scoring metrics are common in adaptive sorting literature [1], and can be

used with the consensus sorting algorithm. Not all metrics are equally effective for sorting

purposes, and a number of metrics that exist are unlikely to produce a sorted array. Ta-

ble 1.1, shows the result of testing the consensus sorting algorithm for each of the listed

scoring metrics, using a permutation length of n = 100 and a randomly generated database

of |D| = 1, 000, 000 permutations over 50 test runs each. The percentage shown is the mean

percentage by which the score improved, relative to the score of the initial permutation.

This research will focus predominantly on the cycle and inversion metrics, because they are

straightforward and because their relative effectiveness in sorting makes them interesting.

Definition 1.5. For integer indices i and j and array π, if i < j and π(i) > π(j), or if i > j

and π(i) < π(j), then the pair of elements π(i) and π(j) are said to be inverted. Otherwise

they are said to be in order.

The metrics used are described below.

• The reverse cycle count, φcyc, of the array is defined as n − c, where n is the length

of the array and c is the total number of cycles in the array.

• The total number of inversions, φinv, in the array. An inversion is any pair of elements

in the array which are inverted.
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• The minimum number of ascending subsequences, φasc, in the array is defined as the

minimum number of subsequences, minus one, into which the elements of the array

can be partitioned, such that each subsequence is ascending.

• The largest distance between an element and its correct slot in the array, φld.

• The size of the largest inversion, φli, in the array is defined as the maximum of the

differences between the indices of pairs of inverted elements in the array, or 0 if there

are none.

• The minimum number of removals for a sorted subsequence, φss, is defined as the

minimum number of elements which would need to be removed from the array to

leave behind a sorted subsequence of the original array.

• The number of runs, φrun, in the array is defined as the number of boundaries between

runs, where a run is a strictly ascending contiguous subsequence. The result of the

metric can be found using the number of elements which are out of order relative to

the preceding element in the array.

1.5 Perfect Sorting

An ideal database is a database in which every permutation of length n is represented a

nonzero equal number of times. For simplicity’s sake, one can assume that an ideal database

contains exactly one instance of every possible permutation of length n. An ideal database

is denoted by DI . We may chose to denote the swapping function for an ideal database as

Fφ, where Fφ = Fφ,DI
.

Definition 1.6. When a sorting decision for a given database differs from that of an

ideal database, the decision is referred to as a sorting error, even if the error results in an

improvement in score. Otherwise it is referred to as a correct sorting step.

Definition 1.7. A perfect sort is an execution of the consensus sort which ends at the goal

state, a fully sorted array.
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Typically, a perfect sort can only be assured in cases in which an ideal database is

used, otherwise sorting errors may arise and prevent the achievement of the goal state. An

observation can be made about the sorting capability of a scoring metric, regardless of the

nature of the metric.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that

φ (Fφ,D(i, j, π)) ≤ φ(π), (1.4)

for some scoring metric φ and database D, and for any legal values of i, j, and π. In

other words, the score is monotonically non-increasing as a result of iterating the consensus

sorting algorithm. If every non-sorted array has some legal choice of i and j such that

φ (Fφ,D(i, j, π)) 6= φ(π), (1.5)

then the algorithm will produce a fully sorted array with probability approaching 1 as the

number of iterations of the algorithm increases without bound.

Proof. The set of possible scores produced by φ is finite, due to the finite number of per-

mutations of size n, and has a lower bound of 0, which is achieved only when the array is

fully sorted. Score is non-increasing, which means that once the score has changed, it will

never return to the same score again. Therefore, there can be at most a finite number of

score changes due to iteration of the algorithm.

If the algorithm does not result in a fully sorted array, then it must eventually yield a

member of some subset M ⊂ Sn of permutations which each have the same score s > 0,

such that no amount of additional iterations will yield a permutation with a score less than

s.

However, regardless of the π ∈M , it is a given that there must exist at least one choice

of i and j which will result in a reduction in score, and no choice of elements which will

increase the score. If 0 < p < 1 is the chance of picking one particular i,j pair, it follows

that the chance of selecting a score-reducing pair of elements is at least p. Thus, k iterations
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of the algorithm would have a chance of at least

p · 1− (1− p)k+1

1− (1− p)
= 1− (1− p)k+1

of selecting a score-reducing pair of elements. As k increases without bound, this probability

approaches 1, contradicting the supposition that a fully sorted array will not be the eventual

result.

The theoretical guarantee of a sorted array from Theorem 1.1 applies mostly to situations

when an ideal database is used, because if a randomly selected database is used, it is unlikely

that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 will hold. However, if an ideal database is used, the

scoring function of the inversion and cycle metrics will produce monotonically non-increasing

results, and a score-reducing selection always exists for arrays which are not fully sorted.

Thus, both metrics will theoretically produce sorted arrays in the ideal case, as shall be

shown in 1.7 and 1.8.

1.6 Steady-State Hypothesis

1.6.1 Markov Process Model

Metrics which do satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1 may not result in a fully sorted

array when a random database is used. To better understand why, a closer look into the

nature of the convergence of the consensus sort is needed.

Generally speaking, the behavior of the consensus sorting algorithm can be described

using a Markov process, in which each state represents one ordering of the array (figure 1.3).

At every step, the choice of array indices i and j occurs randomly, but the choice determin-

istically specifies the subsequent state based on the permutation database.

Since the sorting algorithm depends on the choice of sorting metric φ, an integer score

φ(π) can be mapped to each state π in the Markov process. The states can then be

partitioned into sets based on scores, where
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Figure 1.3: The possible states associated with length-3 permutations. The Markov process
is shown assuming an ideal database is being used together with the inversion metric.

Cs,n = {π ∈ Sn | s = φ(π)}. (1.6)

Suppose that it is possible to make two assumptions about each set Cs,n:

Condition 1. The steady-state probability for each state within a set is equal, that is, the

probabilities are uniform across all members within the same set.

Condition 2. Given a π ∈ Cs,n and some other integer s′, let tπ,s′ be the sum of all

transitional probabilities from π to any π′ ∈ Cs′,n. Then tπ,s′ is equal for all π ∈ Cs,n.

It would follow that all states within a Cs,n could be merged such as to treat each Cs,n

as a single distinct state in the Markov process (see figure 1.4).

In the event that a random database is used, it is possible for sorting errors to occur

relative to the behavior with an ideal database. In the event of a sorting error, the algorithm

would make the opposite swapping decision compared to an ideal database for the input
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Figure 1.4: The same Markov process as in figure 1.3, with the states merged into meta-
states based on score.

permutation and the same choice of indices. In the Markov process model, sorting errors

can be represented as an overlay network on top of the Markov process for an ideal database.

This leads to the conclusion that a modification in the underlying Markov process may

alter the steady-state probabilities of each state in the system. In particular, if a scoring

metric is theoretically expected to converge to a fully sorted array, but in practice it does

not, then the discrepancy is explained by sorting errors.

Modeling the effect of errors on the detailed Markov model may be impractically com-

plicated. However, if the system satisfies conditions 1 and 2, the model can be simplified

through the use of score-based meta-states (as in figure 1.4), which can assist in estimating

the score at convergence given parameters such as database size and permutation length.

The process will be described in the following subsection. Note that the absence of con-

dition 2 will not necessarily invalidate the score-based estimation models developed in the

following section and beyond, but it will affect the ability to describe permutations in terms

of simplified score-based states.

1.6.2 Mean Improvement

Definition 1.8. In general, the reduction in score from one iteration to the next is referred

to as the improvement in score, while the increase in score (a negative improvement) is

referred to as the degradation in score. Thus, “improvement” in score between a permutation
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πa and πa+1 = Fφ,D(i, j, πa) is given by

− [φ(πa+1)− φ(πa)] = φ(πa)− φ(πa+1), (1.7)

where i and j is the select pair of indices.

Definition 1.9. For a given φ and database D, the mean change in score ∆̂s(π) from a

permutation π is defined as the negative average improvement in score. Using 1.7, this gives

the result

∆̂s(π) =
1

n(n− 1)
·

n∑

j=1

n∑

i=1

[φ (Fφ,D(i, j, π))− φ(π)] . (1.8)

Definition 1.10. For a given φ and database D, the mean steady-state improvement, or

simply mean improvement Iφ,D(s, n), is the net mean improvement in score assuming a

current score of s. Thus, if Pr(π) is the steady-state probability of some state π, then 1.6

and 1.8 produce

Iφ,D(s, n) =
1∑

π∈Cs,n

Pr(π)
·
∑

π∈Cs,n

−∆̂s(π)Pr(π). (1.9)

In the event that the steady-state probabilities satisfy condition 1, meaning they are

uniform across all states for a given score, 1.9 can be reduced to

Iφ,D(s, n) =
−1
|Cs,n|

·
∑

π∈Cs,n

∆̂s(π). (1.10)

In the case of an ideal database, the simplified notation Iφ(s, n) may be used.

Claim 1. The steady-state hypothesis is the claim that for a given function φ and database

D, the consensus sorting algorithm will tend to stabilize near a score s which is determined

by the point at which Iφ,D(s, n) is closest to zero.

Definition 1.11. The score s around which the consensus sorting algorithm converges is
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the equilibrium score.

Intuitively, for as long as the score is expected to improve, on average, it probably

will, and as long as the score is expected to degrade, it probably will. Thus, the logical

equilibrium score would occur where the score neither improves nor degrades on average.

This study will test against the null hypothesis that a near-zero mean improvement cannot

be used to predict the score of the consensus sort algorithm near convergence.

If a random database is used, the mean improvement will differ from the mean improve-

ment for an ideal database due to the presence of errors. The principle can be expressed by

stating that for some Nφ,D(s, n),

Iφ,D(s, n) = Iφ(s, n) +Nφ,D(s, n). (1.11)

Definition 1.12. The Nφ,D(s, n) specified above is the improvement noise due to error.

Remark 1.1. It should be noted that the concept of improvement noise is not the same

as the concept of a randomly-applied Gaussian noise. Given a specific database, the im-

provement noise function will be completely deterministic. It is termed noise due to the

fact that it represents a perturbation from ideal behavior, due to the random distribution

of permutations in a representative database.

Lemma 1.1. If condition 1 is satisfied, the improvement noise is given by

Nφ,D(s, n) =
∑

π∈Cs,n

n∑

j=1

n∑

i=1

φ (Fφ(i, j, π))− φ (Fφ,D(i, j, π))

|Cs,n| · n(n− 1)
(1.12)

Proof. This result follows directly from 1.8, 1.10, and 1.11.

Definition 1.13. Let

δφ(i, j, π) = φ(Fφ(i, j, π))− φ(F−
φ (i, j, π)). (1.13)
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This may be abbreviated as δ(i, j, π) if the metric can be assumed.

Definition 1.14. Let

ǫφ,D(i, j, π) =





1 if Fφ(i, j, π) 6= Fφ,D(i, j, π),

0 if Fφ(i, j, π) = Fφ,D(i, j, π).

(1.14)

This may be abbreviated as ǫ(i, j, π) if the metric can be assumed.

Taking 1.13 and 1.14 together, 1.12 can be rewritten

Nφ,D(s, n) =
∑

π∈Cs,n

n∑

j=1

n∑

i=1

δφ(i, j, π)ǫφ,D(i, j, π)

|Cs,n| · n(n− 1)
(1.15)

If Iφ(s, n) can be computed and Nπ,D(s, n) estimated for a scoring function φ and a

random database, they can be used to estimate Iφ,D(s, n) in 1.11. If the equilibrium is

assumed to occur when Iφ,D(s, n) = 0, then an estimate of the value of s at which it occurs

can be computed.

1.7 The Inversion Metric

This section analyzes the inversion metric, so unless otherwise noted, assume that φ = φinv.

Subsection 1.7.1 demonstrates that a consensus sort with the inversion metric and an ideal

database will always converge. Subsection 1.7.2 derives the ideal mean improvement, and

subsection 1.7.3 gives the improvement noise.

1.7.1 Perfect Sorting with the Inversion Metric

Lemma 1.2. Consider the inversion-based metric and a permutation π, and suppose that

the ith and jth elements, with respective values π(i) and π(j), have been selected. Let

m be the number of indices in the open interval between i and j whose element value lies
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between min(π(i), π(j)) and max(π(i), π(j)). If the elements at i and j are in order, then

swapping i and j in π would result in a score increase (degradation) of 2m + 1, while if i

and j are inverted, then swapping them would result in a score decrease (improvement) of

2m+ 1.

Proof. A change in score in π is only possible due to a change in relative position of one

or more pairs of elements. If i and j are the endpoints of an interval, and the elements at

i and j are swapped, there will be no change in score due to any of the elements which lie

outside the interval, because their order will not change relative to any other element in

π. Furthermore, the only pairs which may be affected are pairs which include either i or j,

because those are the only two which change position.

Depending on the original order, the pair i,j itself will either become inverted or cease

to be inverted as a result of the swap. Thus, the pair will account for a score increase of 1

(if the pair was originally in order) or decrease of 1 (if the score was originally inverted).

The elements which lie within the interval can be split into three sets. First, the set

of elements whose value is less than min(π(i), π(j)). Second, the set of m elements whose

value is between min(π(i), π(j)) and max(π(i), π(j)). Third, the elements whose value is

greater than max(π(i), π(j)). Each of the elements in the first and third sets will not result

in a change in score, because they will cease to be inverted with respect to one of i or j,

while becoming inverted with respect to the other one.

Thus, consider only the m elements whose value lies between the two values π(i) and

π(j) (in one order or the other), and let k be one such element, assuming it exists. Then

min(π(i), π(j)) < π(k) < max(π(i), π(j)).

Let i′ = min(i, j) and j′ = max(i, j), thus i′ < k < j′.

If (i, j) is inverted, then π(i′) > π(k) > π(j′), so (i′, k) and (k, j′), and thus (i, k) and

(k, j), must all be inverted.

If (i, j) is not inverted, then π(i′) < π(k) < π(j′), so neither (i, k) nor (k, j) are inverted.
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Therefore, for each of the m elements, a swap will result in a change in score of 2,

increasing if (i, j) was originally in order, and decreasing if (i, j) was originally inverted.

For all m elements, the total change in score is 2m. Thus, combining the impact of all pairs

of elements, the resulting change in score is 2m+ 1.

Lemma 1.3. The inversion-based metric together with an ideal database will always choose

to put a pair of elements in order.

Proof. For a given permutation π and a choice of indices i and j, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between permutations πM ∈ DI which match π at positions i and j, and

permutations πR ∈ DI which reverse π at positions i and j. In the correspondence, each πM

and πR are the same apart from the elements at indices i and j. By Lemma 1.2, for every

such corresponding pair, the permutation with the elements in order must have a better

(lower) score than the permutation with the elements inverted. Thus the average score

must be better for the choice that has i and j in order than for the choice that has i and j

inverted, meaning that the algorithm will always choose to put the elements in order.

Proposition 1.1. The inversion-based metric together with an ideal database will fully

sort an array with probability approaching 1, assuming an unbounded number of consensus

sorting iterations.

Proof. Pick any permutation πa of length n, and a pair of indices i and j. By Lemma 1.3,

the algorithm will put those two elements in order, which by Lemma 1.2 will not result in

an increase in score.

Furthermore, consider any unsorted array. which must contain at least one inverted pair

i, j. If the pair i, j is selected, then by Lemma 1.3 it will be swapped by the algorithm,

which by Lemma 1.2 implies a change in score.

Since both conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied, the array will be fully sorted with

probability approaching 1.
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1.7.2 Mean Improvement for the Inversion Metric

Definition 1.15. The number of mid-values of a permutation π for an interval I = [i, j],

denoted as mi,j(π), is defined as follows.

mi,j(π) = |{k ∈ [i, j] | min(π(i), π(j)) < π(k) < max(π(i), π(j))}| (1.16)

Given a permutation π of length n and a pair of indices i and j, Lemma 1.2 shows

that the result of swapping i and j is a 2mi,j(π) + 1 change in score. The change is an

improvement if i and j were inverted to begin with, and a degradation if i and j were

already in order.

Definition 1.16.

ri,j(π) =





1 if i and j are inverted in π,

0 if i and j are in order, or if i = j.

(1.17)

For an ideal database, the mean change in score for π is computed by applying 1.8 and

1.17,

∆̂s(π) =
−1

n(n− 1)
·

n∑

j=1

n∑

i=1

ri,j(π) · [2mi,j(π) + 1] (1.18)

Definition 1.17. For each integer m, define Rm(π) as the number of selections of i and j

such that indices i and j are inverted and mi,j(π) = m.

The expression in 1.18 can be regrouped by m value, and rewritten as the following.

∆̂s(π) =
−1

n(n− 1)
·

∞∑

m=0

Rm(π) · (2m+ 1) (1.19)
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For the given n, let An,m(z) be a generating function which has exponents that cor-

respond to the permutation score, and coefficients which correspond to the number of

selections of i, j, and π such that |π| = n and mi,j(π) = m. Let [zs]An,m(z) be the co-

efficient of zs in An,m(z). Furthermore, let A
(ord)
n,m (z) be a generating function which only

counts selections of i and j if they are in order in π. Similarly, let A
(inv)
n,m (z) be a generating

function which only counts i and j if they are inverted in π. Thus,

An,m(z) = A(ord)
n,m (z) +A(inv)

n,m (z) (1.20)

∑

π∈Cs,n

Rm(π) = [zs]A(inv)
n,m (z) (1.21)

|Cs,n| =
∞∑

m=0

[zs]An,m(z)

n(n− 1)
(1.22)

We will assume that condition 1 holds for the inversion metric. There is a simple

argument that we can make in favor of this assumption. Consider any permutation with a

score s. Since the score is s, there are a total of s pairs of elements which are inverted. Thus,

for any permutation in Cs,n, there is equal probability of selecting a pair of elements which

will result in a change in score. Furthermore, any permutation in Cs,n has an equal number

of pairs of elements which are not inverted, and thus an identical number of paths which

lead into it from higher-scoring permutations. Although this potentially oversimplifies the

impact of the rhigher-scoring permutations and their relative steady-state probabilities, in

practice the estimate holds up well.. Thus, 1.10 may be used.
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Substituting result 1.21 into 1.19, and combining with equations 1.10 and 1.22 gives

Iφ(s, n) =
1

|Cs,n|
· 1

n(n− 1)
·

∞∑

m=0

[zs]A(inv)
n,m (z) · (2m+ 1)

=
1

n(n− 1)
·

∞∑
m=0

[zs]A
(inv)
n,m (z) · (2m+ 1)

∞∑
m=0

[zs]An,m(z)
n(n−1)

=

∞∑
m=0

[zs]A
(inv)
n,m (z) · (2m+ 1)

∞∑
m=0

[zs]An,m(z)

(1.23)

No closed-form solution was found for A
(ord)
n,m (z), A

(inv)
n,m (z), or An,m(z), but an algorithm

for computing them is described in detail in Appendix A.

1.7.3 Improvement Noise and Convergence of the Inversion Metric

Let ǫ̂N (i, j, π) be an estimator for ǫD(i, j, π) over random databases D with N = |D| el-

ements, given i and j and some permutation π. Whether an error results in a swap

or not, the effect on score due to error will be a degradation of 2mi,j(π) + 1. Thus,

δ(i, j, π) = −
(
2mi,j(π) + 1

)
.

Using 1.15 as a basis, improvement noise can be estimated for random databases as

N̂φ,D(s, n) =
∑

π∈Cs,n

n∑

j=1

n∑

i=1

−
(
2mi,j(π) + 1

)
ǫ̂N (i, j, π)

|Cs,n| · n(n− 1)
. (1.24)

To estimate the chance of error ǫ̂N (i, j, πa) for a given permutation πa and pair i, j,

consider the next correct sorting step πa+1. Thus, i and j must be in order in πa+1. Next,

from a random database of N elements, consider the collection of permutations which match

πa+1 and the collection of permutations which are reversed relative to πa+1, which thus have

i and j inverted. An error occurs when the mean score of all permutations in the matching
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collection is greater than the mean score of all permutations in the reversed collection.

Thus, if XM is a random variable representing the mean score of the matching collection,

and XR is a random variable representing the mean score of the reversed collection, then

ǫ̂N (i, j, πa) = Pr(XM > XR).

Suppose that the scores of permutations in the matching collection are distributed with

mean µM and variance σ2
M , given that there are an expected NM matching permutations in

the database; and suppose further that scores in the reversed collection have mean score µR

and variance σ2
R, given an expected NR reversed permutations. The Central Limit Theorem

claims that if a sufficiently large number K of independent samples are taken from a given

distribution with mean µ and variance σ2, then the mean of those samples will approach a

normally distributed value with mean µ and variance σ2

K . Assume for the sake of analysis

that the random database has a sufficient number of entries to be able to apply the Central

Limit Theorem, so that XM and XR can be taken as normally distributed.

ǫ̂N (i, j, πa) = Pr(XM > XR) = Pr(XM −XR > 0) (1.25)

XM −XR ∼ N
(
µM − µR,

σ2
M

NM
+

σ2
R

NR

)
(1.26)

If X is a normally distributed random variable with X ∼ N (µ, σ2), it is not difficult

to show that the probability of the variable falling within a certain range is given by the

expressions

Pr(xlow < X < xhigh) = Φ

(
xhigh − µ

σ

)
− Φ

(
xlow − µ

σ

)
(1.27)

Pr(x < X) = 1− Φ

(
x− µ

σ

)
(1.28)

The Φ in equation 1.27 and equation 1.28 is the cumulative distribution function of the

normal distribution N (0, 1). For the purposes of computation, the following approximation
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was used [18].

Φ(x) ≈





exp
(
−x2

2

)
/12 + exp

(
−2x2

3

)
/4 if x < 0,

1− exp
(
−x2

2

)
/12− exp

(
−2x2

3

)
/4 if x ≥ 0.

(1.29)

Equation 1.25 together with equation 1.28 gives

ǫ̂N (i, j, πa) = 1− Φ


 µR − µM√

σ2
M/NM + σ2

R/NR


 (1.30)

A detailed description of the process for estimating the quantities NM , µM , σ2
M , NR,

µR, and σ2
R, and for computing the generating functions necessary for estimating the im-

provement noise function in 1.24, is found in Appendix A.

Figures 1.5 (empirical) and 1.6 (theoretical) show a comparison between the equilibrium

score at which the sorting algorithm stabilized and the theoretically predicted equilibrium

score, over a range of different array lengths and database sizes. Furthermore, Appendix C

shows a series of more detailed plots for specific array sizes, with confidence intervals.

In all cases, the consensus sorting algorithm was run using the inversion metric and a

random database, and the equilibrium point was averaged over an epoch of 500 runs. Array

sizes ranged from 10 to 25, and database sizes ranged from 100 to 50, 000. The results are

compared against theoretical predictions using the same set of array and database sizes.

The estimate does not represent a weighted average over all possible values of NM

and NR, however reasonable results were obtained using even the a single-value estimate.

As can be seen from the distortions in the result plots, the assumptions of the Central

Limit Theorem which is used in the estimate do not hold when the database size is small.

Nevertheless, the null hypothesis that mean improvement cannot be used for convergence

estimates has been disproven.
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Figure 1.5: The mean equilibrium point of the sorting algorithm, using a range of array
sizes and database sizes.
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Figure 1.6: The predicted equilibrium point of the sorting algorithm, using a range of array
sizes and database sizes.
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1.8 The Cycle Metric

1.8.1 Breakdown of Cyclical Cases

Assume that the metric used to score permutations is the reverse cycle metric (which will

simply be called the cycle metric),

θ(π) = n− c, (1.31)

where n is the length of π and c is the number of cycles in π. Thus, when a permutation

is in order, all cycles are 1-cycles, so its score is zero. Higher scores correspond to lesser

sortedness.

Lemma 1.4. If two distinct indices are part of the same cycle, then swapping them will

result in them being part of two different cycles, and if they are part of different cycles,

swapping them will merge their cycles.

Proof. Suppose that i and j are part of the same cycle of length k. And suppose the

indices that comprise the cycle can be represented in order as m0 → m1 → · · · → mk,

where m0 = mk = i. Thus, since i and j are distinct, there must be some integer x, with

0 < x < k, such that mx = j. By swapping i and j, mx would then point to m1, resulting

in the cycle mx → m1 → · · · → mx ,which does not include either m0 or mk. Index m0

would point to mx+1, resulting in a cycle containing the remaining elements of the original

cycle. Therefore the i and j positions are no longer part of the same cycle, but rather two

different cycles.

Now suppose that i is part of a cycle of length k, and that m0, . . .mk are defined as

before, but that j is part of a different cycle of length l. Similarly, let j’s cycle contain

n0, . . . nl. Swapping i and j will cause m0 to point to n1 and n0 to point to m1, while

keeping the remaining elements intact. Thus, after swapping they form a single cycle.

A corollary to Lemma 1.4 is that any swap of elements will alter the score of the

permutation by 1, using the cycle metric. The change will be an improvement if a cycle is
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Table 1.2: A breakdown of the ways to select a pair of distinct indices i and j from a
permutation.

Case Description

Case (1/1) Both i and j are 1-cycles.
Case (1/2+) Either i or j is a 1-cycle, while the other is part of a longer cycle.
Case (2+/2+) i and j are members of different cycles of length greater than 1.
Case (2) i and j share a 2-cycle.
Case (3+) i and j are consecutive members of a cycle, but not a 2-cycle.
Case (2+2+) Both i and j are members of the same cycle, but not consecutive.

broken in two, and a degradation if a pair of cycles are merged into one.

The algorithm’s decision whether or not to swap is slightly more complex. It shall be

approached by analyzing cases. For a permutation π of length n, let s = φ(π) be the score,

c(π) (or simply c) be the number of cycles, and ck(π) (or simply ck) be the number of cycles

of length k in π. By (1.31), s = n− c, and thus c = n− s. Given a pair of distinct indices

i and j, the possible cases which they may belong to are broken down in Table 1.2.

Proposition 1.2. The number of choices of i and j which result in a case (1/1) selection

is

c1(c1 − 1). (1.32)

Proof. Since both i and j must be 1-cycles, i must be selected among the c1 1-cycles, and

j must be selected among the remaining c1 − 1 1-cycles. The total is the product of the

two.

Proposition 1.3. The number of choices of i and j which result in a case (1/2+) selection

is

2c1(n− c1). (1.33)

Proof. There are c1 elements which are 1-cycles, and n−c1 elements which are not members

of 1-cycles, and are thus members of longer cycles. Either i is the 1-cycle and j is a member

of a longer cycle, or j is the 1-cycle and i is a member of a longer cycle. In either case, one

is selected from the first group of c1 elements, and the other is selected from the second
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group of n− c1 elements. The total, considering both roles of i and j, is

c1(n− c1) + (n− c1)c1 = 2c1(n− c1).

Proposition 1.4. The number of choices of i and j which result in a case (2+/2+) selection

is

n∑

k=2

(kck)(n− c1 − k). (1.34)

Proof. Begin by selecting i as a member of a cycle of length greater than 1. That means

that for every cycle length k ≥ 2, there are k elements from each of ck cycles to select

from. After i has been selected, j must be selected from one of the remaining n elements,

excluding the c1 elements which are 1-cycles and the k elements which are members of the

same cycle as i. Thus, the total comes from summing the product of number of ways to

select i, which is (kck), with the number of ways to select j, which is (n− c1 − k), over all

k ≥ 2.

Proposition 1.5. The number of choices of i and j which result in a case (2) selection is

2c2. (1.35)

Proof. There are c2 2-cycles in a permutation. Since each 2-cycle contains two elements,

there are a total of 2c2 elements which are members of 2-cycles. The i can be selected as

any of those 2c2 indices, but the selection of i uniquely determines the selection of j as the

other member of the selected cycle.

Proposition 1.6. The number of choices of i and j which result in a case (3+) selection is

2(n− c1 − 2c2). (1.36)
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Proof. Select i as a member of a cycle of length greater than 2. Since there are c1 elements

in 1-cycles and 2c2 elements in 2-cycles, the number of possible selections of i is n−c1−2c2.

After i has been selected, j can be selected as the index either before or after i in the cycle,

resulting in 2 possible selections. The total is the product of the two, 2(n− c1 − 2c2).

Proposition 1.7. The number of choices of i and j which result in a case (2+2+) selection

is

n∑

k=4

(kck)(k − 3). (1.37)

Proof. If i and j are members of the same cycle, but not consecutive members, then the

length of the cycle must be at least 4. Select i as a member of a cycle whose length is at

least 4. For every cycle length k ≥ 4, there are k elements from each of ck which may be

selected. Once i has been selected, j can be selected as one of the k members of the same

cycle, excluding i and the members which immediately precede and succeed i in the cycle.

Thus, the total comes from summing the product of number of ways to select i, which is

(kck), with the number of ways to select j, which is (k − 3), over all k ≥ 4.

Case (1/1), case (1/2+), and case (2+/2+) shall be referred to as complements of case

(2), case (3+), and case (2+2+), respectively.

Remark 1.2. Swapping i and j will swap between a case and its complement case.

Remark 1.3. Since the set of elements in a permutation is partitioned into cycles, and

since each of the ck k-cycles contains k elements, it follows that

n∑

k=1

kck = n. (1.38)

Remark 1.4. Since there are n(n− 1) ways to select two distinct elements from a permu-

tation of length n, the sum of the number of selections from each of the six cases as given
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by (1.32), (1.33), (1.34), (1.35), (1.36), and (1.37) will be

n(n− 1). (1.39)

Remark 1.5. The number of permutations of length n containing c cycles is given by the

unsigned Stirling number of the first kind. Since the score of a permutation is defined as

s = n− c, it follows that the number of permutations with a given score s is:

[
n

n− s

]
(1.40)

Proposition 1.8. The total number of k-cycles over all permutations of length n with c

cycles is given by

∑

π∈Cs,n

ck(π) =
n!

k(n− k)!

[
n− k

c− 1

]
(1.41)

Proof. The proof shall be approached by using exponential generating functions (EGFs) [19]

to count the number of cycles of a given length over all permutations of size n and total

number of cycles c. For a given k, begin by defining a labeled combinatorial class of

permutations, Pc,k. Every object in class Pc,k is a permutation which has c cycles, and

has one particular cycle of length k selected. Thus, the total number of cycles of length k

among all permutations with c cycles and n elements is equal to the total number of objects

of size n in Pc,k.

Since every object in Pc,k has c cycles, the class can be constructed by first selecting

a cycle of length k, then selecting a set of c − 1 additional arbitrary-sized cycles. The

construction uses the atomic object A which has size 1, the cycle construction CY C which

constructs a cycle of arbitrary size, the m-cycle construction CY Cm which constructs a

cycle of length m, the m-set construction SETm which constructs m sets, and the labeled

product ∗ which convolves two classes. See Table 1.3 for how each of these constructions

translate into EGFs.
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Table 1.3: Exponential generating functions for the required combinatorial class construc-
tions.

Name Construction Exponential Generating Function

Atom B = A B(z) = z
Cycle B = CY C(C) B(z) = ln 1

1−C(z)

m-Cycle B = CY Cm(C) B(z) = 1
mC(z)m

m-Set B = SETm(C) B(z) = 1
m!C(z)m

Labeled Product B = C ∗ D B(z) = C(z) ·D(z)

Thus, constructing the combinatorial class and using it to determine the corresponding

EGF gives

Pc,k ∼= CY Ck(A) ∗ SETc−1(CY C(A)) (1.42)

Pc,k(z) =
zk

k

1

(c− 1)!

(
ln

1

1− z

)c−1

(1.43)

The EGF in (1.43) can then be used to sum ck over all permutations with a given score.

∑

π∈Cs,n

ck(π) = n![zn]Pc,k(z)

= n![zn]
zk

k

1

(c− 1)!

(
ln

1

1− z

)c−1

=
n!

k
[zn−k]

1

(c− 1)!

(
ln

1

1− z

)c−1

=
n!

k(n− k)!
[zn−k]

(n− k)!

(c− 1)!

(
ln

1

1− z

)c−1

=
n!

k(n− k)!

[
n− k

c− 1

]
(1.44)
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The final line in (1.44) follows from the previous line by using the following substitu-

tion [19].

[
m

r

]
=

m!

r!
[zm]

(
ln

1

1− z

)r

. (1.45)

1.8.2 Perfect Sorting with the Cycle Metric

Lemma 1.5. If indices i and j in permutation π are fixed to give a case (1/1), case (1/2+),

case (2), or case (3+) selection, then any permutation π′ of the same length, with π(i) = π′(i)

and π(j) = π′(j), will be the same case.

Proof. The proof follows trivially from the fact that a 1-cycle at i or j is a 1-cycle in both

π and π′, and a cycle containing both i and j in consecutive order does so in both π and

π′.

Lemma 1.6. Suppose that indices i and j are selected to give a case (1/1), case (1/2+),

case (2), or case (3+) selection. Then the consensus sorting algorithm with an ideal database

and cycle metric will make the decision which leads to the greatest improvement in score,

which will be to swap in case (2) and case (3+), and to do nothing in case (1/1) and (1/2+).

Proof. Consider a permutation π′ of length n, with π′(i) at index i and π′(j) at j. Then the

selection of i and j in π′ represents the same case as the same selection in π, by Lemma 1.5.

By Lemma 1.4, if π contains a 1-cycle at i or j, then swapping i and j in π′ must degrade

the score of π′ by 1. Likewise, if π does not contain a 1-cycle at either i or j, then swapping

i and j in π′ must create a 1-cycle, and thus improve the score by 1.

Thus, for case (2) and case (3+), every matching permutation (Fig. 1.1) πM ∈ DI has a

corresponding permutation πR ∈ DI with i and j reversed, where

φ(πM )− 1 = φ(πR).
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Likewise, for case (1/1) and case (1/2+), every matching permutation πM ∈ DI has a

corresponding permutation πR ∈ DI with i and j reversed, where

φ(πM ) + 1 = φ(πR).

Therefore, case (2) and case (3+) will result in a swap, whereas case (1/1) and case

(1/2+) will result in no swap.

Lemma 1.7. Suppose that indices i and j are selected to give a case (2+/2+) or a case

(2+2+) selection. Then the consensus sorting algorithm with an ideal database and cycle

metric will make the decision not to swap, regardless of whether a swap would improve the

score.

Proof. Given any matching permutation πM ∈ DI , the members i and j are followed by i′

and j′, respectively. Construct a permutation πR ∈ DI from πM as follows. First, swap the

elements at i and j, resulting in a reversed permutation, and then swap the elements at i′

and j′, giving the result

πR = (i′j′) · (ij) · πM .

If i and j were originally part of the same cycle, then the first swap creates a cycle, and

the second swap re-merges the cycles. Likewise, if i and j were originally part of different

cycles, then the first swap merges the cycles and the second swap creates a cycle.

Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between matching permutations πM ∈ DI

and reversed permutations πR ∈ DI , such that both permutations in the pair have the same

score. Therefore, the consensus sorting algorithm would not be able to decide between

swapping and not, and will not swap by default.

Proposition 1.9. The cycle metric together with an ideal database will fully sort an array

with probability approaching 1, allowing for an unbounded number of consensus sorting

iterations.
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Proof. Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7 demonstrate that only case (2) and case (3+) will take

part in a swap, if an ideal database is used, and in either of those two cases, the score will

be reduced. Furthermore, any array which is not fully sorted must contain at least one cycle

which is not a 1-cycle. Therefore, it is possible to select a pair of indices i and j which are

consecutive members of the same cycle, making i and j a case (2) or case (3+) selection.

Therefore there would exist a score-reducing choice of elements.

Since both conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied, the array is expected to be fully

sorted with probability approaching 1.

Remark 1.6. If an error occurs, there will be a relative degradation of score by 1 due to

noise in case (1/1), case (1/2+), case (2+/2+), case (2), and case (3+). If an error occurs

in case (2+2+), the result will be an improvement in score by 1, because of Lemma 1.7.

1.8.3 Steady-State Behavior of the Cycle Metric

The behavior of the consensus sort can be described by a Markov process, in which each

node represents a single permutation and transitions lead to other permutations as the

result of swaps. Permutations may be partitioned into tiers based on their cycle score, in

which case transitions which are not loopbacks can only lead one tier up or one tier down,

regardless of the node.

Proposition 1.10. The mean change in score for a permutation π, using the cycle metric

with an ideal database, is given by

∆̂s(π) =
2c1(π) + 2c2(π)− 2n

n(n− 1)
, (1.46)

where c1(π) and c2(π) are the number of 1- and 2-cycles in π, respectively, and n = |π|.

Proof. Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7 indicate that when using the cycle metric with an ideal database,

the only cases which can result in a change in score are case (2) and case (3+) selections.

According to the lemma, in every such selection, the score would change by -1. Thus, the
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sum of all changes of score over all choices of elements in π is the total number of case (2)

and case (3+) selections, times -1.

Proposition 1.5 and Proposition 1.6, together with 1.8, gives:

∆̂s(π) = −2c2(π) + 2(n− c1(π)− 2c2(π))

n(n− 1)
=

2c1(π) + 2c2(π)− 2n

n(n− 1)

Enumerate all permutations of given length n, such that πc,i represents the ith permu-

tation with c cycles and score s = n− c. Define the following:

pc,i = Pr(πc,i) (1.47)

pc =
∑

i

pc,i (1.48)

The probabilities associated with each transition are known in the case of an ideal

database. If the database is not ideal, then the transition probabilities are influenced by

error due to database noise.

Lemma 1.8. The chance of error due to the selection of a random database, using the

cycle metric, is the same for case (1/1), case (1/2+), case (2), and case (3+) selections. The

chance of error does not depend on the choice of i, j, or π.

Proof. A permutation of length n, which contains specific fixed values at positions i and

j, can be selected uniformly at random by first selecting from the (n− 2)! permutations of

length (n− 2), expressing the permutation in cycle notation and inserting the pair of fixed

values into the appropriate places in the cycles, relabeling the original (n− 2) elements to

accommodate the values at i and j.

If s′ is the score of the original (n− 2)-length permutation, adding elements i and j will

only add a constant value to the score, depending on the case. A case (1/1) selection adds
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a pair of 1-cycles to the permutation, giving a total score of s′ + 2 after relabeling. A case

(1/2+) or case (2) selection adds a single new cycle, resulting in a total score of s′ + 1. A

case (3+) selection adds elements to an existing cycle, so the resulting score is s′. Thus, the

score of a randomly selected permutation depends on the case of the selection but not on

the specific i and j.

For each of the four cases, an error would occur if the mean of all permutations in the

database which match an incorrect sorting step is less than the mean of all permutations

which match a correct sorting step. Thus, the difference between the two means must be

negative. Since the score of each permutation in the first group follows the same distribution

as the score of each permutation in the second group plus 1, and since the score only differs

by a constant from case to case, then the probability of an error must be the same in each

of the four cases.

Theorem 1.2. Assume that for permutation length n, the scores of permutations in the

database are distributed with mean µn and variance σ2
n. Assume that Nm and Nr represent

the number of permutations which match a correct sorting step and and incorrect sorting

step, respectively. Let Φ represent the cumulative distribution function of a normal distri-

bution. Then an estimate ǫ of the probability of error for case (1/1), case (1/2+), case (2),

and case (3+) selections is given by

ǫ = 1− Φ

( √
NmNr

σ(n−2)

√
Nm +Nr

)
. (1.49)

Proof. Following the discussion in section 1.7.3, the Central Limit Theorem indicates that

for a sufficiently large database, a normal distribution is a reasonable choice of distribution

for Nm and Nr.

If there areNm permutations which match an incorrect sorting step andNr permutations

which match a correct sorting step in one of the four cases mentioned in lemma 1.8, then

following the analysis in the lemma, the chance of an error is given by the difference of
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Gaussians.

The mean score of the permutations which match an incorrect step is distributed with

a mean of µ(n−2)+ δ+1, where δ is some constant which depends on which case is selected,

and a variance of σ2
(n−2)/Nm. The mean score of the permutations which match a correct

step is distributed with a mean of µ(n−2) + δ, and a variance of σ2
(n−2)/Nr.

Thus, the chance of error is given by the positive portion of a normal distribution with

mean −(µ(n−2) + δ + 1) + (µ(n−2) + δ) = −1 and variance σ2
(n−2)/NM + σ2

(n−2)/NR, or

N
(
−1, Nm +Nr

NmNr
σ2
(n−2)

)
. (1.50)

The normal distribution in (1.50) results in an estimated error probability of

ǫ = 1− Φ


 1√

Nm+Nr
NmNr

σ2
(n−2)


 = 1− Φ

( √
NmNr

σ(n−2)

√
Nm +Nr

)
. (1.51)

Lemma 1.9. The chance of error due to the selection of a random database, using the

cycle metric, is the same for case (2+/2+) and case (2+2+) selections. The chance of error

does not depend on the choice of i, j, or π.

Proof. For case (2+/2+) or case (2+2+), a permutation in the matching (or reversed) col-

lection can be constructed by first selecting a permutation of length n − 2, then inserting

the elements at i and j to the existing cycles such that none of the elements change their

cycle membership. The insertion of i and j does not change the number of cycles in the

permutation, therefore the score is the same as the originally selected permutation of size

n− 2.
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In case (2+/2+) and case (2+2+), the algorithm would ideally choose not to act, accord-

ing to lemma 1.7, because the mean scores would be identical for the matching collection

and the reversed collection. For an error to occur, it would first require a database such

that the two mean scores are not equal, and second for the reversed set to have a lower

mean score than the matching set. Based on the reasoning above, the score distribution is

independent of i, j, and π, and is no different for either of the two cases. Thus, the chance

of error due to the selection of a random database must be the same in every such case.

Theorem 1.3. Assume that for permutation length n, the scores of permutations in the

database are distributed with mean µn and variance σ2
n. Assume that Nm and Nr represent

the number of permutations which match a correct sorting step and and incorrect sorting

step, respectively. Let Φ represent the cumulative distribution function of a normal distri-

bution. Then an estimate ζ of the probability of error for case (2+/2+) and case (2+2+)

selections is given by

ζ = 1− Φ


 1√

4NmNr(Nm +Nr)σ2
(n−2)


 . (1.52)

Proof. In case (2+/2+) or case (2+2+), any swap is an error. Thus, to produce an error,

mean scores of the matching and reversed collections would need to differ, and given that

they differ, the reversed collection would need to have a lower mean score. The latter is a

50% chance, by symmetry, since the distribution of scores among matching permutations is

the same as the distribution of scores among reversed permutations.

To determine whether the mean scores of the two groups differ, let Xm be a random

variable representing the mean score of the matching collection over a random database,

and Xr be a random variable representing the mean score of the reversed group. If the

scores are different, then Xm 6= Xr. Let

X = Nr(NmXm)−Nm(NrXr),
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so X must not round to zero.

The mean score of the permutations in each of the two sets is µ(n−2), while the variances

are σ2
(n−2)/Nm and σ2

(n−2)/Nr. The mean, variance, and distribution of X is given by

Nr(Nmµ(n−2))−Nm(Nrµ(n−2)),

N2
r (N

2
mσ2

(n−2)/Nm) +N2
m(N2

r σ
2
(n−2)/Nr),

X ∼ N
(
0, NmNr(Nm +Nr)σ

2
(n−2)

)
(1.53)

From (1.53), the chance that a value falls between the round-off error range of -1/2 to

1/2 is given by

Φ


 1/2√

4NmNr(Nm +Nr)σ2
(n−2)


− Φ


 −1/2√

4NmNr(Nm +Nr)σ2
(n−2)




= 2Φ


 1√

4NmNr(Nm +Nr)σ2
(n−2)


− 1 (1.54)

Applying the fact that only half of the differing values would result in a swap and thus

an error, it follows that

ζ =
1

2


1−


2Φ


 1√

4NmNr(Nm +Nr)σ2
(n−2)


− 1






= 1− Φ


 1√

4NmNr(Nm +Nr)σ2
(n−2)


 (1.55)
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Since the permutations form a Markov process, the steady state can be computed in

terms of the state and transition probabilities. Define

A(1/1)(c, i) ={πc−1,j | ∃j, a, b : πc−1,j = (a b) · πc,i ∧ a, b is case 1/1 in πc,i}

A(1/2+)(c, i) ={πc−1,j | ∃j, a, b : πc−1,j = (a b) · πc,i ∧ a, b is case 1/2+ in πc,i}

A(2+/2+) ={πc−1,j | ∃j, a, b : πc−1,j = (a b) · πc,i ∧ a, b is case 2+/2+ in πc,i}

A(2)(c, i) ={πc+1,j | ∃j, a, b : πc+1,j = (a b) · πc,i ∧ a, b is case 2 in πc,i}

A(3+)(c, i) ={πc+1,j | ∃j, a, b : πc+1,j = (a b) · πc,i ∧ a, b is case 3+ in πc,i}

A(2+2+)(c, i) ={πc+1,j | ∃j, a, b : πc+1,j = (a b) · πc,i ∧ a, b is case 2+2+ in πc,i}

pc,i,(1/1) =
∑

π∈A(1/1)(c,i)

Pr(π) pc,i,(2) =
∑

π∈A(2)(c,i)

Pr(π)

pc,i,(1/2+) =
∑

π∈A(1/2+)(c,i)

Pr(π) pc,i,(3+) =
∑

π∈A(3+)(c,i)

Pr(π)

pc,i,(2+/2+) =
∑

π∈A(2+/2+)(c,i)

Pr(π) pc,i,(2+2+) =
∑

π∈A(2+/2+)(c,i)

Pr(π)

1.9 Perfect Sorting for Other Metrics

This section will establish whether perfect sorting is possible for the remaining metrics listed

in table 1.1. A general trend for all such metrics is that score reduction results from a series

of concerted moves; thus, the algorithm may not have enough information to decide that

one single swap will eventually lead to a decrease in score.
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1.9.1 Perfect Sorting for Ascending Subsequences

Proposition 1.11. The minimum number of ascending subsequences metric does not sat-

isfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1.

Proof. To see why the conditions of the theorem are not satisfied, consider the length-4

array [3, 4, 1, 2]. There are two clear ascending subsequences, and no way that all elements

can be used in a single ascending subsequence. However, the only possible permutation

with a lower score is a fully sorted permutation, which cannot possibly be obtained from a

single swap.

1.9.2 Perfect Sorting for Largest Distance

Proposition 1.12. The largest distance between an element and its correct location metric

does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1.

Proof. To see why the conditions of the theorem are not satisfied, consider the length-4

array [2, 1, 4, 3]. No element is found at a distance farther than 1 from its correct location

in the array. However, all four elements are out of position, so there is no way to select a

single pair of elements which will reduce the score to zero.

1.9.3 Perfect Sorting for Largest Inversion

Proposition 1.13. The size of the largest inversion metric does not satisfy the conditions

of Theorem 1.1.

Proof. To see why the conditions of the theorem are not satisfied, consider the length-4

array [2, 1, 4, 3]. The size of the largest inversion is 1, however there are two such inversions.

It is easy to verify that no single pair of elements will result in a reduction of score.

Proposition 1.14. For any permutation and any pair of elements in the permutation, the

score of the permutation with the pair of elements placed in order is less than or equal to

the same permutation with the pair of elements inverted, if the largest inversion metric is

used.
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Proof. Suppose that the elements in question are π(i) and π(j) at positions i and j respec-

tively, and assume without loss of generality that i < j and π(i) < π(j). The only way

that the score can differ between the in-order and inverted versions of the permutation is if

element i or element j is part of the largest inversion in one of the two cases. It is trivially

true that if both i and j are part of the largest inversion, then the score cannot be larger

when the two are in order compared to when they are reversed.

Suppose by contradiction that the in-order permutation has a higher score than the

inverted permutation. Then the largest inversion in the in-order inversion must be between

i or j, and some k. Without loss of generality, assume that it is between i and k. It

must be the case that i < k, because otherwise the inverted permutation would have

a greater distance between π(i) and π(k) than the in-order permutation. Also, j < k,

because otherwise the i,k inversion would be smaller than the i,j inversion in the inverted

permutation. However, since π(i) > π(k) and π(i) < π(j), then π(j) > π(k). Thus, i,k

is still an inversion in the inverted permutation, contradicting the claim that the score is

larger in the in-order permutation.

As a corollary to Proposition 1.14, it is true that for an ideal database, the consensus

sorting function will never produce a score-increasing result. For any pair of elements, the

function will always either preserve the order of the elements or place them in a non-inverted

order. In either case, the score does not increase.

In practice, for many permutations the consensus sorting algorithm would behave in an

indecisive manner with respect to the largest inversion metric.

1.9.4 Perfect Sorting for Number of Removals

Proposition 1.15. The minimum number of removals for a sorted subsequence metric does

not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1.

Proof. Consider the length-3 array [3, 1, 2]. A single removal is needed to obtain a sorted

subsequence. However, the only possible better score is found in a fully sorted array, which
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cannot be obtained from a single swap. Thus a score-reducing pair of elements cannot be

chosen.

1.9.5 Perfect Sorting for Number of Runs

Proposition 1.16. The number of boundaries between runs metric does not satisfy the

conditions of Theorem 1.1.

Proof. Consider the length-4 array [2, 4, 1, 3]. It has two runs and a score of 1, but there is

no single swap which will result in a sorted array with a score of 0.

1.10 Effect of Altering the Sorting Algorithm

Related work [6] attempts to sort by varying the nature of the sorting algorithm to produce

more effective sorting results. In particular, it uses metrics which allow independence from

element position.

In the interests of completeness, we also ran simulations with variants of the sorting

algorithm to see what effect it had on sorting effectiveness. Note, however, that this goes

outside the intent of the study, which is to analyze the reasons for effective sorting behavior

given a fixed algorithm; we want to find out why a consensus algorithm works well or not,

not to find ways to optimize a particular abstract problem.

In our first experiment, we made a swapping decision independent of the positions of

matching elements. Instead, we defined matches only in terms of whether the elements with

the same values were in matching or reversed order in a permutation from the database.

Thus, every single permutation from the database would now participate in a swapping

decision.

Without preprocessing, the new algorithm runs much more slowly than the already inef-

ficient consensus sort, because there is now a linear time search step for every permutation in

the database. The search cost can be alleviated by pre-computing the inverse permutation

of any permutation in the database.
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Cost aside, the new sorting algorithm is significantly more effective than the original for

the inversion metric. If the original algorithm led to an average of 48.2% score reduction

while sorting, the new algorithm using the same metric improves to 99.0%. This result can

be explained by the fact that each sorting decision is now based on a much larger body of

data, since all permutations participate. Everything else being equal, it corresponds to a

larger effective database size.

Altering the algorithm again so that the absolute distance between the two selected

elements is preserved, but there is no other restriction on position, results is a marginal

improvement for some metrics, or no improvement at all. Altering the algorithm so that

the distance between the two elements is bounded by their distance in the original array

results in no improvement over the baseline algorithm for the inversion metric.

One can conclude that the algorithm is not very sensitive to relative element distance,

unless there is no dependence on position.

1.11 Conclusion

We should be clear that the problem we have studied is an abstract, archetypal problem

meant to investigate convergence behavior of data-driven optimizations and searches, rather

than a practical sorting algorithm. There is related work which studies sorting with com-

parison failure, wherein sorting is the intended goal. Often, an imperfect sort may be used

to describe subjective ranking. In those studies, the failure model is typically simplified

to a fixed probability of failure. In our case, we are more focused on a more descriptive

failure model, to better understand the nature of failure and convergence. Sorting behavior

is secondary in our case.

It has been shown that when the cycle metric is used in conjunction with the consensus

sort, a perfect sort is expected in the ideal case. However, the same can be said of the

inversion metric. The difference is that the cycle metric will result in an array which is far

closer to the fully sorted goal than the inversion metric when another database is used. The

inversion metric is far more likely than the cycle metric to produce a sorting error which
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will result in a significant degradation in score, and thus impede sorting.

The differing results in the case of the two metrics is interesting, because ideally the

expected result is a fully sorted array in both cases. However, one is significantly more

effective at sorting than the other. This is a clear sign that some metrics - the fitness

function for the sorting problem - convey information which is more profound to the problem

than others.

Furthermore, it was shown that the majority of metrics which were studied do not expect

perfect sorting in the ideal case. Under scrutiny, the reason becomes clear - for some of the

metrics to be effective, an effective sorting step would not have a measurable impact until

several steps later. In this case, the algorithm would be unable to anticipate the beneficial

behavior to come and would squander the sorting step. Thus, the algorithm itself is the

limiting factor in the sorting process. For any similar hill-climbing algorithm to be effective,

it is necessary to consider how the choice of algorithm restricts the type of data which it

can benefit from.

This work analyzed score degradation in the inversion metric, and concluded that the

score of an array at the point of convergence could be predicted by a heuristic. The heuristic

used to predict the final score used the theoretical mean rate of improvement in score in

each sorting step, as well as the mean rate of score degradation due to sorting errors caused

by imperfect data. Both factors were used to determine when the sort reached steady-state.

In order to make effective use of this heuristic, it was necessary to assert a condition relating

to the uniformity of probabilities by score at steady state; also, it was necessary for mean

score improvements and errors to be reasonably computable.

The computation required to estimate the equilibrium point of the inversion metric

includes details not covered in this chapter. To see a full description of how the estimate

was computed, please refer to Appendix A.

The task becomes more complicated in the case of the cycle metric. The computation for

the cycle metric depends heavily on membership in one of several cases of element selections,

which in turn depends on the distribution of permutations with different numbers of cycles.
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It has proven more difficult to compute unified results for the cycle metric, and the deviation

from uniformity conditions appears to be more severe for the cycle metric than it does for

the inversion metric. Thus, estimation of the mean improvement and improvement noise

has been attempted for the cycle metric, but has met with with partial success.

This chapter contributes a greater understanding of the way in which convergence be-

havior can be modeled, and the circumstances under which it can be done effectively. The

case of the cycle metric shows that the ability to form an estimate is not universally easy.

On the other hand, the cycle metric is proven to be effective for sorting, demonstrating the

utility of seeking better metrics for a problem.

Regardless of the ability to predict convergence point, it is undeniable that in the exam-

ple studied in this chapter, the fitness score derived from data mining worked as an effective

optimization tool in finding permutations with scores which were very close to the goal.

We can derive an analogy between our work and other data-driven search and opti-

mization, for example identifying the contents of image data, or reconstructing a text from

fragments. In either case, there is an unknown underlying truth, and a large amount of

ambient data which may guide us to our goal. We have learned that the metric used for

scoring relevance will have a significant impact on determining the result, and that some

seemingly good metrics might not be successful due to their inability to anticipate progress.

We have also learned that our success in reconstructing results may be bounded by aberra-

tions in our data, and our ability to extract information from the imperfect data. Finally,

we learned that if we can construct a model for ideal behavior, and estimate the effect of

aberrant data, we may be able to predict how close our reconstruction is from the desired

result.
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Chapter 2: Generalized Perpetual Gossiping Schemes for

Arbitrary Networks

2.1 Introduction

Gossiping is a well-understood problem [20] in which one is given a network of machines, each

containing a unique piece of information. The objective is to disseminate the information to

other machines in the network through a sequence of bidirectional communications trans-

ferring information between pairs of neighboring machines until all information is known by

all machines. The optimal solution (the solution requiring the minimum number of calls)

to the gossiping problem is simple and well-known [20,21].

Perpetual gossiping is an extension to gossiping [22]. In perpetual gossiping, the com-

munication scheme (known as a gossiping scheme) is assumed to continue indefinitely, and

new information can be introduced to any machine in the network at any time. The goal

remains to disseminate all information to all machines, although now the performance of a

gossiping scheme is measured in terms of the window from the moment that new information

is introduced to the moment that information is known by all machines. To be considered

an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme, the scheme’s window size must be checked over all

possible combinations of starting time at which new information can be introduced. Our

goal is to find schemes which perform the best in the worst case.

Perpetual gossiping is an all-to-all communication problem in peer-to-peer networks.

While the first association one might have is with social networks, there are other interesting

and less obvious applications, involving, for instance, management of parallel data storage

systems [23]. Without too much difficulty, we can find perpetual schemes which succeed

in maintaining all-to-all communication over time. However, finding optimal perpetual

gossiping schemes has proven a challenge.
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For many classes of networks, including common networks such as trees, there is no

known optimal solution. We do begin with some prior knowledge about the gossiping

problem. We know that in the static case, we can guarantee all-to-all communication in

an n node network using 2n − 3 calls, with a very simple scheme which first consolidates

all information at a single node, then disseminates it to all other nodes. We know that

the static case has an optimal solution of 2n − 4, but only for networks in which there is

a 4-cycle. We know that the bound on an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme can be no

better than that of a static scheme, but at the same time, cyclical repetition of an effective

static scheme will result in an effective perpetual gossiping scheme.

Existing papers have approached the problem incrementally, either by expanding the

models for which optimal solutions are known, or by improving the known bounds on

optimality. These next several chapters will do the same, but we will also approach the

problem from the opposite direction. We begin by focusing on all networks for which there

was no previously-known solution, to determine whether we can, in general, guarantee a

solution in all cases. In this chapter, we will demonstrate guaranteed methods by which

one can arrive at optimality. Later chapters will also analyze further constraints on optimal

solutions (Chapter 3) and present new solutions for new classes of networks, show how some

non-optimal solutions can be optimized, and show why solutions to some of those classes

are difficult by proving their NP-completeness (Chapter 4).

This chapter demonstrates that an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme can be found for

an arbitrary network G by providing an algorithm which will find one. The algorithm is

based on the observation that, knowing the bounds on the size of an optimal scheme, there

are a finite number of schemes which need to be searched in order to produce an optimal

scheme.

Furthermore, the basic model of perpetual gossiping is a simple one, restricted to a

single bidirectional call per unit of time. While this model is still versatile, and extensions

of the model (such as k-call gossiping) do exist, there are still many network types which
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the model may be too simplistic to effectively describe. It does not allow broadcasting, half-

duplex channels, simultaneous communication, or sources which interfere with one another.

This chapter attempts to broaden the reach of existing gossiping research, by presenting a

generalized network model to apply to perpetual gossiping problems. With the existence

of the generalized model presented in this chapter, we have a mechanism by which we can

adapt existing perpetual gossiping solutions to network models which previously had not

been considered. In particular, we show that the optimality result for perpetual gossiping

schemes can be extended to the generalized network model.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in [24].

This chapter is organized as follows: a discussion of related work (Section 2.2); a presen-

tation of definitions related to gossiping networks and perpetual gossiping schemes, which

will clarify the goals of the optimal perpetual gossiping scheme algorithm (Section 2.3); an

explanation of how the sequences of calls in gossiping schemes relate to the dissemination

of information (Section 2.4); a description of an algorithm which is guaranteed to find an

optimal perpetual gossiping scheme for an arbitrary network, along with a proof of the cor-

rectness of the algorithm (Section 2.5); the description of a generalized network model, and

a proof showing that the optimal scheme algorithm extends to the generalized model (Sec-

tion 2.6); concluding thoughts, which includes evaluation and discussion of the limitations

of the model (Section 2.7).

2.2 Related Work

The gossiping problem was first introduced by A. Boyd as follows [25]: “There are n ladies,

and each of them knows some item of scandal which is not known to any of the others.

They communicate by telephone, and whenever two ladies make a call, they pass on to each

other, as much scandal as they know at that time. How many calls are needed before all

ladies know all the scandal?” Originally phrased, the problem assumed a network built on

top of a complete graph, and had a solution requiring 2n− 4 calls for n ≥ 4 [25–27].
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It was later shown that the gossiping problem on an arbitrary graph depends on whether

the graph contains a 4-cycle [20, 21]. Bumby showed that the optimal solution to the

gossiping problem requires 2n− 4 calls in the case that the network contains a 4-cycle, and

2n − 3 when it does not. Krumme established that gossiping schemes can be reordered in

a number of ways number of ways to produce equivalent results [28].

A number of variants to the gossiping model have been proposed, including perpetual

gossiping which is the subject of these chapters. For example, k-call gossiping permits

multiple parties to join the same call, while parallel gossiping allows multiple independent

calls to take place simultaneously [29]. Some versions attempt to minimize the total cost of

calling rather than the total number of calls, or optimize other objectives such as the number

of edges used [30]. Variants such as exact gossiping expect only a fraction of information

atoms to be learned by each node [31, 32]. A recent direction in the study of gossiping

schemes is epistemic gossiping, an introspective problem which is interested in what each

node knows about what the other nodes know [33].

Thus far, an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme has been found for several special

classes of graphs graphs [22,34]. For example, for machines arranged in a path, an optimal

perpetual gossiping scheme requires 3n−6 calls in the worst case for new information to be

distributed, while in a cycle, 2n− 3 calls are required. However, finding a general solution

for an arbitrary graph has proven to be difficult [35]. The form of the solution for a tree,

for example, is not known [36], and these chapters show that finding an embedding for a

tree with gives rise to the optimal in-order walk-around gossiping scheme is an NP-complete

problem.

2.3 Definitions

2.3.1 Gossiping Schemes and Networks

Definition 2.1. A gossiping network is a finite, connected, undirected graph G = (V,E)

with at least two nodes.
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v1

v2

c1

c2

c3

Figure 2.1: A gossiping network, in which a sequence of calls, c1, c2, and c3 are shown in
blue. Assume that the calls are made in order. Thus, during the sequence, v1 reaches v2
along with every other blue node in between. However, since the calls are ordered, v2 does
not reach v1 during the same sequence.

Definition 2.2. Given a gossiping network G, a call is an event which can take place on

an edge of G at a given time. A call to v, for some node v in the vertex set of G, is a call

on an edge which has v as one of its endpoints. A leaf call is a call to l, where l is some

leaf node of the graph.

Definition 2.3. Assuming an ordered sequence of discrete time steps, a gossiping sequence

on a gossiping network is a sequence of calls, with one call corresponding to each time step.

A gossiping sequence may also have a reversal, which is the same sequence of calls but with

the time steps in decreasing order instead of increasing order. A perpetual gossiping scheme

is an infinite (possibly bidirectionally) gossiping sequence.

For simplicity, a gossiping sequence may sometimes be expressed in terms of the edges

which are called rather than the calls themselves.

Definition 2.4. A vertex v1 ∈ V of a gossiping network G = (V,E) is said to reach node

v2 ∈ V during a gossiping sequence S if there is a subsequence of S whose edges, when

taken in order, form a path from v1 to v2 (Fig. 2.1).

Definition 2.5. A pair of consecutive calls in a gossiping sequence are contiguous if the

pair of edges used by the calls share a common node. A gossiping sequence is said to be a

contiguous sequence if every pair of consecutive calls in the sequence are contiguous.
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A pair of consecutive calls which are not contiguous are discontiguous. A pair of dis-

contiguous calls are said to make a jump.

Definition 2.6. A gossiping sequence S on a network G = (V,E) is said to subsume

sequence S′ on the same network if, for every pair v1, v2 ∈ V , if v1 reaches v2 in S′, then v1

also reaches v2 in S.

Definition 2.7. A complete gossiping sequence (or complete gossip) is a gossiping sequence

such that every vertex in the corresponding gossiping network reaches every other vertex

during the gossiping sequence. A complete perpetual gossiping scheme is a perpetual scheme

which forms a complete gossip from any starting time step in the scheme.

Definition 2.8. A cyclic gossiping scheme is a perpetual gossiping scheme whose sequence

of calls repeats periodically.

Note that it is possible for a subsequence of a complete gossip to still be a complete

gossip. Note also that if a sequence forms a complete gossip, then any supersequence must

form a complete gossip as well. It will be proven later that the reversal of a complete gossip

is also a complete gossip. It is possible for a cyclic gossiping scheme to form a complete

gossiping scheme even if a single period of the scheme does not form a complete gossip.

Definition 2.9. A walk-around traversal of a tree is a gossiping sequence in which adjacent

edges of a tree are called in order, preferring uncalled edges first and once-called non-leaf

edges second, until all leaves are called exactly once and all other edges are called exactly

twice (Fig. 2.2).

A walk-around gossiping scheme is a cyclic gossiping scheme in which each iteration is

the same walk-around traversal of the tree.

Remark 2.1. A walk-around scheme is in fact a complete perpetual gossiping scheme no

matter which walk-around traversal is used.

A gossiping sequence can be expressed using interval notation on the sequence of calls.

Thus, if ci and cj are two calls in the sequence, the notation [ci, cj ] refers to the subsequence
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a, 1

b, 2

c, 3, 9

d, 4

e, 5, 8 f, 6

g, 7

call number:

edge called:

1

a

2

b

3

c

4

d

5

e

6

f

7

g

8

e

9

c

10

...

Figure 2.2: An example of a walk-around traversal of the given tree. Each edge of the
network is labeled with a name, and the sequence shows the time step on which each edge
is called to produce one example of a walk-around.

of consecutive calls beginning with the call ci and ending with the call cj . Open (or half-

open) interval notation may be used as well, such that (ci, cj ] may refer to the consecutive

subsequence beginning with the call after ci and stopping at the call cj .

2.3.2 Windows and Optimality

Definition 2.10. A call which can be removed from a complete gossip such that the result

remains a complete gossip is a wasted call.

Definition 2.11. A gossiping window (or simply window) is a finite sequence of consecutive

calls from a gossiping sequence which form a complete gossip, such that if the sequence ended

sooner it would no longer form a complete gossip (Fig. 2.3). Thus, if [ci, cj ] is a window,

[ci, cj) cannot be a complete gossip.

Definition 2.12. A gossiping window has a window size, which is the number of calls in

the gossiping window. The window size of a complete gossip is given as the window size of

the gossiping window which begins at the start of the complete gossip.

When applied to a complete perpetual gossiping scheme, the perpetual gossiping window
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c0 c1 c2 ... ci−1 ci ci+1 ... cn−1 cn

Figure 2.3: A gossiping sequence consisting of calls c0, ..., cn. If a complete gossip is first
established as a result of call ci, then the gossiping window consists of calls c0, ..., ci (the
shaded portion).

size (or simply window size when usage is unambiguous) is the maximum window size over

all starting steps in the scheme.

The optimal window size of a gossiping network is the best (minimum value) window

size over all complete perpetual schemes for the given network.

A perpetual gossiping scheme may have multiple windows of potentially different sizes,

based on the subsequence of consecutive calls at each individual starting time step within

the scheme. Thus, when not referring to the scheme as a whole, window size can refer to

the window of a subsequence starting from some call c.

Definition 2.13. An optimal perpetual gossiping scheme (or simply optimal scheme) for a

given network is any perpetual gossiping scheme whose window size is the optimal window

size.

Remark 2.2. If an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme exists for a given network, then an

optimal scheme which is a cyclic gossiping scheme is guaranteed to exist.

Definition 2.14. A useless call in a perpetual gossiping scheme is a call which, if removed

from the scheme, would not change the perpetual gossiping window size of the scheme.

2.3.3 Critical Windows

Definition 2.15. A critical window of a perpetual gossiping scheme is a gossiping window

within the scheme whose window size is equal to the window size of the scheme (Fig. 2.4).

A critical window may be given by its critical start time, the time step t of its first call.

Definition 2.16. A critical pair of calls for a given window (c1, c2] is the pair of calls c1

and c2 which define the boundaries of the window..
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a b c

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 c13 c14

b b b b b b ba a a ac c c

...

...

Figure 2.4: A gossiping network consisting of edges a, b, and c, which are called in the order
shown below the graph. The shaded region shows the window of size 6 beginning with call
c6, until a complete gossip is first formed after call c11. The window happens to be a critical
window, in which call c6 itself is a wasted call. The critical pair of the window is c5 and
c11, so that the window is given by (c5, c11], and the critical node is the leaf node associated
with edge a.

Definition 2.17. Given a critical window of a perpetual gossiping scheme, a critical node

of that window is a node which cannot reach every other node prior to the completion of

the window sequence.

2.3.4 Scheme Connectivity

Definition 2.18. If a perpetual gossiping scheme is given for a tree, the trunk of a window

of the scheme is the path defined by the edge called immediately prior to the window, the

edge called in the final call of the window, and all of the edges along the path connecting

the two.

Definition 2.19. The reachability tree (or dissemination tree) for a given node v and a

given sequence of calls is a subsequence of calls representing each call which results in v

reaching some other node for the first time (Fig. 2.5).

2.4 Dissemination of Information in Gossiping Schemes

The gossiping problem is often phrased as a problem of dissemination of information. In

such a formulation, one is given an instance of a gossiping network in which each node is

assumed be associated with a set of information (Fig. 2.6), usually distinct to each node.
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v

e1, c0

e2, c4

e3, c1

e4, c2

e5, c6

e6, c7

call sequence:

edges:

c0

e1

c1

e3

c2

e4

c3

e3

c4

e2

c5

e1

c6

e5

c7

e6

c8

e5

c9

e1

c10

e3

c11

e4

c12

e3

c13

e2

Figure 2.5: The figure above shows a gossiping network, with a complete gossiping sequence
for the network given at the top. Relative to the leftmost node v, each call which allows
v to reach another node for the first time is marked in the sequence. In the diagram, the
edges of the network are labeled with the calls which make up the reachability tree of v.

0

12

3

4 5

Figure 2.6: The initial state of a gossiping network, in which each node contains a distinct,
numbered atom of information.
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0

12

3

4 5 4 5

Figure 2.7: A call on the edge between nodes 4 and 5 shares all information between the
two.
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Figure 2.8: The goal state of the gossiping network, in which the network has complete
information.

Any time a call is made, the two nodes associated with the call are assumed to exchange

all available information, so that after the call, both nodes would possess the union of the

information of both nodes from prior to the call (Fig. 2.7).

The goal of a gossiping sequence is for the network to gain complete information, that

is, for every node to possess the information of every other node in the network (Fig. 2.8).

Formally, for every node to possess the union of the information sets of all individual nodes

from the beginning of the sequence. An individual node may also have complete information,

if its current information is the union of all initial information sets.

Proposition 2.1. Completeness property within a gossiping sequence. Assuming
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that every node’s initial information is unique, then the network achieves complete infor-

mation after a given gossiping sequence if and only the gossiping sequence forms a complete

gossip.

Proof. Assume that one node v1 initially contains an atom of information a1. If a gossiping

sequence on the graph forms a complete gossip, then for any other node v2 in the network,

v1 reaches v2. That means that there is a sequential series of calls which forms a path

from v1 to v2. Since there is no way for a node to lose information which it already

possesses, after each of these calls, the next node along the path is guaranteed to possess

information a1. Therefore, at the end of the sequence, v2 will possess a1. Since this is true

of any information and any pair of nodes, at the end of the sequence, the network will have

complete information.

Now suppose that the network achieves complete information after a gossiping sequence.

That means that for any two nodes v1 and v2 in the network, v2 must possess some infor-

mation a1 after the sequence which was unique to v1 prior to the sequence. A piece of

information can only be transferred to at most one other node as the result of a single call.

Additionally, the new node can only gain the information as the result of a call between

that node and a node which already contains the information. Therefore, for a1 to be at

v2 at the end of the sequence, there must be a sequence of calls which connect v1 to v2.

Therefore, v1 must reach v2 within the sequence, and since this is true for any pair of nodes,

the sequence must form a complete gossip.

Variations of the information dissemination model can be proposed. For example, the

model may allow new information to be introduced at a node, periodically. This particularly

applies to a perpetual gossiping scheme, where the purpose may be to maintain a state of

perpetual universal knowledge in an efficient manner. In such a situation, the analysis of

the scheme may assume that only the information which was available by a certain time

step should be considered in any particular window.

Other variations may assume that information may expire after a certain amount of

time, or that nodes have a limited bandwidth to exchange information in any given call,
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and must strategize appropriately. In one variation of perpetual gossiping, the information

which is transferred includes meta-information about what information is known by which

nodes.

2.5 Optimal Scheme Algorithm

This section gives an algorithm for producing an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme for

an arbitrary graph, which proves that, first of all, an optimal scheme must always exist,

and that there is always a way to find one. This is noteworthy because for many classes

of network, the form of the solution is not known. Finding the optimal window size would

still require computing the optimal scheme, but this section shows that it is possible.

For a gossiping network G = (V,E) with n = |V | > 1 nodes, the algorithm below will

produce an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme.

2.5.1 Algorithm Description

1. Produce the finite set S of all gossiping sequences on G whose length is less than or

equal to 4n− 4.

2. Remove from S all gossiping sequences which do not form a complete gossip.

3. Create a new finite set S′ by taking sequences from S and concatenating them. Each

sequence in S′ is a composition of one or more schemes from S such that each member

of S appears at most once in the scheme. Subject to this constraint, every possible

composition is represented.

4. Assume that each sequence in S′ represents the cyclical pattern of a cyclic gossiping

scheme. Each such cyclic scheme formed in this way is a complete perpetual gossiping

scheme, because it contains at least one complete gossip which repeats an infinite num-

ber of times throughout the scheme. For each cyclic scheme, determine the window

size of the scheme through simulation at each starting point in the scheme.
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5. A scheme with the minimal window size from the previous step is an optimal scheme.

2.5.2 A Note About Simulation

Suppose that for a network with n nodes, some gossiping sequence on the network consists of

O(n) calls. It is possible to use O(n2) time to simulate the gossiping sequence to determine

whether it forms a complete gossip or not, and if so, to determine the size of its window.

This can be done by first setting up an n-by-n matrix representing which nodes have

reached which other nodes. Note that this initialization step is O(n2) runtime by itself. The

procedure is as follows. Initialize a counter to n. For every step in the gossiping sequence,

update the reachability matrix of the pair of communicating nodes. If new information is

gleaned by at least one of the communicating nodes, then update the counter as well. The

update step at each node will require O(n) operations. The process completes when either

the counter reaches n2 (a complete gossip) or all of the steps in the sequence have been

exhausted. Since there are O(n) steps in the sequence taking O(n) time each, the total

runtime is the stated O(n2).

2.5.3 Proof of Correctness

Since G is a connected graph, then it must have a spanning tree. A complete traversal of

the spanning tree requires not more than 2n− 2 steps (depending on the number of leaves

in the tree). One complete traversal will guarantee that all information is consolidated at a

single node, while a second traversal will guarantee that the information is dispersed from

that one node to all other nodes. Thus, at worst, 4n − 4 calls are required in a perpetual

gossiping scheme based on repeatedly traversing the spanning tree.

An optimal scheme must exist because there exists at least one perpetual scheme with

window size ≤ 4n − 4, and there exist a finite number of possible window sizes ≤ 4n − 4.

For every possible window size 0 < w ≤ 4n − 4, out of the set of all possible gossiping

schemes, either there exists a scheme with that window size or there does not. Thus there

is a smallest w for which there is a scheme with window size w. That is the optimal window
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size, and thus the scheme is an optimal scheme.

Set S is the set of all gossiping sequences on G whose length is less than or equal to

4n−4 and which form a complete gossip. Since G is a finite network, then |E| must also be

finite, so |S| is finite as well. For any perpetual gossiping scheme with window size ≤ 4n−4,

every window of the scheme must be a member of S.

Lemma 2.1. If s1 and s2 are complete gossips, and the sequence s = s1s2 is formed by

concatenation, then any window beginning on a call c1 from subsequence s1 of s must end

no later than the final call of s.

Proof. Since s2 is a complete gossip, any gossiping sequence which includes s2 must be a

complete gossip. Thus, the call sequence beginning at c1 and ending at the end of s must

be a complete gossip. Therefore, the window which begins on call c1 must also end no later

than the final call of s.

Let S∗ be the set of perpetual gossiping schemes formed by concatenating an infinite

number of sequences from S. Every perpetual gossiping scheme with window size ≤ 4n− 4

must be a member of S∗. For any perpetual gossiping scheme s ∈ S∗, derive perpetual

gossiping scheme s′ as follows: since s is formed by the concatenation of an infinite number

of sequences, let s = s0s1s2..., where each sk ∈ S. Since there are a finite number of

elements in S, the sequence of sk’s must repeat at some si and sj , 0 ≤ i < j. If i and j are

chosen as the smallest such values, then the subsequence si...sj−1 can be repeated over and

over to give s′ (so s′ = si...sj−1si...sj−1...). Every pair of consecutive subsequences in s′

must also occurs in s, by construction. Thus, by Lemma 2.1 every window in s′ is identical

to some window in s. It follows that the window size of s′ is no worse than the window size

of s.

Set S′ contains one representative cycle from every possible cyclic gossiping scheme s′

which is derived as described above. Since there are a finite number of sequences formed

by concatenating distinct sk ∈ S, S′ must be finite. Furthermore, for every window size

≤ 4n−4 for which there exists a perpetual gossiping scheme, a scheme of that size must exist
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in S′. Since there is at least one scheme in that range, S′ must be nonempty. Therefore, an

optimal scheme can be found in S′ by exhaustive search.

Note that S∗ is an infinite set, so an actual algorithm would not rely on the construction

of S∗. However, S∗ is merely used to define S′, which is a set which can be constructed by

algorithm.

2.6 Generalized Network Model

Observe that the network model for a gossiping network is limited in a number of ways. To

begin with, the graph is undirected, so it does not represent unidirectional or half-duplex

communication channels. Only one call per time unit is allowed, so simultaneous calls and

broadcasts are not permitted. The case of k-call gossiping schemes (which allow up to k

simultaneous calls) has been studied [34], but even then, not all practical cases are covered

by the model. For example, two nearby wireless nodes may both be able to broadcast

to all neighbors, but not simultaneously. In that case, the gossiping scheme may allow k

simultaneous calls, but those calls are only one-way, and not every set of k calls is allowed.

We propose a general network model which extends perpetual gossiping to subsume

many network models in the literature. Although the focus of subsequent chapters will be

on the standard perpetual gossiping model, there is utility in introducing the generalized

network model. The standard model, being limited, does not apply to all network types,

so the existence of a generalized model would allow results from the standard model to

be translated more easily to other networks in future work. Furthermore, this section

demonstrates optimal solvability for a generalized network, so it is now possible to treat it

as a solved problem.

In the new model, G = (V,E) is now a strongly-connected directed graph, and it is

paired with an undirected interference graph GI = (E, I) representing interference between

pairs of edges (Fig. 2.9). An interference graph does not have to be connected, and does

not in fact have to contain any edges at all. The concept of reachability of nodes remains,
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Figure 2.9: An example of a network expressed using the generalized model. The solid
arrows represent network connections, while the dotted lines represent interference edges.
In this example, each of the three nodes can broadcast to the other two, but no two nodes
can communicate at the same time.

except that for one node to reach another node, the path between them must be a directed

path. Similarly, a complete gossip still occurs when all nodes are reachable by all other

nodes.

In general, any number of simultaneous calls are allowed for as long as there is no

interference edge between two of the callers. If e1, e2 ∈ E and {e1, e2} ∈ I, then calls on e1

and e2 cannot be made simultaneously.

Under this model, the original behavior can be emulated by replacing every undirected

edge under the original model with two directed edges, and by including an interference

edge {e1, e2} for every e1, e2 ∈ I such that e1 and e2 do not refer to the same pair of

nodes (in either order) in V . Broadcasts can be allowed by not including interference

edges between broadcast channels. Half-duplex can be modeled by including interference

between the two directions of a bidirectional edge. Wireless nodes which interfere with

one another simply require a suitable selection of interference edges. If a schedule requires

certain subsets of connections to communicate at different times, then interference between

subsets can be modeled by forming interference edges between any connection in the subset,
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and every connection not part of that subset. This policy would prevent different subsets

of connections from communicating at the same time.

Under the new model, the lower bound of the original perpetual gossiping problem no

longer applies. In particular, for a complete digraph with no interference edges, every node

can communicate with every other node in a single step, so the optimal window size is 1,

independent of the size of the network.

Given this new model, it is still the case that an optimal solution can be found. To begin

with, one can devise a simple scheme which is guaranteed to produce a complete gossip and

use that to determine an upper bound on the optimal scheme. Assume that n = |V | > 1.

Since G is strongly connected, if v ∈ V is any node in the graph, then it requires n − 1

single-edge calls to consolidate all information from all nodes at v, and n−1 single-edge calls

to disseminate all information at v to all other nodes. If a scheme is devised to iteratively

consolidate at v and then disseminate from v, then it requires 2n − 2 calls from the start

of an iteration to achieve complete information. At most one full iteration may be wasted

during a perpetual scheme, because a full iteration guarantees a return to the start of an

iteration. Thus, the window size of the iterative scheme is not more than 4n − 4. Since a

scheme exists, then an optimal scheme exists.

The method to show that a scheme exists is similar to the original version of the problem,

in which sets S, S∗, and S′ are defined, S′ is constructed, and an exhaustive search of S′

is used to find the best possible solution. Let S be the finite set of all possible complete

gossips of length 4n − 4 or less. Note that unlike in the original model, sequences which

appear in S may include sequences with multi-calls, depending on the gossiping network.

As in the original model, in any perpetual gossiping scheme of length 4n− 4 or less, every

window of the scheme must be a member of S.

As before, let S∗ be the set of all concatenations of members of S. From S∗, construct

S′ as before. Since S′ is composed of cyclic perpetual gossiping schemes, where each cycle

of S′ is constructed from a finite number of members of S without repetitions, then S′ must

be finite. Furthermore, S′ is a nonempty set which must contain schemes of every possible
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window size ≤ 4n − 4. Therefore, an optimal scheme can be found in S′ by exhaustive

search.

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter provides an answer to one standing problem in perpetual gossiping: whether it

is always possible to find an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme, and how to do it. Thus, the

problem shifts from a question of whether an optimal solution can be found, to a question of

whether a solution can be found efficiently, and if not, how good of a solution is considered

satisfactory.

The algorithms described in this chapter will produce perfectly optimal solutions, as

has been proven. However, there is no expectation that those solutions will be arrived at

quickly. In the worst case, the first step of the algorithm produces the set S containing

O
(
(n− 1)4n−4

)
gossiping sequences to consider, while the set S′ of compositions of S has

size Θ(|S| · |S|!). Given S′, the window size of each scheme s′ ∈ S′ can be determined

through simulation in a process which is O(n2 · |s′|). While the algorithm is of theoretical

interest, the complexity of the first two steps places it well beyond feasible computability

for any reasonably-sized network.

To determine whether it is important to find a truly optimal solution, we may put

currently-known solutions into perspective. For the standard gossiping model, the optimal

result for a static gossiping sequence is known. However, this static best result no longer

applies for perpetual gossiping. The arbitrary time step at which a window begins means

that the starting point of the perpetual gossiping scheme cannot be guaranteed. Thus, some

calls may be wasted because the start of the window may not coincide with the start of an

optimal static gossiping sequence.

The best result for a static gossiping sequence, 2n− 4, does serve as an absolute lower

bound on the performance of a perpetual gossiping scheme. It is also possible to produce

a reasonable upper bound by noting that a perpetual gossiping scheme can be constructed
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as a repeated walk-around traversal of some spanning tree of G. No more than two full

traversals of a spanning tree are required to disseminate information to all nodes, therefore,

the window size of an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme is not worse than 4n− 4 calls.

This means that a reasonable guaranteed upper bound on window size is roughly an

order of 2 times larger than the absolute best window. For practical applications, this

suggests that an investment in optimization heuristics may be more productive than a

search for a truly optimal solution.

With regard to the applicability of the gossiping model, it is important to note the

assumptions on the nature of the network. The generalized network model presented here

can be used to describe a broad range of network models. The algorithm presented here

can easily be adapted to incorporate several gossiping variations (for example, networks

with costs associated with connections or gossiping schemes in which partial information

is sufficient). However, it is assumed that the network is a reliable, static network with

a fixed perpetual gossiping scheme. Thus, probabilistic phenomenon, such as unreliable

communications or communication patterns with a stochastic component, are not covered

by the model. Furthermore, dynamic networks are not considered. While it would be

possible to recompute an optimal scheme for a network after it has changed its topology,

the cost of doing so using this algorithm would be prohibitive.

We do not consider randomized gossiping schemes in this work. The primary moti-

vation for considering randomized schemes is situations in which network topology may

be dynamic. In such a case, the use of randomization is an inexpensive way to produce

an algorithm which may nevertheless give statistically effective performance on a network

which has changing components which elude deterministic approaches. In the model we are

working with, the network itself is completely static, and our goal is to determine a truly

optimal scheme for the network. Furthermore, we are concerned with the performance in

the worst-case. Even if a randomized scheme has effective average-case performance, it is

unlikely to be able to provide effective worst-case guarantees.

In practice, optimal schemes are reasonably fragile, and the reordering or repetition of a
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single call may have a noticeable impact on the overall window size of a scheme. It is highly

unlikely that we would be able to approach an optimal scheme using random techniques.

Furthermore, as we discussed previously, our non-random fallback scheme, which is based

on a walk-around traversal, already gives reasonable worst-case performance. There is no

reason to apply a random scheme which can drastically worsen results in the worst case, if

a reasonable scheme which is within a factor of 2 of the optimal can be easily obtained.
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Chapter 3: Rules for Optimal Perpetual Gossiping Schemes

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter introduced perpetual gossiping schemes, and demonstrated that an

optimal scheme could be found for an arbitrary gossiping network. The chapter demon-

strated an algorithm which would produce an optimal scheme, however this algorithm runs

in superpolynomial time and is more of a theoretical than a practical demonstration.

This chapter continues the investigation of optimal perpetual gossiping schemes by fo-

cusing on properties of optimal schemes, especially on a specific class of gossiping network:

tree networks. Tree networks are of interest because any connected, undirected graph con-

tains a spanning tree, therefore a complete perpetual gossiping scheme for the spanning tree

of a gossiping network will also be a solution for the network itself. However, even for a

network as simple as a tree, there are many graphs for which we do not know the optimal

solutions.

We begin with some prior knowledge about the nature of optimal schemes. For example,

we know that if a scheme has an optimal solution, then there must be a cyclic perpetual

gossiping scheme which provides the optimal solution. We know that for any perpetual

gossiping scheme, the reversal of the scheme is a perpetual gossiping scheme with the same

window size. In fact, any complete gossip can be reversed to produce a complete gossip.

Our goal in this chapter is to build tools which can be used in the future to answer open

conjectures regarding perpetual gossiping schemes. We present this body of results as an

aid for subsequent researchers.

There are two open conjectures of particular interest regarding optimal schemes for

tree networks. These conjectures come about because they are simple and reasonable, and

appear to be true for all examples we have worked with. Our propositions in this section
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are aimed at putting us in a better position to answer these questions:

Conjecture 1. If the given gossiping network is a tree, then there exists some contiguous

scheme which is an optimal scheme for the network.

Conjecture 2. If the given gossiping network is a tree, then there exists some optimal

scheme for the network such that the sequence of calls from every leaf call to the next leaf

call forms a path from the first leaf to the next.

Conjectures 1 and 2 are equivalent propositions, which will be established later this

chapter. The stronger statement that an optimal scheme must be a contiguous scheme

cannot be made, because there are examples of discontiguous optimal schemes for some

networks.

An additional conjecture, that every critical window of any optimal scheme contains

some edge which is called exactly once within within the window, was demonstrated false

by counterexample in Proposition 3.27.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in [37].

This chapter has been organized as follows: a collection of rules setting up fundamental

principles of reachability within a gossiping network, including what happens if calls are

added to a sequence, or if one sequence is followed by another one (Section 3.2); the analysis

of the behavior of critical windows, including facts about leaves called immediately prior to

a critical window and about the leaves which are only reached on the final call of the window

(Section 3.3); rules about the number of necessary calls in any window, and about sufficient

calls to form a window (Section 3.4); a description of call arcs, which relates sequences of

calls by where their windows end, and how the end point changes over the course of the

sequence (Section 3.5); a demonstration of the existence of discontiguous optimal schemes

(Section 3.6); concluding thoughts, including a discussions of the significance of contiguity

(Section 3.7).
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3.2 Reachability Rules

Although the previous chapter establishes that an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme can

be found for an arbitrary network, it does not establish the nature of a general optimal

solution. To provide tools for analyzing optimal solutions, this section will present several

rules regarding reachability. Although these rules may be applied to trees, most are more

general and can be applied to any gossiping network.

Proposition 3.1. Preservation of information. If one additional call is inserted into

or appended to a gossiping sequence, then the resulting sequence subsumes the original

sequence.

Proof. The result follows trivially from the fact that any subsequences which existed in the

original sequence would still exist in the new sequence.

Proposition 3.2. Redundancy of added calls. Given a gossiping sequence S which

forms a complete gossip, if a new call is added anywhere in S then the resulting sequence

will still be a complete gossip.

Proof. Let S′ be the new sequence. By Proposition 3.1, preservation of information, S′

subsumes S. Since S is a complete gossip, any node u reaches any other node v in S, and

therefore also in S′. Thus, S′ must form a complete gossip as well.

Corollary 3.1. If a gossiping sequence contains a window, then the gossiping sequence

forms a complete gossip.

Proof. This corollary follows from the fact that a window already forms a complete gossip,

so it will remain a complete gossip after restoring all of the remaining calls from the gossiping

sequence.

Corollary 3.2. If [ca, cb] and [cc, cd] are windows, and ca takes place earlier than cc, then

cb can occur no later than cd.
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Proof. The sequence of calls [ca, cd] contains [cc, cd] as a subsequence so it must form a

complete gossip. Therefore, the window of ca must occur no later than the final call in

[ca, cd].

Proposition 3.3. Progression of information. If gossiping sequence S1 subsumes se-

quence S2, and a call to the same edge e is appended to both S1 and S2 to produce sequence

S′
1 and S′

2, then S′
1 will still subsume S′

2.

Proof. Suppose that in sequence S′
2, some node v1 reaches node v2. Thus, there is some

subsequence of S′
2 such that the edges form a path from v1 to v2. Either the subsequence

includes the final call to e or it does not.

If it does not, then the subsequence is also a subsequence of S2, so v1 reaches v2 in S1.

By definition, this means that v1 also reaches v2 in S1 as well as in S′
1.

If it does, then the path from v1 to v2 reaches some node v′2 immediately prior to the

call to e. Thus, v1 reaches v2 in all four of S′
2, S2, S1, and S′

1. With the addition of the call

to e in S′
1, there is a path from v1 to v2 in S′

1.

In either case, if any node v1 reaches any other node v2 in S′
2, then it reaches v2 in S′

1

as well, so S′
1 subsumes S′

2.

Proposition 3.4. Transitivity of reachability. Let S1 and S2 be two gossiping sequences

on the same gossiping network, and let u, v, and w be nodes within that network. If u reaches

v in S1 and v reaches w in S2, then u reaches w in the sequence S′ formed by concatenating

S1 with S2.

Proof. Since u reaches v in S1, there is a subsequence of calls S′
1 of S1 which forms a path

from u to v. Likewise, there must be a subsequence of calls S′
2 of S2 which forms a path

from v to w. Thus, S′
1 concatenated with S′

2 must be an in-order subsequence of S′ which

forms a path from u to w, satisfying the definition of reachability.

By preservation of information (Proposition 3.1), Proposition 3.4 still applies if S1 and

S2 are non-overlapping and non-interleaved subsequences of some larger sequence.
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Proposition 3.5. Appeal to contiguity. If a gossiping sequence is contiguous, and a call

to node u is made no later than a call to node v, then u reaches v during the subsequence

beginning with the call to u and ending with the call to v.

Proof. Let c1, ..., cn be the set of calls in the subsequence. Let v0 = u, vn = v, and let vk,

1 ≤ k < n, be some node shared by the pair of calls ck and ck+1.

After call c1, node v0 reaches v1. By induction, assume that v0 reaches vk after the first

k calls. By transitivity (Proposition 3.4), since the k+1st call allows vk to reach vk+1, then

it also allows v0 to reach vk+1. Therefore, after call cn, u will have reached v.

Proposition 3.6. Reflexivity of gossiping sequences. If a node u reaches node v after

a gossiping sequence S, then v reaches u after the reversal S′ of the gossiping sequence.

Proof. Assume that u and v are different nodes (if they are not, then the result is trivial).

Since u reaches v, then there must be some subsequence c1, ..., cn of S which forms a path

between u and v. Under reversal, the edges corresponding to cn, ..., c1 must therefore form

a path from v to u. Since the edges corresponding to cn, ..., c1 are a subsequence of S′, then

v reaches u under reversal.

Corollary 3.3. Reflexivity of complete gossips. If a gossiping sequence forms a com-

plete gossip, then the reversal of the gossiping sequence also forms a complete gossip.

Proof. A gossiping sequence is a complete gossip if and only if every node reaches every

other node. Thus, for any nodes u and v in the network, u reaches v and v reaches u in the

gossiping sequence. By reflexivity of the gossiping sequence (Proposition 3.6), v reaches u

and u reaches v under the reversal of the gossiping sequence. Therefore, the reversal of the

gossiping sequence must be a complete gossip as well.

Proposition 3.7. Propagation of information. Since a gossiping sequence is restricted

to one call per unit of time, then some node u in the network can reach at most one new

node after every call.
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c1 c2 ... cm−1 cm

Figure 3.1: Suppose that calls c2, ..., cm form a critical window. Then any critical node v
cannot reach some node u in the window until cm. Since the window at c1 must not be
longer than (c1, cm], it must end no later than cm−1. Therefore v must participate in call
c1.

Proof. Suppose that some node v is reachable by u prior to some new call c in the sequence.

Then by preservation of information (Proposition 3.1), v must still be reachable after the

call. However, suppose that after the call, some node w, which was not reachable by u prior

to the call, is now reachable by u. Then after c, there is a subsequence of calls which form

a path between u and w, where the path did not exist prior to c.

It follows that c itself must be the final edge on the path between u and w, and one of

the nodes called by c must be reachable by u prior to c. Therefore, the other node called

by c must be w, and w is the only possible new node which is reachable by u.

3.3 Critical Windows on Trees

A complete perpetual gossiping scheme is the most restricted by the calls made within

critical windows of the scheme, because calls added to a critical window will increase the

window size of the scheme. This section investigates some of the properties relating to

critical windows for gossiping networks, especially those relating to tree networks.

Proposition 3.8. Let (c1, cm] be a critical window of a complete perpetual gossiping

scheme. Then any critical node of the window must be an endpoint of edge e at c1.

Proof. Suppose not, then the window has some different critical node v ∈ V which is not

an endpoint of e. Since v is not an endpoint of e, then v does not reach any new node as a

result of call c1 (Fig 3.1).

Since v is a critical node of the window (c1, cm], then by definition, v does not reach

some node u ∈ V prior to cm. However, a window beginning with c1 cannot use c1 itself as
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part of a sequence of calls allowing v to reach u. Thus, the window beginning at c1 cannot

end prior to call cm. This is a contradiction, because [c1, cm] is already larger than critical

window (c1, cm]. Therefore, v cannot exist, so any critical node must participate in c1.

Proposition 3.9. The last call in any window for a tree network must have a leaf node as

an endpoint.

Proof. Suppose not, and consider a node v which does not reach all other nodes until the

final call of the window. Furthermore, consider a tree rooted at v. By definition, v will

first reach some node u ∈ V as a result of the last call in the window, and by supposition,

u is not a leaf. Since the graph is a tree, there must be some leaf node l ∈ V which can

only be reached from v by a path that crosses u. Since l cannot be reached before u is

reached, the window does not represent a complete gossip. Hence a contradiction, proving

the proposition.

Corollary 3.4. Boundary property of leaf calls. In a window of a tree network, all

calls prior to the first leaf call are wasted relative to the window. Thus, in combination

with Proposition 3.9, all complete gossips on trees contain a subsequence of consecutive

calls which is also a complete gossip and is bounded by pairs of leaf calls.

Proof. Suppose [c0, cb] is the window, and call ca is the first leaf call of the window. By

reflexivity (Proposition 3.6), [cb, c0] is a complete gossip under reversal, and thus must

contain a window. Since every window ends on a leaf call by Proposition 3.9 and ca is the

final leaf call in [cb, c0], then [cb, ca] must form a complete gossip. Thus, [ca, cb] must form

a complete gossip, implying that all calls prior to ca are wasted.

Proposition 3.10. A critical window of a tree network contains exactly one critical node,

and that node must be a leaf of the tree.

Proof. The existence of at least one critical node is trivial, because if there were not one,

there would not be a critical window.
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Let (c1, cm] be the critical window, and e = {v1, v2} be the edge called at c1. By

Proposition 3.8, any critical node must be either v1 or v2. Edge e partitions the network

into two sets of nodes, V1 and V2, respectively. By Proposition 3.9, the window must end

at some leaf node l2 ∈ V . Without loss of generality assume l2 ∈ V2.

Assume that v2 is a critical node. Then in [c1, cm], it is impossible for v1 to reach v2

until after c1, and therefore it cannot reach l2 until cm. This is a contradiction because

[c1, cm] is larger than a critical window. Therefore v1 is the only critical node.

To conclude, suppose that v1 is not a leaf node. Then there is some other leaf l1 ∈ V1.

l1 cannot reach v2 without first reaching v1. But if l1 is not a critical node, then it reaches

l2 prior to cm, a contradiction. Therefore v1 is also a leaf.

Proposition 3.11. If a critical window of a tree contains an edge which is called exactly

once, then one endpoint of the edge must be a critical node of the window.

Proof. Let e be such an edge. The edge e partitions the tree into two subtrees, T1 = (V1, E1)

and T2 = (V2, E2). Let u1 ∈ V1 and u2 ∈ V2 be the two endpoints of e. The degenerate

case, in which the final call of the window is a call to e, is trivial. Without loss of generality,

assume that the final call of the window takes place within T2, and by Proposition 3.9 this

call must have an endpoint which is some leaf node l.

Suppose by contradiction that neither u1 nor u2 are critical nodes of the window. Then

there must be a path from u1 to l which reaches l before the final call. u2 lies on that path,

and the call to e must be the first call of the path.

By Proposition 3.10, there must be a critical node. Let v be the critical node of the

window. Immediately after the call to e, v must have reached u2, otherwise it can never

reach at least one of u1 or u2. Thus, there is a path from v to u2 ending no later than the

call to e, and a path from u2 to l ending prior to the final call of the window. This implies

that v reaches l prior to the final call of the window, a contradiction. The critical node

must be one of u1 or u2.

Proposition 3.12. Let W = (c1, cm] be a critical window which ends on a call to leaf v. Let
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u be the leaf (see Proposition 3.10) called at c1. Under reversal, the sequence W
r = (cm, c1]

must be a critical window.

Proof. First note thatW andW r are the same length. By the reflexivity of complete gossips

(Corollary 3.3), the critical window under reversal cannot be larger than the regular critical

window, so W r must form a complete gossip.

Additionally, W r must be a window (and therefore a critical window) because if not, the

final call c1 would be unnecessary, so the sequence (cm, c1) would form a complete gossip.

Reflexivity would imply that (c1, cm) forms a complete gossip, which is a contradiction

because cm is necessary for the window.

Proposition 3.12 implies that a critical pair is a pair of leaf calls. One leaf is the leaf

call to the critical node, while the other call is a call to the final leaf in the window.

Proposition 3.13. If a critical windowW of a perpetual gossiping scheme on a tree network

contains a leaf edge which is called only once, then that edge must be the same edge which

is called immediately prior to the window.

Proof. Let ca be the call to leaf a which occurs immediately prior to W . Let cb be the the

first call to a leaf (which shall be labeled b) after ca. Let cd be the final call in W , which

by Proposition 3.9, must be a call to some leaf d. Let cc be the first call to a leaf (which

shall be labeled c) prior to cd.

Since W = (ca, cd] is a critical window, then by Proposition 3.12, W ′ = (cd, ca] is also a

critical window under reversal. in W , there is at least one leaf node x which does not reach

d until the final call cd. By reflexivity (Proposition 3.6), [ca, cd) is a complete gossip, and

therefore [ca, cc] must also be a complete gossip, and so is [cc, ca]. We know that x cannot

reach d within [cb, cc], because it only reaches d as a result of cd. Therefore, under reversal,

d cannot reach x within [cc, cb]. Since the only additional leaf in the complete gossip [cc, ca]

is a, then x must be a.

If there is a leaf edge which is called only once within the window, then the leaf has

complete information after the call, thus it cannot reach d until the final call of the window.
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Since there is only one leaf x (namely, a) which does not reach d before cd, then it must be

that leaf. Therefore a is called only once in W .

Proposition 3.14. In a critical window of a tree network, with a trunk of length m edges,

there must be at least 3m− 3 calls along the trunk.

Proof. Let (c1, c2] be the window, and let v1 and v2 be the nodes at either end of the trunk,

with v2 being called as a part of the final call c2. Since the graph is a tree, the only way

for v1 and v2 to reach the other is by calls made along the trunk. By definition, v1 must be

called immediately prior to the start of the window, as a part of the call c1.

Within the window, for v1 to reach v2, there must be a subsequence A consisting of m

calls. Likewise, v2 reaches v1 using a subsequence B, also of m calls. A and B can share

at most one call, implying that A and B represent a total of not less than 2m− 1 calls put

together.

In the window beginning with call c1, v1 must also reach v2, and does so using a subse-

quence C of m calls. C cannot share any calls with A, otherwise C would end on the same

call as A, meaning that the windows beginning with call c1 and the one beginning after call

c1 would end on the same call, c2. This would contradict the claim that the window (c1, c2]

is critical. C can share at most one call with B, and one call from C is not part of the

window (c1, c2]. Thus, C will contribute no less than m− 2 calls to the trunk.

Considering each of A, B, and C, there are no less than 3m− 3 calls to the trunk.

3.4 Call Accounting in Complete Gossips

Within any window, there are some claims we can make about the calls which must appear

in the window. For example, in a tree, every edge must be called, because otherwise

information would have no way to reach from one side of the tree to the other. This section

goes into greater detail about the types of calls which must appear within any complete

gossip, and about the numbers of calls.
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v1

v2

e1

e2

Figure 3.2: In a complete gossip, any two nodes v1 and v2 must reach each other. Thus, if
e1 and e2 are distinct edges, at least one of them must be called more than once.

Proposition 3.15. In a complete gossip on a tree network, every edge must be called at

least once, but at most one edge can be called exactly once.

Proof. In a tree network, every edge partitions the graph into two subgraphs, so the first

part of the proposition will be taken as self-evident. Now suppose that there are at least

two edges, e1 and e2, which are called exactly once within a complete gossiping sequence,

and without loss of generality, assume that e1 is called first.

Since the network is a tree, there must be a unique path between e2 and e1; select nodes

v1 and v2 from e1 and e2, respectively such that the path between them crosses both e1

and e2 (Fig. 3.2). Since every node must reach every other node, there must be a path of

calls leading from v2 to v1. This is a contradiction, because the path must cross e2 and e1

in that order, proving the proposition.

Proposition 3.16. Any complete gossip on a tree network has a subsequence which is still

a complete gossip, but for which one edge is called exactly once while all other edges are

called exactly twice.

Proof. Each edge ei connecting two nodes, ui and vi, partitions the graph into two subgraphs
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ui viei

Figure 3.3: In a tree, any edge ei partitions the network into two subtrees (here, the blue
tree represented by node ui and the green tree represented by vi). In any gossiping sequence,
calls to ei will be marked at most twice: once after ui first becomes reachable by all blue
nodes, and once after vi first becomes reachable by all green nodes. It is possible that both
will be the same call.

(Fig. 3.3). In a complete gossip, at some moment, ui must first become reachable by all

other nodes from its subgraph, and likewise for vi. For each ei, mark the first call to ei after

each of these two events (ui becomes fully reachable from its subgraph, and vi becomes fully

reachable from its subgraph). There must be at least one marked call per edge, because

each edge must be used as part of a path which reaches from one subgraph to the other.

However, it is possible for the same call to be marked twice.

Keep only the marked calls and eliminate all others.

Suppose that the new sequence does not form a complete gossip, that is, suppose that

there is some node w which does not reach some destination node d in the new sequence.

The edges from w to d form a well-defined path e1, ..., en in the graph, and e1 must be called

at least once in the new sequence. Thus, there must be some first edge ef , f > 1, which

does not appear in order in order in new call sequence.

Assume that uf and vf are the nodes associated with ef , with uf begin the node closer

to w. Since the original sequence forms a complete gossip, there must be at least one time

in the original sequence that ef is called after uf becomes reachable from all nodes in its

subgraph. If the first such call to ef is cf , then by definition, cf must be part of the new

call sequence.

The call cf must have been preceded, not necessarily immediately, by some call to ef−1

which could only have occurred after uf−1 became reachable by its entire subtree. The
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argument extends to every node along the path up to w, meaning that all of the calls from

e1 up to ef must appear in order in the new sequence. Hence a contradiction to the claim

that there is a first edge not in the path from w to d in the new sequence, and and thus a

contradiction to the assumption that the new sequence does not form a complete gossip.

By construction, the new call sequence has at least one call and at most two calls per

edge. Since it is still a complete gossip, then Proposition 3.15 tells us that at most one edge

is called exactly once.

Consider the last edge el to be called for the first time in the new call sequence. At the

moment it is called, its two nodes must be reachable from every node in their respective

subtrees, because otherwise some other edge would also be missing from the call sequence.

Therefore, el can only correspond to one marked call, and thus only one call in the new call

sequence.

Proposition 3.17. In any window of a perpetual gossiping scheme for a tree network, every

ordered pair of distinct edges must appear. In particular, every ordered pair of distinct leaf

edges must appear.

Proof. This result follows trivially from the fact that every pair of edges in a tree network

defines a unique path between a pair of nodes, and every window must contain a path

between every pair of nodes.

Proposition 3.18. Given a sequence of contiguous calls on a tree network, a sufficient

condition for a complete gossip is the appearance every ordered pair of distinct leaf edges.

Proof. For any pair of nodes v1, v2 in the network, there is a pair of leaves l1, l2 such

that the unique path from l1 to l2 crosses nodes v1 and v2, in order. Since the sequence is

contiguous, between some pair of calls to l1 and l2 (in order), there is a contiguous series

of edges which gets called. Any contiguous series of edges has a subsequence which forms a

path. Therefore, l1 reaches l2, so v1 must reach v2 as well.

Corollary 3.5. Paired leaf property of windows. A contiguous subsequence of a

perpetual gossiping scheme for a tree is a window iff every ordered pair of distinct leaves
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in the graph appears, and the sequence ends immediately after the preceding condition is

satisfied.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.17 and Proposition 3.18 taken together with the

definition of a window.

Corollary 3.6. If a perpetual gossiping scheme contains a contiguous subsequence between

every pair of consecutive leaf calls, then there is a contiguous subsequence of the original

scheme which has a window size which is at least as small as the original window size.

Proof. Consider any window from the original scheme. By Proposition 3.17, every ordered

pair of distinct leaf calls must be made. By premise, between each of these calls is a

contiguous subsequence of calls. Consider a new scheme composed of only the leaf calls and

the contiguous subsequence between every pair of calls.

In this new scheme, each window from the original scheme is still a window in the

new sequence due to the paired leaf property (Corollary 3.5). However, due to the fact

that the new sequence is a subsequence of the original, each window is no larger than the

corresponding original window.

Proposition 3.19. Suppose that a pair of consecutive calls c1 and c2 in a perpetual gossip-

ing scheme is not crossed by any critical window (to be crossed by a window, it is sufficient

for c2 to be part of the window). Then a call may be added in between c1 and c2 without

changing the window size of the gossiping scheme.

Proof. Let ca be the newly added call. Any window of the scheme can have its size increased

by at most 1 as a result of adding the call, and only if the window originally crossed the

pair of calls. One new window is created starting at ca, but by Corollary 3.2. the size is at

most 1 larger than the size of the window starting at c2.

Since none of the windows which cross the pair c1, c2 are critical, each has a window

size of at most w′ < w for some integer w′, where w is the window size of the scheme. After

adding ca, each will have a window size of not more than w′ + 1. Since w′ + 1 ≤ w, the

overall window size of the scheme will not change.
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Proposition 3.20. Suppose that a perpetual gossiping scheme S on a tree network contains

at least one discontiguity. Then there exists a scheme S′ with window size not worse than

the window size of S, such that any discontiguity in S′ is crossed by at least one critical

window.

Proof. Consider a discontiguity c1, c2 ∈ S. A new call can add at most 1 to the size of

an existing window. Thus, for as long as the discontiguity is not crossed by some critical

window, it is possible to add a new call between the two discontiguous calls without causing

any of the affected windows to become larger than a critical window of the original scheme.

Thus, edges along the path connecting c1 to c2 may be added to the scheme in order,

until either a critical window crosses the discontiguity or until all edges along the path are

utilized, eliminating the discontiguity.

Since the same procedure may be repeated for every discontiguity in S, the resulting

scheme S′ proves the proposition.

Given a tree with the node set V and a perpetual gossiping scheme S, as well as some

node v ∈ V , any window of S contains a unique subsequence of |V | − 1 (not necessarily

consecutive) calls which represents each call in which v reaches some new node. This is

because each call is capable of reaching at most one new node, and there are exactly |V |−1

nodes which the information needs to reach.

Proposition 3.21. Any window of a perpetual gossiping scheme on a tree network must

contain at least 2n− 3 calls.

Proof. By Proposition 3.15, all edges in the network are called at least once, and all but

one edges are called at least twice. Since the graph is a tree, there are n − 1 edges in the

graph, therefore there must be at least (n− 1) + (n− 2) = 2n− 3 calls in every window of

the scheme.

Proposition 3.21 can also be derived from known results from static gossiping, in which

the window size is 2n− 3 unless the network contains a 4-cycle, which a tree cannot have.
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cr ... ... c−1 c0 c1 ... ... ca

arc

reverse arc

Figure 3.4: The windows representing the arc and reverse arc of call c0. The arc of c0
consists of the window beginning at c1 and ending at ca, while the reverse arc consists of
the window of the reversal of the scheme beginning at c−1 and ending at cr.

3.5 Call Arcs

When investigating windows of a perpetual gossiping scheme, it is of interest to note how

the window changes as the starting call changes. In particular, moving from one starting

call to the next will not necessarily change the final call of the window. As Corollary 3.4

indicates, if the window does not begin on a leaf, then the initial calls of the window are

wasted, and the final call will not change if the starting call is moved forward. In some

cases, two different leaf calls will also have the same final call.

This section introduces the notion of call arcs, which describe the end point of a window

based on where the window begins (Fig. 3.4).

Definition 3.1. Given a gossiping network and a complete perpetual gossiping scheme for

the network, the arc of a call c1 in the scheme is the unique window (c1, c2], where c2 is

the final call in the window. The reverse arc of c1 is the arc of c1 under the reversal of the

scheme. Note that most propositions which apply to arcs will apply to reverse arcs as well,

by symmetry.

If the reverse arc of a call at time t has window size w, then it consists of the set of calls

at t− 1, ..., t− w.

Schemes in which multiple arcs (or reverse arcs) end on the same call do occur, and are

common.

Definition 3.2. A max arc is an arc of a call such that there are no arcs of larger size
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which share the same final call. A max reverse arc is similarly defined.

Proposition 3.22. A max arc (or max reverse arc) cannot contain a different max arc (or

max reverse arc).

Proof. Suppose not, and let the max arc (c1, c4] contain max arc (c2, c3], where either c3

occurs before c4, or c3 = c4 and c2 occurs after c1. In the latter case, the second arc is

smaller than the first, contradicting the definition of max arc. Thus, c3 occurs before c4.

Since (c2, c3] is an arc, then by propagation of information (Proposition 3.1), any gos-

siping sequence beginning earlier than c2 but ending at c3 must also be a complete gossip.

This contradicts the claim that (c1, c4] is a window. Therefore, any arc cannot contain a

different arc.

The argument for a max reverse arc follows the same form.

Proposition 3.23. Any critical window of a perpetual gossiping scheme must be the max

arc of some call.

Proof. Every window is the arc of some call. If a window is critical, then there are no larger

size windows of the scheme, so by definition, the arc is a max arc.

Proposition 3.24. If the arc A1 = (c1, cm] of a call c1 in a tree network is a max arc, then

c1 is a call to a leaf node.

Proof. There is some node v1 which, in A1, reaches some other node v2 only as a result of

call cm. Let l be any leaf node such that the path from v1 to v2 is a subpath of the path

from l to v2, and suppose that l is different from v1. Then l reaches v2 in the sequence

(c1, cm), which is the arc minus the final call cm. However, v1 does not reach v2 in (c1, cm),

a contradiction.

Therefore, v1 must be a leaf. Furthermore, v1 must be part of the call c1 by Proposi-

tion 3.8.

Proposition 3.23 and Proposition 3.24 are equally true of reverse arcs.
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Proposition 3.25. For any perpetual gossiping scheme, if the arc A = (c1, cm] of a call c1

is a max arc, then the reverse arc Ar of cm is a reverse max arc whose final call is c1.

Proof. Let [c1, ci] be the window which begins with c1, where 0 < i < m. Since reflexivity

(Corollary 3.3) gives that the reversal of a complete gossip is still a complete gossip, let

[ci, cj ] with 0 < j ≤ i be a window under reversal.

Thus, under reversal, (cm, cj ] and (cm, c1] are complete gossips due to preservation of

information (Proposition 3.1). Therefore, Ar forms a complete gossip.

Let ck, j ≤ k < m be the final call of the reverse arc of cm. This means that (cm, ck] is a

reverse arc and thus a complete gossip, so the regular-order sequence [ck, cm) is a complete

gossip. If k 6= 1, then (c1, cm) is a complete gossip, contradicting the premise that (c1, cm]

is a window. Therefore, k = 1 and the sequence Ar must be a reverse arc.

Assume that Ar is not a max reverse arc. The sequence (c1, cm] forms a complete gossip,

so [cm, c1) forms a complete gossip under reversal. If a window begins at cm or before under

reversal, then its window must end before c1. This contradicts the assumption that Ar is

not a max reverse arc.

Therefore, (cm, c1] is the reverse max arc of cm.

3.6 Contiguity of Optimal Schemes on Trees

Conjecture 1 at the beginning of the chapter states that any tree network must have an

optimal scheme which is made up completely of a sequence of contiguous calls. The second

conjecture, Conjecture 2, is a stronger statement which turns out to be equivalent to the

first.

Proposition 3.26. Conjecture 1 is equivalent to Conjecture 2.

Proof. Conjecture 2 states that every tree network has an optimal scheme in which every

pair of consecutive leaf calls is separated by a sequence of calls which forms a path. The

call scheme is already an optimal contiguous scheme, so Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 1.
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a b c

Figure 3.5: A path of 3 edges, labeled a, b, and c. A provably optimal scheme with a
window size of 6 can be obtained using either the contiguous scheme ...a, b, c, b, ..., or the
discontiguous scheme ..., a, c, b, a, c, b, c, a, b, c, a, b, ...

If a tree network has an optimal contiguous scheme, then between every pair of consec-

utive leaf calls is a contiguous subsequence. By Corollary 3.6, the network must have an

optimal scheme which satisfies the conditions of Conjecture 2. Thus, the two conjectures

are equivalent.

Another, even stronger conjecture, is that an optimal scheme for a tree must be com-

posed solely of contiguous calls. This even stronger conjecture is demonstrably false.

Proposition 3.27. There exists an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme on a tree network

which contains discontiguities.

Proof. Consider a path of length 3, with edges labeled a, b, and c (Fig. 3.5). The number

of nodes in the graph is n = 4, and previous work [22] gives a contiguous optimal perpetual

scheme with a window size of 3n− 6 = 6 calls.

Consider the following cyclic gossiping scheme:

..., a, c, b, a, c, b, c, a, b, c, a, b, ...

Such a scheme can be manually verified to have a window size of 6, by determining the

window size from each distinct starting call in the scheme. The critical windows occur

either when a sequence begins on a b call, or immediately after a jump in the scheme.

All known examples of optimal schemes with discontiguities are small, with diameter 3.

Lemma 4.1 in the following chapter will prove that in a network of diameter 3, only trees

with a maximum of 5 edges can have an optimal scheme which is discontiguous.
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3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we sought an answer to an important question in perpetual gossiping:

whether we can always find an optimal scheme made up solely of contiguous calls. This

question was formalized by the two equivalent conjectures, Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 2.

These conjectures seems very reasonable, and in all examples we have encountered, we have

never been able to find a counterexample.

A resolution to these conjectures would represent a profound milestone for perpetual

gossiping. It would simplify the task of devising optimal solutions, because it would sig-

nificantly constrain the structure of any scheme which would need to be developed. There

are still vast numbers of tree networks for which optimal schemes are not known, let alone

networks with cycles. Thus, it would be advantageous to make definitive statements on

basic questions like contiguity.

This chapter lays out a number of previously-unknown results about the nature of

perpetual gossiping schemes. For example, we now know that the leaf-to-leaf property, in

which all leaves of a tree appear in both orders during a sequence, is a necessary condition in

any window. For a contiguous scheme, it is a sufficient condition. We introduced a number of

results related to critical windows, which pose the greatest constraint to reordering schemes.

A number of approaches which we attempted to use to resolve the contiguity conjectures

revolved around attempts at reordering calls to form contiguous sequences from optimal

discontiguous sequences. We realized that this could be helpful in some situations, but

there were still difficult situations to consider. It is possible to rearrange discontiguous

calls in certain ways while preserving the window size of a particular window. The primary

concern is that, although the given window might not change, the movement of a call may

have a cascading effect on different windows. This is typically seen when a call is moved

from one side of a leaf call to the other side of the leaf call.

Although we have not presented a resolution to the contiguity conjectures, we made one

key contribution regarding the necessity of contiguous schemes. We showed that optimal

discontiguous schemes were possible, by demonstrating an example. Further results showed
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that the situations where similar optimal discontiguous schemes may occur are limited.

Notably, we did not disprove that an optimal contiguous scheme must always exist.
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Chapter 4: Solutions and Analysis of Walk-around Gossiping

Schemes

4.1 Introduction

Even for a network as simple as a tree, there are many unanswered questions about the

perpetual gossiping problem. We do know solutions for some simple classes of trees. We

know from previous work [22] that the optimal scheme on a path of n nodes has a window

size of 3n − 6, and we know that a star with n nodes requires a window of 2n − 3 calls in

the worst case, for example. However, there are a number of seemingly simple trees where

the optimal solutions are still not known.

A curious situation involves a path with a singleton edge (Fig. 4.1). Intuitively, it may

seem like a walk-around traversal of the graph may produce an optimal solution. It turns

out that it is as good or better to call the singleton edge twice per cycle, once in either

direction along the path.

This chapter will expand the knowledge of perpetual gossiping by explaining the reason

for this phenomenon, along with other observations about walk-around schemes. It provides

optimal walk-around solutions to several classes of networks, while proving why the solutions

to others will remain difficult. A walk-around scheme is an easy to create cyclic gossiping

scheme. However, as we shall discover, even when restricted to a simple walk-around,

m m

a

b c

Figure 4.1: A path of 2m edges with a single edge extending from the middle node.
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finding an optimal solution can be difficult.

We improve the state of knowledge of walk-around schemes by introducing several

special-case networks, and producing an optimal walk-around for each of them. We in-

troduce the concept of dominoes, ordered pairs which can be used to represent certain

types of subtrees in a tree network, and show how an optimal walk-around scheme for a

domino-based tree can be found in polynomial time. We describe organ pipe networks,

which are trees composed entirely of paths, and provide efficient solutions. We also show

that we can efficiently find an optimal walk-around for any tree bounded at a degree of 3.

The chapter utilizes the general results for walk-around schemes to develop optimization

strategies. It discusses the concept of reflection, which is when a portion of a scheme is

traversed more than once during a walk-around. We show how reflection can be used to

reduce the window size of a scheme in some situations, and we discusses why reflection is

beneficial in those situations.

The chapter concludes by demonstrating the limits of walk-around schemes, by showing

that a general optimal walk-around scheme will be difficult to find. This is done by proving

that finding the maximum shortest leaf-to-leaf distance, a variable dependent on the em-

bedding of a network, is an NP-complete problem. Since the optimal walk-around scheme

is a function of shortest leaf-to-leaf distance, optimal walk-around itself is NP-complete.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in [38] and presented in [39].

This chapter has been organized as follows: a result showing the window size of any walk-

around scheme, including the dependence on the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance in the network

embedding and the optimality of walk-around schemes for diameter 3 networks (Section 4.2);

an introduction to the domino problem and an efficient solution to the problem (Section 4.3);

a presentation of the concept of staircases for the use of determining feasible embeddings,

along with a proof that it is possible to find the optimal solution for any degree 3 network

in polynomial time (Section 4.4); an introduction to the concept of organ pipes, and the

demonstration of efficient walk-around solutions for several cases of organ pipe networks

(Section 4.5); a discussion of the methodology for optimizing walk-around schemes through
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the use of reflection (Section 4.6); a proof of the NP-completeness of optimal walk-around

schemes (Section 4.7); concluding thoughts about walk-around schemes (Section 4.8).

4.2 Basic Walk-around Schemes

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that a tree has n nodes and l leaves. Then the window size w of

a walk-around gossiping scheme on the tree is given by

w = 4n− 2l − d− 3, (4.1)

where d is the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance in the scheme.

Proof. Let l1 be some leaf of the tree, and let l2 be the leaf immediately preceding l1 within

the walk-around scheme. Suppose that a window begins immediately after a call to l1.

Then the first time that l1 is called will be on the final call of the walk-around traversal

beginning at the start of the window.

From the time that l1 is called, the window cannot complete before l2 is called, which is

shortly before l1 is called again. This accounts for one full walk-around, 2(n− 1)− l calls,

plus one more walk-around, minus the edges leading from l2 to l1 but not including l2 itself.

If dl1 represents the number of edges between l1 and l2, then this gives a total of 2(n−

1)− l + 2(n− 1)− l − (dl1 − 1) = 4n− 2l − dl1 − 3 calls.

By the paired leaf property of windows, Corollary 3.5, the above is a window, because

every leaf besides l1 is called once prior to l1, and also once after l1. If L is the set of leaves

in the tree, then The largest such window is given by:

max
a∈L

(4n− 2l − da − 3) = 4n− 2l −
(
min
a∈L

da

)
− 3 = 4n− 2l − d− 3

Suppose that a window begins at a point which is does not immediately follow a leaf

call. Then the window will still finish at the same time as if it had started immediately
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Figure 4.2: The network is identical in both figures shown here. However, when interpreted
as an ordering of nodes for a walk-around traversal, the two will have a different window
size. The figure on the left will have a window size of 27, due to a shortest leaf-to-leaf
distance of 4 (from c to d), whereas the figure on the right will have a window size of 28,
due to a shortest leaf-to-leaf distance of 3 (from d to a).

after the nearest preceding leaf call. Therefore the window size cannot be larger than the

proposed value, and 4n − 2l − d − 3 is still the upper bound for the window size of the

scheme.

Theorem 4.1 not only shows the window size of a walk-around scheme, but it also shows

that the same network may produce a different window size depending on which walk-

around is chosen (Fig. 4.2). In particular, a walk-around in which no two leaves are close

together would have a superior window size to a walk-around in which some pair of leaves

is close together.

Since every connected graph has some tree embedded within it, the upper bound on

window size for a cyclic walk-around scheme can also be used to determine an upper bound

on the optimal window size for a general graph.

Lemma 4.1. Assume a tree network with diameter 3 which has a middle edge b, leaf edges

A = {a1, ..., ai} on one end of b, and leaf edges C = {c1, ..., cj} on the opposite end of b

(Fig. 4.3).

Suppose a discontiguous scheme S = L1, b, L2, b, L3, b, ... is given, where each Lk is some

permutation of all i+j leaf calls. Then S can only be optimal if i, j ≤ 2, and the optimality
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a1
a2

ai

c1
c2
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Figure 4.3: A general tree network with diameter 3. There are a total of i leaves on the left
hand side, j leaves on the right hand side, and one edge in the middle.

bound is equal to that of a walk-around scheme.

Proof. Except for in the trivial case of a path, (4.1) gives that a walk-around scheme will

have a window size of 2(i+ j) + 3. Therefore, any optimal scheme can have a window size

no larger than that value.

Let each Lk be the sequence ek,1, ek,2, ..., ek,i+j , and consider the sequence S′ = (e1,1, e3,2],

a subsequence of S of length 2(i+ j) + 3. For S to be an optimal scheme, S′ must form a

complete gossip. Because L′
1 = (e1,1, e1,i+j ] includes every edge except for e1,1, and because

S′ includes L′
1, b, L2, and because edge b is the only edge which can separate any two leaf

edges, every leaf except for e1,1 is guaranteed to reach every other leaf in S′.

It follows that S′ will form a complete gossip iff leaf e1,1 reaches all other leaves. In

S′, the leaf edge e1,1 is first called in L2. If, without loss of generality, e1,1 ∈ A, then it

cannot reach any of the leaves in C prior to L3. However, only two leaves from C are part

of [e3,1, e3,2], the portion of L3 which is a part of S′. Therefore, |C| ≤ 2, and furthermore,

if |C| = 2 then the optimal window size equals that of the walk-around.

If |C| = 2, then the first call of L3 must be in C, and a symmetric argument can be

made for the sequence which starts at the second call of L3, giving that |A| ≤ 2 as well. If

|C| = 1 but |A| > 2, then the second call in L3 must be c1. If that were true, then in the

2(i+j)+3 calls after e3,2, c1 would not be able to reach all of A, a contradiction. Therefore,

both i and j must be no greater than 2.
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Consider the remaining case where |C| = 1, |A| = 2, and c1 is never the first or last call

in a sequence of leaf calls. Then the window size can trivially be verified to equal 9, the

same as the walk-around.

Proposition 4.1. Assume a tree network with diameter 3, as described in Lemma 4.1

(Fig. 4.3). In such a network, a walk-around scheme gives optimal bounds.

Proof. Since the path case is trivial, assume that the network is not a path. By (4.1), the

existence of a walk-around scheme shows that an optimal scheme has a window size of no

worse than 2(i+ j) + 3.

By Proposition 3.15, any window will have at least 2(i+ j) + 1 calls. Thus, an optimal

scheme can have not more than two wasted calls in any window. Suppose by contradiction

that there is no optimal scheme which is a walk-around, so there can be at most one wasted

call in any window.

If a window of an optimal scheme begins on a call to b, then by the boundary property

of leaf calls (Corollary 3.4), that call is wasted.

By assumption, there can be no other wasted call in the window. Therefore, there can

be either one or two additional calls to b in the same window.

First, assume that there is only one additional call to b within the window (Fig. 4.4).

Then every leaf must be called at least once before the second b call and once after it.

Furthermore, in the next window which begins on a b, there must be exactly two b’s again,

because all i + j leaves get called before the first non-wasted call to b. The pattern must

continue for every b in the sequence, so the sequence follows the pattern of Lemma 4.1.

Therefore, the optimal window size could be determined by a walk-around scheme, and a

discontiguous optimal scheme is possible only if i, j ≤ 2.

Next, assume that there are exactly three calls to b in the window, two of which cannot

be wasted (Fig. 4.5). Note that every window beginning on b must have exactly three calls

to b, because if there were two, then there would be no window beginning on b which had

three leaf calls, a contradiction. By Proposition 3.15, there must be some leaf call between
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b all leaves b all leaves b all leaves

Figure 4.4: A window of a diameter 3 network which begins on a call to b, where there are
two calls to b in the window. The first call to b is wasted, meaning that all leaves must
appear once both before and after the second b call. Furthermore, the next call after the
window must be a b, so the pattern must continue.

b all C leaves b a1 b all C leaves b all A leaves

Figure 4.5: A window of a diameter 3 network which begins on a call to b, where there are
three calls to b in the window. The first call to b is wasted, and WLOG an a1 call (the only
one in the window) appears between the second two b calls. That means that that between
every pair of b’s alternate subsequences of all C’s and all A’s. In each subsequence, each
leaf appears exactly once, but every A leaf except a1 appears once before and once after a1.
That’s only possible if there’s only one A leaf (and by similar argument, one C leaf).

the second and third b call which is called exactly once. Suppose without loss of generality

that the call is a1. Then calls to every ck ∈ C must occur both before the second b and

after the third b, and cannot occur between the second and third b call because it would

result in too many ck calls.

Since the above argument is true beginning at any b in the scheme, the leaf calls between

every subsequent pair of neighboring b calls must alternate from every A call to every C

call. Since there must be exactly one of each leaf (from either A or from C) between every

pair of b’s, and since every leaf must be called exactly once in every such region, there must

be only one leaf in between every pair of b calls. Therefore, the graph must be a path.

4.3 The Domino Problem

Consider a bag of dominoes, with each half of a domino labeled with some integer, possibly

negative (Fig. 4.6). The problem can be extended to any real number, but only integers

will be considered here. One is given the task of matching dominoes end-to-end, with the

restriction that a pair of dominoes can only be matched if the pair of matching ends sum
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4
1

0
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5
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Figure 4.6: A bag of dominoes with integer labels on either end.

2 −3 3 1 −3 + 3 = 0 ≥ 0 ✓

−1 3 −2 1 3 + (−2) = 1 ≥ 0 ✓

3 −1 0 2 −1 + 0 = −1 < 0 ✗

2 −3
4

1

0

−5
54

1

3

−2
−2

Figure 4.7: Left : Examples of valid and invalid domino matchings. Right : An example of a
ring of dominoes where each pair of adjacent ends are validly matched. The example comes
from the bag of dominoes shown earlier.

up to a non-negative number (Fig. 4.7). The goal is to determine whether all dominoes can

be matched into one large ring.

The problem is formally specified as follows. One is given an undirected graph G with

edge colorings and integer labels (possibly negative) on each node. For any node v ∈ V (G),

let f(v) be the integer label associated with v. In G, each node is connected to exactly

one other node, by a black edge (the other node represents the other half of the domino).

The objective is to find some connected graph G′ which differs from G only by the addition

of green edges, such that each node has a degree of exactly two, and for each green edge

{u, v}, f(u) + f(v) ≥ 0. Thus, if G′ exists, it will be one large cycle with alternating black

and green edges (Fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Above: The original bag of dominoes represented as a graph. Black edges show
connections between two sizes of the same domino, while dotted lines show potential edges
corresponding to valid matching pairs. Below : The same graph, but with added green edges
showing a sequence of matchings which form a valid solution to the problem.
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Figure 4.9: The Domino Problem as a representation of finding tree embeddings. In the
tree shown, each subtree has the specified incoming and outgoing path lengths. Assuming
a minimum leaf-to-leaf distance of k = 14, the tree shown here corresponds precisely to
the earlier domino example. The internal structure of each subtree is not shown, but it is
assumed to be fixed and to satisfy k.

The Domino Problem is motivated by the problem of finding optimal walk-around gos-

siping schemes. Theorem 4.1 shows that in a tree network, the window size of a walk-around

gossiping scheme depends on the length of the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance in the embedding

of the tree. For a certain class of trees, The Domino Problem represents an abstraction of

finding an embedding with a shortest leaf-to-leaf distance of a given size. The values on the

dominoes represent the incoming and outgoing path lengths of subtrees of the tree, adjusted

for the desired minimum leaf-to-leaf distances (Fig 4.9). It will be shown in Proposition 4.2

that any domino with values of at least 2 on each end can be constructed using trees.

Definition 4.1. A domino is a pair of integer-labeled nodes connected by an undirected

black edge. A domino can be referred to uniquely by the {u, v} pair of nodes which comprise

it, or non-distinctly by the (i, j) integer labels associated with it.

Definition 4.2. A matching edge is a green edge in a solution to an instance of the Domino

Problem. The pair of nodes connected by a matching edge are said to be matched. The

value of the matching edge is the sum of the values of the two nodes which have been

matched.

Remark 4.1. In any legal solution to the Domino Problem, every node with have exactly

one matching edge.

Definition 4.3. A level of G is a non-negative integer i such that i = |f(u)| for some
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Figure 4.10: The bag of dominoes shown with the values on the dominoes broken down by
level. The levels are further broken down by positive and negative cases.

u ∈ V (G), in which case u is said to be at level i, and Li is the set of all such nodes at level

i. For a pair of levels i and j of G, with i > j, i is higher than j, and j is lower than i.

Levels i and j are consecutive if there is no level k of G with i > k > j.

Fig. 4.10 shows the bag of dominoes example broken down by level.

Definition 4.4. A level i of G is said to be balanced if the net sum of every node at level

i is zero, that is,

∑

u∈Li

f(u) = 0

Definition 4.5. A pair of nodes connected by a matching edge are said to be a balanced

pair if the sum of their values is zero, that is, if the value of one is the negative of the value

of the other. The magnitude of the balanced pair is the absolute value of the value of either

of the two nodes.

Theorem 4.2. Given an instance G of the Domino Problem, a solution G′ can be found

or determined not to exist in polynomial time.

The proof will be provided after the introduction of several lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. Given an instance G of the Domino Problem, if a solution exists and if every

level of G is balanced, then f(u) + f(v) = 0 for every green edge {u, v} in the solution.
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that a solution G′ exists and that every level of G is

balanced, but that for some matching edge, the sum of the corresponding nodes is not

zero. We claim that the highest level m of G must be non-zero. At level m, there must

be exactly the same number of −m nodes as m nodes, otherwise the net sum would not

be zero. Furthermore, every −m node must have a matching edge in G′ to some m node,

because it cannot be matched with a node n < m, and no nodes n > m exist. As a result,

all m nodes must have a matching edge to a −m node.

Now consider the next consecutive lower level i > 0, assuming that one exists. By

similar argument, we know that level i has exactly the same number of i and −i nodes.

Furthermore, each −i must be matched with an i node because it cannot be matched with

a node n < i, and no unmatched nodes n > i exist. By inductive argument, for every level

i > 0 of G, every i node is matched with a −i node. By exhaustion, the same is also true for

all 0 nodes. This contradicts the supposition that the sum of some pair of matched nodes

is non-zero, proving the lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let G be an instance of the Domino Problem, and let i be the highest

unbalanced level of G, assuming that one exists. If the net sum of the values of all nodes

in Li is negative (that is, if there are more negative nodes than positive nodes at level i),

then G has no solution.

Proof. Following the reasoning of Lemma 4.2, for as long as the highest unmatched level is

balanced, every node at that level must be matched as part of a balanced pair. Thus, once

the first unbalanced level i is reached, every −i node at that level must be matched with

an i node. If there are more −i nodes than i nodes, then this is not possible, so no solution

exists.

Lemma 4.4. For any instance G of the Domino Problem, there is an equivalent problem

H with a polynomial time conversion such that there is a solution to H if and only there is

a solution to G, but where f(u) + f(v) = 0 for every green edge {u, v} in a solution to H.

Proof. Construct H from G as follows. Let i be the highest unbalanced level of G. Since i
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Figure 4.11: Several new dominoes are added to an existing bag of dominoes in order to
guarantee that each level is balanced.

is not balanced, then i 6= 0, so let j be the next consecutive lower level, or j = 0 if no lower

levels exist. For as long as there are more i nodes than −i nodes, add a domino consisting

of a −i node and an j node. Then, do the same for the next highest unbalanced level, and

continue until there are no more unbalanced levels to be considered (Fig. 4.11)..

Let H ′ be a solution to H, and let (−i, j) be any domino in H which is not in G, which

is matched to node u on the −i side and node v on the j side. Then it is safe to remove

the domino from H ′ while matching u directly to v, because f(u) ≥ i, f(v) ≥ −j, and

i > j. Since this can be done cumulatively for every domino in H which is not in G, then

a solution H ′ implies the existence of a solution G′.

Conversely, let G′ be a solution to G. Then dominoes from H can be inserted into the

solution G′ to create a solution H ′. This is because every time a new domino is added

to G during the production of H, it must be the case that some node of positive value i

cannot be matched with another −i node, and therefore must be matched with a node of

greater (or smaller negative) value. Therefore, if the new (−i, j) domino is inserted into the

solution such that the i is matched with the new −i, the result will still be a solution for

the updated set of dominoes. Since this holds for every new domino which is added, then

the final result will be a solution H ′ of H, proving its existence.

Once the process is complete, then either all levels of H will be balanced, or the highest
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Figure 4.12: An initial attempt at matching all dominoes, by arbitrarily matching balanced
pairs. Since all levels are assumed to be balanced, such a matching is guaranteed to exist,
but is not guaranteed to form a single cycle. Note that this is a different example than the
one used previously.

unbalanced level inH will have a net negative sum. In the latter case, H would be unsolvable

by Lemma 4.3.

The size of H can be at most O(n2) larger than G, because there are at most O(n)

levels, and at most O(n) dominoes can be added at any level.

Proof. (Theorem 4.2) Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.2. To begin with, construct

graph H from G as described in the proof of Lemma 4.4. Thus, we can assume that either

all levels of H are balanced, or that we already know that the instance of the problem is

unsolvable. If it is solvable, we know by Lemma 4.2 that every matching edge in the solution

must match a positive and negative edge of the same magnitude.

Begin by arbitrarily matching nodes to form balanced pairs (Fig. 4.12), until there are

no nodes left unmatched. Since we know that every level is balanced, then we know that this

is always possible. Furthermore, since every node is matched, then every node in the graph

has degree two, and therefore the it must be the case that the graph has been partitioned

into a set of disjoint cycles (rings) of matched dominoes.
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Next consider any two distinct rings of dominoes. If the two rings share the same

balanced pair magnitude at any point in the ring, then the two rings can be merged into

one by eliminating the matching edge corresponding to the pair in each ring, an then

recombining them into one. Every time two rings are merged in this way, it reduces the

number of rings by one, until there is nothing left to do. At this point, either there is a

single ring remaining, implying a solution has been found, or that there are multiple rings,

each with mutually disjoint sets of node values.

The process can be performed efficiently by first assigning each node to a set based

on ring membership, and to another set based on level. Then, for each node, if it is in a

different ring than some representative node of equal level, merge the two rings (thereby

merging sets as well).

In the case that the process ends with m > 1 rings, let the levels represented in each

of the rings be represented by R1, ..., Rm, which is a partition of the set of levels of H. In

this case, the problem cannot have a solution, because the existence of a solution implies

a way to match dominoes into a single ring, which implies a path between every pair of

nodes in the graph. This means that if we begin with a pair of nodes whose levels fall into

different Rk’s, then the path between them must at some point have an edge which crosses

from one Ri to a different one Rj . Since this cannot happen on a matched edge, it must

happen within a domino itself. But the existence of such a domino would imply that the

domino participates in both Ri and Rj , contradicting the claim that they represent two

different rings. Thus, if we do not already have a solution, then we know the problem has

no solution.

Remark 4.2. An equivalent version of the Domino Problem is to assume that each end

of the domino has a non-negative value, and to specify that the sum of any matched pair

must be greater than or equal to some given constant k.

Remark 4.3. Another approach to the Domino Problem is to begin by matching a node

with the largest value (not magnitude) with a node with the smallest value. Afterwards,

continue to match a largest value unmatched node with a smallest value unmatched node,
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until all nodes have been matched or it is not possible to proceed. This is equivalent to

the initial multi-ring matching described in the proof of Theorem 4.2, removing all virtual

dominoes which have been added to complete the proof. Then, pair of rings can be merged

by individually checking compatibility at each matching point.

4.4 Trees and Staircases

Consider a network of nodes which is connected to form a tree. Theorem 4.1 shows that

a walk-around scheme on the tree has a window size which is a function of the number

of nodes and leaves in the tree (both static for the given network), as well as the shortest

leaf-to-leaf distance in the embedding of the graph used by the traversal.

In particular, the larger the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance, the more efficient the scheme.

For the sake of economy of language, the embeddings used in this chapter will allow an

arbitrary vertex to be chosen as the root. The challenge in any tree is discovering whether

an embedding satisfies a given shortest leaf-to-leaf distance. In other words, whether the

shortest leaf-to-leaf distance is at least as large as some minimum constant value.

We create the notion of a staircase to describe a subtree in such a way so as to encode

whether it satisfies a minimum shortest leaf-to-leaf distance. If we are given a subtree,

and we pick a root node and a leftmost leaf node, then either the subtree does not have

an embedding which satisfies the chosen minimum shortest leaf-to-leaf distance, or there

is an embedding with a maximally distant rightmost leaf. The staircase encodes the valid

combinations of leftmost and rightmost leaf distances, so as to more easily determine how

the subtree can be combined with other subtrees so as to guarantee a certain shortest

leaf-to-leaf distance.

4.4.1 Definitions

If given some tree T , one can traverse the nodes in T in order to find a shortest leaf-to-

leaf distance in the traversal. However, the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance may for some trees

depend on the order in which the leaves are visited, and hence on the embedding of T which
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Figure 4.13: The embedding of the tree shown has {i, j} as an external pair. If the embed-
ding is feasible, then every pair of consecutive leaves must compatible, meaning a distance
of at least k apart. For example (a+ b) ≥ k. If (i+ j) ≥ k as well, then the embedding is
completely feasible.

is used to determine the order. Thus, if the goal is to maximize the shortest leaf-to-leaf

distance, one may consider the set of all possible embeddings of T , to find one from the set

such that the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance is maximum.

Definition 4.6. Assume that a tree T and an integer constant k are given, and that the

goal is to find a feasible embedding of the tree, that is, an arrangement of the branches

of the tree in which the distance between any two consecutive leaves is k or larger. If

the distance between consecutive leaves is k or larger, then the two leaves are said to be

compatible (Fig. 4.13). The outermost pair of leaves are not required to be compatible, but

if it is, then the embedding of T is said to be completely feasible.

Definition 4.7. Consider an embedding of T . Define the external pair for the embedding

to be the unordered pair of values representing the distance from the root to the leftmost

leaf as well as from the root to the rightmost leaf.

If T is composed of several subtrees joined at a root, and a feasible embedding is found

for each individual subtree, then for T itself to have a feasible embedding, it is sufficient to

be able to find an ordering of subtrees such that using the known embeddings, each pair of

adjacent top-level subtrees is compatible at their neighboring leaves.

Definition 4.8. Consider that T may have multiple feasible embeddings. If R is the set of

all external pairs corresponding to feasible embeddings of T , let the staircase of the tree be
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Figure 4.14: A tree and the staircase which corresponds to it when k = 7. For this tree, three
external pairs are possible, {2, 4}, {2, 5}, and {3, 4}, but since the first one is dominated by
the second one and since the remaining pairs are doubled due to symmetry, a total of four
steps on the staircase are seen.

given by

S = { (x, y) | x, y ≥ 0 ∧ ∃{i, j} ∈ R : (x ≤ i ∧ y ≤ j) } (4.2)

Note that S will have the shape of a descending staircase, and the staircase will be

symmetrical along x = y, because for every {i, j} ∈ R, it follows that {j, i} ∈ R (Fig. 4.14).

A staircase can be expressed using an integer-valued function, and the staircase gives

full information about which branches of a subtree would be compatible with a different

subtree T ′ if inserted immediately adjacent to T .

Definition 4.9. A point (i, j) is a corner of staircase S if (i, j) ∈ S but there is no different

point (i′, j′) ∈ S where i ≤ i′ and j ≤ j′.

Definition 4.10. Two special staircases can be introduced. First, the zero staircase is

a theoretical staircase whose only element is (0, 0). The null staircase, by contrast, is an

empty set, and could represent a tree with no feasible embeddings.

Generalize the notion of feasibility and compatibility to staircases by allowing any pair

(i, j) contained in a staircase S to represent the staircase’s external pair. Thus, if S1, ..., Sn

are the staircases which correspond to subtrees T1, ..., Tn respectively, and the staircases

have a feasible arrangement, then a feasible embedding can be found for the subtrees as

well.

Assume one is given a multiset M of n staircases along with a constant k, and the goal

is to arrange the staircases in a circle such that for some choice of ordered pairs from each
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Figure 4.15: Trees which produce the lone external pair {i, j}. The tree on the left assumes
that the left and right branches are of the tree are compatible, while the one on the right
assumes that they are not compatible. The branch of length k in the middle is compatible
with both, so it is guaranteed to remain in the center in any feasible arrangement.

staircase in the circle, the result is a feasible arrangement. The Staircase Problem asks to

determine whether a completely feasible arrangement of staircases exists.

More formally, the question is whether there exists an enumeration S1, ..., Sn of all

staircases in M such that the enumeration in order forms a completely feasible arrangement.

For some choices of staircases, finding a feasible arrangement reduces to the Domino Problem

of Section 4.3, if the subtrees have a staircase which is equivalent to a domino. For more

general staircases, this domino solution will not always apply.

4.4.2 Staircase Construction

Proposition 4.2. For any integer-valued external pair {i, j} with i, j ≥ 2 and any integer

threshold k > 0, there exists a tree whose staircase corresponds to the pair.

Proof. It must be the case that either (i−1)+(j−1) ≥ k, or if not then (i−1)+(j−1) < k.

In the former case, a branch of length i− 1 is compatible with a branch of length j − 1, so

the tree in Fig. 4.15 (left) will produce the desired staircase. In the latter case, a branch

of length i − 1 is not compatible with a branch of length j − 1, so if a branch of length

k is inserted between the two (as in Fig. 4.15, right), the k-branch must remain in the

middle but is compatible with both outer branches. In either case, the desired staircase is

produced.

Proposition 4.3. For a subtree with a staircase given by staircase function f , if an new

tree is formed by extending an edge from the root to the original root (Fig. 4.16), then the
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Figure 4.16: The addition of the length 1 dotted line at the root of the subtree will cause
the resulting staircase to shift up and to the right by one unit each.

staircase function f ′ of the new tree is given by

f ′(i) =





f(0) + 1 if i = 0

f(i− 1) + 1 otherwise.
(4.3)

Proof. Adding the new edge will not affect the compatibility of any branches within the

tree, so the only effect it will have is to extend the length of the leftmost and rightmost

branches by one. Let S be the original staircase, and S′ be the new staircase. Thus, for

any pair (i, j) where i and j are both non-negative, (i, j) ∈ S iff (i + 1, j + 1) ∈ S′. If the

original staircase is a null staircase, then the new staircase will also be a null staircase.

If for some i, f(i) is defined, and letting i′ = i+ 1,

(i, f(i)) ∈ S (4.4)

(i+ 1, f(i) + 1) ∈ S′ (4.5)

(
i′, f(i′ − 1) + 1

)
∈ S′. (4.6)

For a given i′ in range, there is no corresponding value j′ with (i′, j′) ∈ S′ for which

j′ > f(i′ − 1) + 1, because it would imply that

∃c > 0 : (i′ − 1, j′ − 1) =
(
i, f(i) + c

)
∈ S, (4.7)
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Figure 4.17: The staircase shown above is equivalent to the staircase which extends beyond
k, depicted with the dotted line. An arrangement containing one of the two staircases is
feasible iff it is still feasible using the other staircase instead.

which is a contradiction because f(i) is by definition already the largest partner of i which

is possible. Thus, for all i′ in the range for which it is defined,

f ′(i′) = f(i′ − 1) + 1. (4.8)

Likewise, if i′ = i+ 1 is the largest possible i′ for which f(i) is defined, then there is no

i′′ > i′ and j′′ such that (i′′, j′′) ∈ S, that is, for any such i′′, f ′(i′′) is not defined.

The only point in the range which has not been considered is zero, that is,
(
0, f ′(0)

)
.

However, since
(
1, f(1− 1) + 1

)
∈ S′ and

(
0, f(0) + 2

)
/∈ S′, it follows that

f ′(0) = f(0) + 1. (4.9)

Definition 4.11. Two staircases f1 and f2 are considered equivalent with respect to some

k (Fig. 4.17) if

min(f1(i), k) = min(f2(i), k) ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ k. (4.10)

A consequence of equivalence is that replacing one staircase with an equivalent staircase

will not change the feasibility of an embedding. This follows from the fact that all points

in a staircase must be non-negative, so if an adjacent pair of points i and j are compatible,
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and either i > k or j > k, then replacing it with k will still result in compatibility.

Definition 4.12. Given two staircases, f1 and f2, and constant k, the composition f =

f1 ◦ f2 of the two staircases is the staircase which results in placing the two staircases in

sequence, such that the outgoing path length of the first staircase is compatible with the

incoming path length of the second staircase.

Proposition 4.4. Given two staircases f1 and f2 along with a constant k, the composite

f1 ◦ f2 can be computed as follows:

1. Let X = {x | x is a corner of f1}.

2. Let R = {(x, y) | x ∈ X and y = f2(max(k − f1(x), 0))}.

3. Let R′ = {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ R ∨ (y, x) ∈ R}.

4. Let S be the staircase produced by the external pair set R′.

5. f1 ◦ f2 is the staircase function for S.

Proof. For any maximal combination in f1◦f2, either the leftmost or rightmost leaf distance

must come from f1. Without loss of generality, assume that it is the leftmost. Thus, the

leftmost leaf distances will be corners of f1, and members of X. For every such x ∈ X,

the distance of the maximal rightmost leaf of f1 is given by f1(x). The rightmost leaf of f1

must be compatible with the leftmost leaf of f2, therefore the leftmost leaf of f2 must have a

distance of at least k−f1(x), or, since negative distances are not possible, max(k−f1(x), 0).

If the leftmost leaf of f2 has a distance of at least max(k − f1(x), 0), then the maximal

rightmost leaf distance of f2 (and thus f1 ◦f2) is given by f2(max(k−f1(x), 0)). Therefore,

R gives the set of all maximal external pairs where f1 provides the leftmost leaf and f2

provides the rightmost leaf.

Since f1 and f2 can appear in either order, all remaining external pairs can be obtained

by mirroring each existing pair.
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The runtime for computing the composition of two staircases of size n and m will linear

in the size of the larger of the two, thus O(n+m).

Lemma 4.5. For a given positive k and a given even integer d ≥ 4, a staircase equivalent

to the one specified by the following staircase function hd can be produced using a tree with

O(k2) nodes:

hd(i) = k + d− i ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ k + d. (4.11)

Proof. First consider that from Proposition 4.2, any external pair with values greater or

equal to 2 on each side can be produced by a subtree, which thanks to equivalence can be

generated using O(k) nodes. For integers i, let

c = ⌊k/2⌋ (4.12)

Di = {k − i, i− 1} ∀i : 3 ≤ i ≤ c (4.13)

D0 = {k − 2, c}. (4.14)

There will be a total of O(k) such pairs, or O(k2) nodes.

Note that for any pair m and k −m, the values can be found on two different Ds, Di

and Dj , unless there is only one, D0. This is because if m = k − i, then k −m = i, and if

m = i, then k−m = k− i. Furthermore, every value from 2 to k− 2 is represented at least

once, with the only possible duplicate value being c if k is even.

Suppose that {i, j} is some external pair which can be formed by a feasible arrangement

of the set of all specified Ds, and without loss of generality assume that i ≥ j. A feasible

matching can be obtained if i = k − j, and for all other j′ 6= j with j′ ≤ c, by matching j′

with k − j′.

The matching described is furthermore maximal, for the following reason. Consider

every j′ < j where j′ is found on some D pair, in order from the smallest j′. Since j′ is
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not part of the external pair, it must be matched with some i′ such that j′ + i′ ≥ k. The

smallest j′ is two, thus it must be matched with an i′ > k−2, of which there is exactly one.

Having removed the smallest j′ and largest i′ from consideration, the same is true for the

next smallest j′, and next largest i′. Since j′ 6= c, because it would imply that no values

remain for i and j, one can assert by induction that for all j′ < j, the values j′ and k − j′

must have been matched already, thus i ≤ k − j.

Thus, for the set of D pairs described, for integers i with 2 ≥ i ≥ k−2, {i, k− i} is both

a feasible and a maximal external pair for the set described.

Furthermore, from Proposition 4.3, m edges can be added to the root of the subtree to

produce a staircase whose maximal external pairs are of the form {i+m, k− i+m}. Letting

m = d/2 (4.15)

i′ = i+m = i+ d/2, (4.16)

it follows that the external pairs are of the form {i′, k + d − i′}. Furthermore, if m ≥ 2

(implying that d ≥ 4), then the resulting staircase will range at least up to k. Thus, the

staircase which is produced is equivalent to the staircase hd.

4.4.3 Trees of Bounded Degree

With the introduction of staircases, we can prove that any tree with a degree bounded by

some constant has an optimal walk-around scheme which can be found in polynomial time.

This is a significant result, because it represents a solution to the majority of practical

problems. The basis of the proof is in the fact that the composition of two staircases can

be done in linear time.

Lemma 4.6. If a tree network has a maximum degree of 3, then the existence of a feasible

embedding of the tree for a given k can be determined in polynomial time.

Proof. If a tree has a maximum degree of 3, then by selecting an arbitrary leaf to be a root
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node, one can guarantee that every node has at most two children.

Consider the following recursive construction:

• For every leaf except for the root, assign a zero staircase.

• For every node which has exactly one child, the staircase for the node can be obtained

by adding an edge to the staircase of the child, by Proposition 4.3.

• For every node which has exactly two children, then staircase for the node can be

obtained by adding an edge to the staircases of each of the two children, then finding

their composition.

Due to the bounded degree of the tree, the rules above will eventually assign a staircase

to each node in the tree. The tree will have a feasible embedding if the root’s staircase has

an external pair {i, j} for which i+ j ≥ k.

If the tree has n nodes, then any staircase within the tree must be of size O(n). The

cost of computing the staircase at any node must also be O(n). Since computational cost

at any node is O(n) and there are n nodes, the overall computational cost is O(n2).

Note that in addition to computing feasibility, the staircases can be labeled with the

orderings of children which give rise to each corner of the staircase. Thus, if a feasible

embedding is determined to exist, one can immediately discover one such embedding without

an additional big-O runtime penalty.

Proposition 4.5. For any tree network with a maximum degree of three 3, an embedding

which produces an optimal walk-around can be found in polynomial time.

Proof. By Lemma 4.6, for any parameter k, it is possible to use polynomial time to deter-

mine whether a walk-around scheme exists which satisfies the parameter. If so, it is possible

to determine what such a scheme may be, also in polynomial time.

If the tree has n nodes, then there are O(n) potentially satisfiable values of k. Thus, if

one were to exhaustively check all possible values of k, one could determine the best one,

and thus the optimal solution.
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Proposition 4.6. The result of Lemma 4.6 (and therefore Proposition 4.5 as well) can be

extended to any tree which is bounded at a constant degree of k.

Proof. The proof is identical except in the case when a node has three or more children.

This case will be handled as an extension of the case in the original proof where a node has

two children. Regardless of the case, it still remains that the staircase at any node will be

of size O(n).

Assume that a node has 2 ≤ i < k children. If this is the case, there are i! < k!

possible orderings of the subtrees of the node. For each possible ordering, it requires i− 1

compositions of staircases to compute a staircase which corresponds to that ordering. Thus,

to compute a the complete staircase of the node, it requires O(k!) compositions of staircases,

each requiring O(n) time.

Computing the staircase for every node will require O(k!n) time. For a total of n nodes,

the result is an O(k!n2) runtime requirement. If k is a constant, then so is k!, implying a

quadratic runtime as an upper bound.

Clearly, the runtime for computing an optimal walk-around for a graph with bounded

degree depends on the bound on the degree. The runtime grows combinatorially in k, so

for large k, the problem is still intractable. However, for a reasonably small bound, it is fair

to say that that the runtime can be computed efficiently.

4.5 Organ Pipes

Consider the following problem. One is given a tree made up of a set of paths of varying

lengths. The goal is to find an arrangement of the branches of the tree which is feasible,

defined to be an arrangement such that any two adjacent branches have lengths which sum

up to no less than k, for some constant k. We will say that two paths are compatible if

their path lengths sum up to k or more. Assume that the tree has at least two branches,

because the case with one branch is trivial.
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Figure 4.18: An “organ pipe” arrangement of a tree which is composed of a number of paths,
p1, ..., pn of lengths d1, ..., dn, respectively, numbered in order by length. The arrangement
alternates the shortest paths with the the longest.

Proposition 4.7. For a given tree and a given k, if a feasible arrangement exists, then an

“organ pipe” arrangement (Fig. 4.18), which alternates smallest remaining path followed

by largest remaining path until all paths are exhausted, will be feasible.

Proof. Suppose not, then the organ pipe arrangement is not feasible, but there exists some

different arrangement which is feasible.

Let d1, ..., dn represent the path lengths of the branches p1, ..., pn which make up the

tree, and assume that they are numbered such that d1 ≤ ... ≤ dn. Since the organ pipe is

not feasible, there must be some smallest i such that pi is not compatible with one of its

neighbors. Furthermore, we know that i > 1, or else we’d immediately have a contradiction

because p1 could not be compatible with any other branches.

The smaller neighbor of pi cannot be compatible with pi, by assumption. Thus, if pi

is compatible with some branch, then it must either be the larger neighbor of pi (if it has

two neighbors) or larger. Since the larger neighbor of pi is pn+2−i, then there are at most

(n)−(n+2− i)+1 = i−1 branches which are compatible with di. Meanwhile, if a branch is

not compatible with pi, then it is not compatible with a smaller branch than pi. therefore,

there are i edges which can only be compatible with the i− 1 largest branches.

The only way in which this leads to a feasible arrangement is if the i small branches
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are interleaved by the i − 1 large branches, and there are no other branches. But it is

still impossible, because if this was the case, then di is still incompatible with at least one

of the i − 1 large branches, and therefore so are all of the smaller branches. Hence, by

contradiction, the proposition is proved.

Proposition 4.8. For a given tree and a given k, if the branch on one end is fixed as

pa but a feasible arrangement exists, it can be found by beginning with pa, placing the

smallest compatible remaining branch next to it, or the smallest remaining branch if none

are compatible, and repeating until all branches are exhausted.

Proof. The proposition describes a process to generate a specific arrangement A of the tree.

In this arrangement, the branches will be numbered in the order in which they appear, such

that p1 = pa is first branch, p2 is the second branch (and neighbor of p1), and pn is the final

branch. Assume that d1, ..., dn represent the lengths of each branch, in order.

Suppose that some feasible arrangement A′ exists, and label the branches in this ar-

rangement (in the order in which they appear) p′1, p
′
2, ..., p

′
n, where p′1 = p1 = pa. Let

d′1, ..., d
′
n be the corresponding lengths of the branches. If A′ differs from A, then there is

some first i > 1 for which pi 6= p′i, and if there is a choice of A′, assume without loss of

generality that it is chosen so as to make i maximum. Furthermore, there is some j > i

such that p′j = pi.

Since p′i is compatible with pi−1, and since pi is by definition the smallest branch com-

patible with pi−1, then di ≤ d′i and is compatible with pi−1. Also, since A′ is feasible, then

either j = n or p′j is compatible with p′j+1. In the latter case, d′j ≤ d′i, so p′i is compatible

with p′j+1. In either case, the reordering which flips the portion from p′i to p′j is still a

feasible ordering:

pa, p
′
2, ..., p

′
i−1, p

′
j , p

′
j−1, ..., p

′
i+1, p

′
i, p

′
j+1, ..., pn

pa, p
′
2, ..., p

′
i−1, p

′
j , p

′
j−1, ..., p

′
i+1, p

′
i
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This contradicts the claim that A′ can be chosen with the maximum possible i. There-

fore, if a feasible arrangement can be found, then A must be feasible.

Proposition 4.9. For a given tree and a given k, if the branches on both ends are fixed as

pa and pb but a feasible arrangement exists, it can be found by beginning with the smaller

of the two unpartnered ends, placing the smallest compatible remaining branch next to it

(or the smallest remaining branch if none are compatible), and repeating until all branches

are exhausted.

Proof. The theorem describes a process to generate a specific arrangement A of the tree. In

this arrangement, the branches will be numbered in the order in which they appear, such

that p1 = pa is first branch, p2 is the second branch (and neighbor of p1), and pn = pb is

the final branch.

Suppose that some feasible arrangement A′ exists, and label the branches in this ar-

rangement (in the order in which they appear) p′1, p
′
2, ..., p

′
n. If A

′ differs from A, then there

is some first addition in A such that the added path pi is different from p′i. Furthermore,

assume without loss of generality that pi was added to the same end as pa, so that p1

through pi−1 are the same as p′1 through p′i−1. It must follow that there is some j such that

p′j = pi.

The remainder of the analysis is identical to the previous proposition, Proposition 4.8.

Proposition 4.10. For a given tree and a given k, suppose that we want to find a cyclical

arrangement, that is, one in which every branch is adjacent to two other branches. Suppose

further that two pairs of branches, {pa, pb} and {pc, pd}, are known a priori to be adjacent

- that is, pa is next to pb while pc is next to pd - and that those two pairs are not required

to be compatible within a feasible arrangement.

If a feasible arrangement exists, the following algorithm will find a feasible arrangement.

1. Consider the sets {pa, pb} and {pc, pd}, assuming without loss of generality that pa is

the smallest of the four.
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2. If pa is compatible with pc, then place the two next to each other, and apply the

algorithm from Proposition 4.9 to determine whether a feasible arrangement exists

from pb to pd. If so, we are done.

3. Repeat the previous step, but checking pa against pd instead of pc.

4. Find the smallest unused branch which is compatible with pa, and place it adjacent

to pa. If none exists, then use the smallest remaining branch overall.

5. While there are remaining branches, repeat from the first step, but using the newly

added branch in place of pa, and finding the new smallest of the four.

Proof. The algorithm described will generate some arrangement A. Let p1, ..., pn−4 be the

set of branches other than pa, pb, pc, and pd, numbered in the order in which they are added

to A.

Suppose that some feasible arrangement A′ exists, but that it differs from A, and that

A is not feasible. Let i be the smallest value such that pi is placed differently in A′ than

the position which is suggested by the algorithm. Let p′i be the value in place of pi in A′.

It must be the case that p′i is from the set {pi+1, ..., pn−4}, otherwise a feasible solution for

A would have been found in steps 2-3 of the algorithm.

The same argument from the previous two propositions will allow reversing a section of

A′ between p′i and pi while maintaining a feasible solution, contradicting the assumption

that A′ was chosen with the largest possible i and proving that for a feasible solution to

exist, A must have been feasible.

Proposition 4.11. For a given tree composed of paths and a given k, if a feasible solution

exists, then there is a unique maximal external pair.

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that a feasible solution exists, but that at least two distinct

maximal solutions exist, {a1, a2} and {b1, b2}. Assume that, without loss of generality,

a1 ≤ a2, b1 ≤ b2, and a1 ≤ b1. However, since the two pairs are distinct and neither can
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dominate the other one, it follows that a1 < b1 ≤ b2 < a2. We will consider two separate

cases, first where a1 < k/2, and second where a1 ≥ k/2.

In the case in which a1 < k/2, color every branch in the tree which is compatible with a

path of length a1 green, and every branch whose length is less than or equal to a1 red. Note

that since a1 < k/2, the green branches must be k/2 or longer, so there is no ambiguity in

the branch colorings, but some branches may not have a color.

Note that a red branch can only compatible with a green branch, while a green branch

is automatically compatible with any non-red branch.

Since the tree must have at least four branches, and since one of the branches is of length

a1, then there must be at least one green branch in the tree. In the context of paths, use

a1, a2, b1, and b2 to denote some representative path of respective lengths a1, a2, b1, and

b2..

Consider some feasible solution which has {a1, a2} as an external pair and a1 as a left-

most branch. Let p1 be the leftmost branch of length a1, and number subsequent branches

in order p2, p3, ..., pn, where n is the total number of branches. Let d1, ..., dn represent the

lengths of each of the n branches, in order. Let pi be the rightmost green branch in the

tree:

a1p2...pi−1pi...a2

Since pi is green, a1 is compatible with pi, so the branches p1, ..., pi−1 can be reversed to

form a new feasible solution, with {pi−1, a2} as an external pair. It follows that pi’s neighbor

pi−1 must be a red branch, because otherwise, di−1 > a1 and {di−1, a2} is an external pair,

contradicting the maximality of {a1, a2}:

pi−1p2...a1 pi...a2

a1p2...pi−1 pi...a2

If pi−1 is red, then either it is the leftmost branch, or its neighbor pi−2 is green. By

inductive argument, the branches must alternate green and red from pi downwards, until

p1 which must be red. Thus, for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i, all pj must be red when j is odd and green

when j is even:
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a1p2...pi−1pi...a2

Since pi is the rightmost green edge, that means that there are exactly i/2 green branches

in the tree, and at least i/2 red branches.

Consider that there must also exist a feasible solution with b1 and b2 as an external

pair, while neither of b1 and b2 is a red branch. Thus each of the at least i/2 red branches

must be found on the interior of the solution. There must be at least one green branch

between any two red branches, because every interior red branch must be adjacent to two

green branches, and there must must also be a green branch to the left of the leftmost red

branch and to the right of the rightmost red branch. Thus, there must be at least i/2 + 1

green branches, a contradiction.

Now, consider the second case, in which a1 ≥ k/2. Label every branch which is strictly

shorter than k − b2 red, and every branch which is strictly greater than b2 green. Thus,

since k/2 ≤ a1 < b2, it follows that k − b2 < k/2, so there is no ambiguity between red and

green branches. Furthermore, a2 must be green while neither b1 nor b2 is red.

As before, a red branch must be paired with a green branch, while a green branch is

automatically compatible with any non-red branch.

There must exist a feasible solution with {b1, b2} as an external pair and a leftmost

branch of length b1. In that solution, label the branches from left to right p1, ..., pn, such

that p1 = b1, pn = b2, and pi = a2. Let d1, ..., dn be the corresponding lengths of the paths.

Since a2 must have a neighbor on the left, that neighbor pi−1 must be a red branch, because

otherwise, pn would be compatible with pi−1 and the branches pi, ..., pn could be reversed

to produce a feasible solution with the external pair {d1, di} = {b1, a2}, contradicting the

assumption that {b1, b2} is maximal:

b1...pi−1b2...a2

b1...pi−1a2...b2

If pi−1 is red, then its neighbor pi−2 must be green. By inductive argument, all branches

before pi must be either red or green branches. Hence a contradiction, since p1 is neither

red nor green.
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Since either case leads to a contradiction, the assumption that there are more than one

maximal external pairs must be false. Therefore, the proposition is proved.

4.6 Optimization of Walk-around Schemes

In some situations, a walk-around scheme is not the most optimal contiguous scheme on a

network. For example, for a path with a lone edge in the middle (Fig. 4.1), it is sometimes

advantageous to call the lone middle edge during the traversal in both directions. This

section discusses some variations of a walk-around scheme which will result in better window

sizes than the optimal walk-around scheme.

4.6.1 Motivation

Consider a tree consisting of a path of 2m edges (n = 2m+1 nodes), together with a single

edge extending from the middle node (Fig. 4.1). If a walk-around is used to traverse the

tree (say, branch a followed by b followed by c), then in the worst case it will require 7m−2

calls to form a complete gossip. The worst case occurs when the call sequence begins just

after a call to b The two ends of the path are not the same, however, and only one of the

two will induce the worst case result.

Suppose the call sequence is modified so that the lone center edge is called once in each

direction rather than once per traversal. Thus, instead of reaching leaves in the order a, b,

c, ..., the leaves are reached in the order a, b, a, c, ... For the new sequence, the the worst

case performance becomes 6m, which is an improvement over the original 7m− 2 whenever

m > 2.

The improvement can be understood as follows. With the extra call, the effect on the

scheme would be comparable to extending the path in the original network by one edge,

while at the same time eliminating the edge to a from the middle of the path. This implies

a graph with the same number of edges and nodes but no edges off the path. Meanwhile,

the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance of the graph increases from m+ 1 to 2m+ 1.

In this example, shortest leaf-to-leaf distance accounts for the majority of the difference
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Figure 4.19: This figure shows the sequence of calls in a single traversal of a walk-around
scheme on a tree network. The numbers denote the order in which the edges are called.
The blue portion is the segment of the network from v1 to v2. Calls 7-17 as well as 29-30
are both portions of the scheme between v1 and v2. The former is a traversal of the segment
from v1 to v2, while the latter is a traversal of the path from v2 to v1.

in worst case performance. In fact, when engineering a call scheme to produce an optimal

sequence of calls, the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance represents a general bottleneck. For a

tree with a fixed number of nodes and leaves, the performance of a walk-around scheme is

purely a function of the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance of the embedding which is used.

Therefore, one can conclude that when studying approaches for optimizing call schemes,

it is important to understand the nature, and thus the complexity, of shortest leaf-to-leaf

distance in the corresponding network. This section provides a definitive answer to the

question.

4.6.2 Definitions

Definition 4.13. Given two nodes v1 and v2 from some tree network, define the segment

of the network from v1 to v2 as the subgraph which includes the unique path from v1 to v2,

as well as every subtree rooted along the path excluding the endpoints (Fig. 4.19). Calls

made on edges of the segment from v1 to v2 are said to be between v1 and v2.

Definition 4.14. Given two nodes v1 and v2 from some tree network, and a gossiping

scheme for the network, a portion of the scheme between v1 and v2 is a maximal subsequence

of consecutive calls from the gossiping scheme such that each of the calls lie within the

segment between v1 and v2. Thus, if the sequence were extended by a single call in either
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Figure 4.20: This figure shows the same network as Fig. 4.19. However, the traversal of the
segment from v1 to v2 is reflected, meaning that the same sequence is traversed in reverse
order when going from v2 to v1. Thus, the reflection of the scheme is similar to an alternate
graph, in which the subtree in the middle is literally reflected, so that it appears twice and
can be traversed in both directions.

direction, the call would not be between v1 and v2. A directed portion of the scheme from

v1 and v2 furthermore begins with a call to v1.

Definition 4.15. A traversal of the segment between v1 to v2 of a tree network is a con-

tiguous portion of a scheme between v1 and v2 in which each edge in the segment is called

at least once. A directed traversal of the segment from v1 to v2 furthermore begins with a

call to v1 and ends with a call to v2.

Definition 4.16. A traversal of the path between v1 to v2 of a tree network is a contiguous

portion of a scheme between v1 and v2 which calls each edge along the unique path from v1

to v2 exactly once, and in which no other edges are called. A directed traversal of the path

from v1 to v2 furthermore begins with a call to v1 and ends with a call to v2.

Definition 4.17. A path replacement of a segment from v1 to v2 of length k in an alternative

network in which the segment from v1 to v2 is a path of length k, but which is otherwise

identical to the original network.
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Definition 4.18. Let T be a tree network, S be some walk-around scheme for T , and v1

and v2 be some pair of nodes in T such each portion of the scheme between v1 and v2 is

either a directed traversal of the segment from v1 to v2, or a directed traversal of the path

from v2 to v1.

If e1, ..., en is the sequence of edges called in each directed traversal of the segment from

v1 to v2, the reflected scheme S′ for v1 and v2 is the cyclic perpetual gossiping scheme in

which each traversal of the path from v2 to v1 in S is replaced by the sequence of edge calls

en, ..., e1 (Fig. 4.20).

4.6.3 Path Replacement

Proposition 4.12. Given a tree network T containing nodes v1 and v2, a path replacement

T ′ of T from v1 to v2, and a pair of contiguous perpetual gossiping schemes S and S′ on

T and T ′ respectively. If S and S′ differ only in each portion of the scheme between v1

and v2, and if each such corresponding portion of the scheme contains an equal number of

calls, then for any window in S, the corresponding sequence of calls in S′ forms a complete

gossip.

Proof. There are no leaf nodes in T ′ between v1 and v2, with the possible exception of v1

or v2 themselves. Therefore, there are no leaf nodes in T ′ which are not also in T .

By the paired leaf property of windows (Corollary 3.5), calls to every ordered pair of

distinct leaf edges in T must appear within the window of S. Thus, in the sequence of

corresponding calls from S′, calls to every ordered pair of distinct leaf edges in T ′ must

appear. By Proposition 3.18, the sequence of calls from S′ must form a complete gossip,

proving the proposition.

Proposition 4.13. Given a tree network T containing nodes v1 and v2, a path replacement

T ′ of T from v1 to v2, and a pair of contiguous perpetual gossiping schemes S and S′ on T

and T ′ respectively. If S and S′ differ only in each portion of the scheme between v1 and v2,

and if each such corresponding portion of the scheme contains an equal number of calls as
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well as a traversal of the segment, then for any window in S′, the corresponding sequence

of calls in S forms a complete gossip.

Proof. There are no leaf nodes in T ′ between v1 and v2, with the possible exception of v1

or v2 themselves. Therefore, there are no leaf nodes in T ′ which are not also in T . Let L be

the set of leaf nodes in T which are not in T ′. Given any window (c′i, c
′
j ] of S

′, by the paired

leaf property of windows (Corollary 3.5), calls to every ordered pair of distinct leaf edges in

T ′ must appear within the window. In order to satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.18,

it is sufficient to show that every ordered pair of distinct leaf edges in T must appear in

the corresponding sequence (ci, cj ] of S. For every ordered pair of leaves in T , consider it

as part of one of three cases: neither leaf is in L; or both leaves are in L; or exactly one of

the leaves is in L.

If neither leaf of the pair is in L, then the pair must both be called in the corresponding

sequence of S at t, because the same pair is found in the same positions in S′.

If both leaves l1, l2 ∈ L, then the pair must appear in the corresponding sequence of S,

for the following reason. By Proposition 3.17, an ordered pairs of calls to v1 and v2 must

appear in the sequence, as well as an ordered pair of calls to v2 and v1. Thus, a directed

traversal of the segment from v1 to v2, as well as from v2 to v1, must appear within both

sequences. Each traversal of the segment contains calls to both l1 and l2, so by taking a call

from the first traversal and matching it with a call from the second traversal, both orderings

of l1 and l2 must appear.

Suppose that exactly one of the edges of the ordered pair calls a leaf l ∈ L, while the

other calls a leaf v /∈ L. Without loss of generality, assume that v occurs before l in the

pair, and that v reaches v1 before it reaches v2. An ordered pair of calls, first to v and

second to v2, must appear within the corresponding sequence of S by Proposition 3.17.

Thus, v reaches v2 within the sequence. The subsequence of calls beginning with the call to

v and ending with the call to v2 contains a call to v1, and thus the subsequence contains a

traversal of the segment from v1 to v2. Therefore it includes a call to l. Therefore all such

ordered pair of calls must appear in the sequence of S at t.
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v1 v2

9 edges

Figure 4.21: This figure shows a path replacement which is equivalent to the reflected scheme
shown in Fig. 4.20, derived by reflecting the walk-around scheme in Fig. 4.19 between v1
and v2. The original scheme has a window size of 36, while the reflected scheme (and thus
the path replacement shown here) has a window size of 34. The reason for the improvement
is that there are fewer wasted calls in the worst case, in the reflected scheme.

Therefore, by Proposition 3.18, the proposition is proven.

Proposition 4.14. Given a T , T ′, S, and S′ as defined in Proposition 4.12, S and S′ have

equal window sizes.

Proof. Given any initial call c in S and corresponding call c′ in S′, Proposition 4.12 indicates

that the window [c, ci] in S must have a corresponding complete gossip [c′, c′i] in S′, and

similarly, Proposition 4.13 indicates that the window [c′, c′j ] of S
′ must form a complete

gossip [c, cj ] in S. Therefore, i = j and both window sizes are the same.

Corollary 4.1. Given a tree T , let S be the reflected scheme derived from some pair of

nodes v1 and v2 and some walk-around scheme for T .

If each traversal of the segment from v1 to v2 in the original walk-around scheme requires

k calls, let T ′ be the path replacement of length k from v1 to v2 (Fig. 4.21). Let S′ be a

contiguous scheme derived from S by replacing every traversal of the segment from v1 to

v2 with a traversal of the path in the new scheme.

Then the new walk-around scheme S′ would have the same window size as S.

Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition 4.14.

Corollary 4.1 is a powerful tool in optimizing walk-around schemes. In particular, con-

sider a scheme S with a traversal of a segment which requires m calls. Reflecting the scheme

results in a computable addition of calls to the scheme. However, at the same time that

calls are added, The shortest leaf-to-leaf distance might change due to the path replacement,
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especially if the shortest distance included a leaf which was part of the segment. Thus, one

can compute precisely when reflecting a portion of a scheme will result in optimization of

the scheme.

4.7 NP-completeness of Shortest Leaf-to-Leaf Distance

4.7.1 NP-Completeness of Staircases

Theorem 4.3 below will show that the staircase problem is NP-complete. Before delving

into the details of the proof, a sketch of the proof may be of use - in particular, how the

Staircase Problem is shown to be NP-hard.

The basis of the proof is a reduction from the NP-hard Partition Problem. The Partition

Problem is a problem in which a multiset of positive integers must be partitioned into two

parts of equal sum.

For any given instance of the Partition Problem, a corresponding instance of the Stair-

case Problem will have one intrinsically-valued staircase for each integer in the set, plus two

special zero-staircases. In any completely feasible arrangement of staircases, the two zero

staircases will partition the remaining staircases into two groups; it remains to be shown

that there is an equivalence between a partition in a valid solution to the Partition Problem

and the solution to the Staircase Problem.

We use the fact that any feasible composition of a fixed path and any staircase will

produce a unique maximal external pair. We chose our staircases such that if a path of

length x is composited on the right with a staircase with intrinsic value y, the resulting

rightmost path length will be x+ y, for as long as the result does not exceed the feasibility

constant k. Thus, if one were to take a composition of staircases starting from the zero

staircase, in any order, the resulting rightmost path length would be the sum of the intrinsic

values of each of the individual staircases (Fig. 4.22).

If k is chosen to be half the total sum of all integers from the Partition Problem,

then any solution to the Partition Problem will also be a feasible solution to the Staircase
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Problem; if we take the solution and take all integers from one of the two partitions, then

the staircase composition of all corresponding staircases, in any order and beginning from

the zero staircase on the left, will produce a rightmost path length of k. A path length of k

will be feasible with the next zero staircase, hence the solution will be completely feasible.

Likewise, a solution to the Staircase Problem must be a solution to the underlying

Partition Problem, because it is impossible for either of the two staircase partitions to be

feasible with a total sum of less than k, but if either partition is at least k, it is impossible

for the other one to exceed k.

Either way, we would have shown the two solutions to be equivalent.

Theorem 4.3. NP-completeness of the Staircase Problem. Deciding a given instance

of the Staircase Problem is NP-complete.

Proof. It is easy to show that the Staircase Problem is in NP, because one simply needs

to provide an ordering of staircases, along with a sequence of coordinates which establishes

feasibility, with one set of coordinates taken from each staircase.

To show that the problem is NP-hard, begin with an arbitrary instance of the Partition

Problem. The Partition Problem is a known NP-hard problem in which one is provided with

a multiset of positive integers, and asked to determine whether it is possible to partition the

set into two non-empty parts with equal sums. Thus, if it is possible to reduce the Partition

Problem to the Staircase Problem in polynomial time, then the Staircase Problem must

itself be NP-hard.

Let the n integers in the given instance of the Partition Problem be d1, ..., dn, and let

r =
n∑

i=1

di. (4.17)

The Partition Problem only has a solution if r is even, so let k = r/2. For each integer

d, specify a staircase with corresponding staircase function hd such that for integers j, the
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Figure 4.22: A solution to a staircase reduction of the Partition Problem instance
{1, 2, 2, 3, 4}. Here, k = 6, so the sum of neighboring ends from each pair of adjacent
staircases must be 6 or greater.

value of hd is given by

j + hd(j) = k + d

hd(j) = k + d− j ∀j : 0 ≤ j ≤ k + d. (4.18)

Consider a multiset of staircases given by hd1 , ..., hdn , together with two additional zero

staircases, and use k from above. It follows that this instance of the Staircase Problem will

also decide the Partition Problem (Fig. 4.22), as shall be shown below.

Since k in general is not restricted to be polynomial in n, one must take into account

the size of the encoding when converting from the Partition Problem to the Staircase Prob-

lem. However, since every staircase used in the conversion uses the same specific structure

(including, technically speaking, the zero staircases), and since in order to specify that

structure it is sufficient to encode a single integer di, the conversion can take place in O(n)

time.

Suppose that there is a solution to the Partition Problem given by multisets A and B,

where
∑

i∈A

di =
∑

i∈B

di. (4.19)

Let a1, ..., am and b1, ..., bn−m be exhaustive sequences of elements from A and B, respec-

tively, where m = |A| and n−m = |B|.

Let f1, ..., fn be a sequence of staircase functions where f1 and fm+2 represent a zero
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staircase. Let

fi+1 = hdai ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m (4.20)

fi+m+2 = hdbi ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n−m. (4.21)

Let c1 = 0, and for integer i, let

ci+1 = k − fi(ci) ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (4.22)

It will be shown by induction that for integer i, it follows that

fi+1(ci+1) =
i∑

j=1

daj ≤ k ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ m (4.23)

ci+1 ≥ 0 ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ m. (4.24)

For i = 0 it is straightforward. Assuming that (4.23) and (4.24) are true for some arbitrary

i < m in the range, it can be concluded with the help of (4.22) and (4.18) that

i+1∑

j=1

daj = fi+1(ci+1) + dai+1

= (k − ci+2) + dai+1

= hdai+1
(ci+2)

= fi+2(ci+2) ∀i : 0 ≤ i < m. (4.25)

The inequality in (4.23) holds by virtue of the fact that the sum of the elements in A will
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never exceed k, which likewise ensures that ci+2 ≥ 0. By similar argument, letting cm+2 = 0,

ci+m+2 = k − fi+m+1(ci+m+1) ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n−m (4.26)

fi+m+2(ci+m+2) =
i∑

j=1

dbj ≤ k ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n−m (4.27)

ci+m+2 ≥ 0 ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n−m. (4.28)

Since A and B each sum to k, (4.23) and (4.27) give

fm+1(cm+1) + cm+2 = k (4.29)

fn+2(cn+2) + c1 = k. (4.30)

Equations (4.29) and (4.30), when taken together with (4.22) and (4.26), mean that if

f1, ..., fn is used to imply an ordering of staircases, then that proposed ordering is feasible.

Thus, a solution exists to the instance of the Staircase Problem corresponding to any solvable

instance of a the Partition Problem.

Conversely, suppose that a solution exists to the staircase instance corresponding to

some instance of the Partition Problem. In the solution, let f1, ..., fn+2 be the order of the

staircases, numbered such that f1 is one of the two zero staircases, and fm+2 is the other

one. Thus m is the number of staircases after f1 but before fm+2 in the sequence, and

n−m is the number of staircases after fm+2 but before reaching f1 again. Since k > 0, it is

impossible for the two zero staircases to be adjacent in any solution, so 0 < m < n as well.

Since the solution must be completely feasible, there must exist a sequence of points of

the form (ci, fi(ci)), with each such (ci, fi(ci)) lying within the ith staircase, and

ci+1 + fi(ci) ≥ k ∀i : 1 ≤ i < n+ 2 (4.31)

c1 + fn+2(cn+2) ≥ k. (4.32)
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Since each staircase fi other than f1 and fm+2 corresponds to some to some element dj

from the original set of integers, let da1 , ..., dai , ..., dam be the sequence of integers which

correspond to staircases f2, ..., fi+1, ..., fm+1, and let multiset A = {a1, ..., am}. Like-

wise, let db1 , ..., dbi , ..., dbn−m be the sequence of integers which correspond to staircases

fm+3, ..., fi+m+2, ..., fn+2, and B = {b1, ..., bn−m}.

It shall be shown by induction that for integers i, each fi+1(ci+1) is constrained by the

inequality

i∑

j=1

daj ≥ fi+1(ci+1) ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ m, (4.33)

with equality occurring when fi+1(ci+1) represents the sum of the corresponding integers.

It must be true that c1 = 0, because the only input for which a zero staircase is defined is

zero, and therefore the base case holds. Assuming true for some 0 ≤ i < m, it follows with

the help of (4.31) and (4.18) that

i+1∑

j=1

daj ≥ fi+1(c+ 1) + dai+1

≥ (k − ci+2) + dai+1

= hdai+1
(ci+2)

= fi+2(ci+2) ∀i : 0 ≤ i < m. (4.34)

By similar argument, cm+2 = 0 and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n−m,

i∑

j=1

dbj ≥ fi+m+2(ci+m+2) ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n−m. (4.35)
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However, it is also known from (4.31) and (4.32) that

fm+1(cm+1) + cm+2 = fm+1(cm+1) ≥ k (4.36)

fn+2(cn+2) + c1 = fn+2(cn+2) ≥ k. (4.37)

Therefore, (4.34) and (4.36), as well as (4.35) and (4.37), imply

m∑

i=1

dai ≥ k (4.38)

n−m∑

i=1

dbi ≥ k. (4.39)

Since A and B represent a partition of the original set of integers,

m∑

i=1

dai +
n−m∑

i=1

dbj =
n∑

i=1

di = 2k. (4.40)

If one of the two sums on the left is strictly greater than k, then the other one must be

strictly less than k, a contradiction according to (4.38) and (4.39). Therefore, both sums

must equal k exactly, meaning that sets A and B provide a solution to the underlying

Partition Problem.

Two remarks shall be made about the proof above. First, instead of a pair of zero

staircases, a pair of staircases based on an {m,m} external pair can be used instead, by

letting k = r/2 +m instead of k = r/2. Second, in any instance of the Partition Problem,

each of the integers can be multiplied by an integer constant c without changing the solution.

This can be used to guarantee, for instance, that the smallest integer is greater than a certain

value, or that all integers are even.
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4.7.2 Analysis of Trees

Theorem 4.4. NP-completeness of Shortest Leaf-to-Leaf. The problem of determin-

ing whether a tree T has an embedding in which the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance is k or

larger is is NP-complete.

Proof. To prove that the problem is NP-hard, a reduction from the Partition Problem will

be used, following the form of the proof of Theorem 4.3. Given an instance of the Partition

Problem, multiply all numbers in the instance by 4, to ensure that each number is even

and ≥ 4. Convert the instance into an instance of the Staircase Problem, as in the proof of

Theorem 4.3, although instead of using two zero staircases, use two {2, 2} staircases while

increasing the k value by 2.

By Lemma 4.5, all of the hd staircases can be represented by a certain subtree. The

two {2, 2} staircases can be represented by a subtree as described in Proposition 4.2. The

tree T would be composed of a root connected to all hd subtrees as well as the two {2, 2}

subtrees. Thus, a solution to the shortest leaf-to-leaf version exists iff a staircase solution

exists.

It should be noted that the tree T contains O(nk2) nodes, which would seem to make

the conversion pseudo-polynomial. However, the subtrees given by Lemma 4.5 and Propo-

sition 4.2 each have well-specified form, so it is possible to use a compact representation of

these trees which is not pseudo-polynomial. Thus, the problem belongs to NP-hard.

Shortest leaf-to-leaf is in NP, because one can provide a numbering of edges in a walk-

around scheme to verify any instance of the problem, which is polynomial in the size of the

graph.

Since the problem is both NP and NP-hard, it must be NP-complete.

Remark 4.4. The NP-completeness proof uses a reduction from the Partition Problem,

so the subtrees produced will have a number of nodes which is polynomial in the value

of the integers from the Partition Problem instance. It should be noted that this does

not result in a hidden superpolynomial conversion cost. As mentioned in the proof, all
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such subtrees obey a well-specified format which can be represented compactly by a pair of

integer parameters specifying the subtree. For such a subtree, the feasibility of the tree can

be known in polynomial time based solely on its parameters. For any other subtree, the

feasibility can be verified in polynomial time by providing a traversal which satisfies the k

parameter.

4.8 Conclusion

We have expanded our knowledge about perpetual gossiping schemes for tree graphs by

providing the window size of a walk-around scheme, and using it to demonstrate an efficient

way to find optimal walk-around schemes for several specific classes of networks. These

include domino networks, organ pipe networks, and most generally, any network whose

degree is bounded at 3.

We have invented the notion of staircases to help determine embeddings of trees which

lead to optimal walk-around schemes. Staircases are abstract concepts which effectively

encode the feasibility of embeddings bounded by a certain minimum shortest leaf-to-leaf

distance. They can be combined easily and effectively. Finding the shortest leaf-to-leaf

distance in a network is a difficult problem, but the difficulty is easy to see when using

staircases. In particular, when we have a sequence of several staircases (subtrees) in a row,

the composition of all of the staircases into one overall staircase depends on the order in

which the staircases are combined. Committing one subtree to be adjacent to another one

early on may have a cascading effect on later decisions (a simple example of this is evident

when working with organ pipes). For complex staircases, there’s a combinatorial number

of orderings of staircases which leads to an intractable problem.

We would be wise to note that the existence of an optimal walk-around scheme is

not the same as having an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme for the network. This is

because an optimal scheme might not be a walk-around scheme, so the best walk-around

scheme for a network might not be the best possible scheme for that network. We saw

the principle in practice using the concept of reflection. In a reflected graph, some scheme
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portions are traversed more than once during a “walk-around,” so it is no longer a true

walk-around. Even though the act of reflection increases the number of calls during a

traversal, it decreases the effective shortest leaf-to-leaf distance. A reflection can lead to a

computable improvement in window size, and thus a better scheme.

We can apply the concept of reflection on different parts of a network to see if it will

give rise to an improved window size. We hope to eventually use reflection to develop a

dynamic programming approach to optimizing the window size for a scheme.

We conclude the chapter by demonstrating that optimal walk-around schemes are NP-

complete, by reduction from the Partition Problem. In doing so, we see that even a task

as simple as finding a walk-around scheme with the best possible window size is a hard

problem. As stated earlier, an optimal walk-around scheme is not necessarily an optimal

scheme, but this proof sheds light on why optimal perpetual gossiping schemes have been

such a difficult problem to solve.

Future work may include developing approximation algorithms for optimal walk-around

schemes. Note that we begin with bounds on the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance based on

the size of the network. Furthermore, we know from before that an optimal walk-around

scheme differs from an arbitrary walk-around scheme for a graph by no more than a factor

of about two.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

5.1 Consensus Sort

Our goal in studying this problem was to analyze the effectiveness of data-driven hill-

climbing searches, where the initial task was to find an archetypal abstraction of the problem

to study. We decided on a sorting problem, due to the fact that it was easy to define and

could be easily simulated. Thus, we have the consensus sort. It is important to realize

that, although there is related work which focuses on fault-tolerant sorting algorithms, for

us the sorting aspect was secondary. Our primary concern was to be able to analyze the

effectiveness of data-driven searches, and to be able to understand the reasons in situations

where they did not succeed.

We developed the concept of ideal data and perfect sorting. Perfect sorting represents

the case when our search perfectly identifies its goal. In the case of ideal data, we were able

to make definitive claims about perfect sorting. We were able to show that both inversion

and cycle metrics would result in perfect sorting in the ideal case. It was not true that this

matched what we saw in practice. The cycle metric would still come close to perfect sorting,

but the inversion metric would stop significantly short in most cases that we tested.

We learned from this that the effectiveness of our algorithm depended heavily on the

metric we used. Furthermore, even with a metric which gives perfect results in the ideal

case, it is possible this it would exhibit sensitivity to distortions in the data. Some met-

rics were simply better at inferring information about the goal from available information.

Conversely, many metrics were not effective in sorting at all, even in the ideal case. It was

shown that they did not satisfy the conditions for perfect sorting to occur. In general, this

was due to the fact that a particular metric might need a successful sequence of concerted

sorting steps in order for it to result in a change in score. Due to the algorithms inability
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to foresee positive effects that might emerge in the future, those metrics ended up being

ineffective.

Beyond the sorting success of metrics, we developed a model which would allow us to

predict the score of a permutation when the sorting algorithm converged to a steady-state.

Generally speaking, this is the point at which the predicted improvement in score balanced

against any erratic behavior resulting from imperfect data. A theoretical model was devel-

oped which allowed us to compute reasonably accurate estimates of the convergence point

of the inversion metric. Another model was developed for the cycle metric, but it was far

more complex, and we only had partial success in unifying the results of the cycle metric

to produce a prediction.

Further details about how the model was computed for the inversion metric can be found

in Appendix A.

5.2 Perpetual Gossiping

Perpetual gossiping has proven to be a difficult problem, and there are a large number of

networks for which there is no known optimal perpetual gossiping scheme. Examples of

related work have typically added incrementally to the known body of optimal perpetual

gossiping schemes. We have done that as well, but we went beyond that.

Our first major contribution was to provide an algorithm which is guaranteed to find an

optimal solution for any network. This closes the question of whether it is always possible

to find an optimal solution to a network. We note that the algorithm which we produced

is primarily of theoretical interest. It is a combinatorial algorithm which quickly becomes

intractable on any moderately-sized network. However, it allows us to shift our focus from

finding an optimal solution to asking ourselves how good of a solution we are satisfied with,

and approaching the problem from the perspective of finding reasonable heuristics.

We do reject one approach out of hand, which is to find randomized algorithms. An

assumption of the perpetual gossiping problem is that the gossiping network is static and

known, and we seek a truly optimal solution with the best worst-case window size. In
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practice, truly optimal schemes are fragile, and the alteration of a single call is likely to

affect optimality. Randomization is unlikely to produce satisfactory results, and the static

nature of the network defeats a major advantage of randomized approaches. Furthermore,

a reliable fallback scheme, the cyclic walk-around scheme, is easy to construct and has a

window size which is no worse than about two times the optimal scheme.

When constructing optimal schemes and approximations thereof, one very useful prop-

erty to know is whether there must always exist an optimal scheme made up completely

of contiguous calls. This is an open conjecture, but it would be invaluable in developing

optimal schemes. We have contributed by demonstrating that an optimal scheme does not

always have to be contiguous, but we have not disproven that a contiguous optimal scheme

must exist.

We have created a toolkit of propositions which will serve to aid future research in

determining the status of the contiguity conjecture. For example, we have proven facts

about critical windows (that the critical node of a window is unique, and must be called

during the call immediately prior to the window) and complete gossips (if a scheme is

contiguous and every pair of leaves in the network appear in either order during a sequence,

then that sequence must form a complete gossip), along with many others.

We have attempted to prove the contiguity conjectures, in most cases by showing that if

we begin with a discontiguous scheme, it can be reordered to produce a contiguous scheme.

This has met with partial success, with the primary difficulty due to the fact that successful

reordering within one window will have a cascading effect on other windows.

Our remaining contributions relate specifically to walk-around schemes. We show the

window size of cyclic walk-around schemes. For a given network, the window size is a

function of shortest leaf-to-leaf distance. Thus, by optimizing shortest leaf-to-leaf distance,

one can improve the window size of the walk-around scheme. This is not as easy a task as

it may appear, and in fact we prove that it is an NP-complete problem. The difficulty lies

primarily in situations where a tree has a large number of complete subtrees. The order

of the subtrees affects the shortest leaf-to-leaf window size, but the number of possible
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orderings of subtrees is combinatorial in size. Although finding an optimal walk-around

scheme is not the same as finding the optimal perpetual gossiping scheme for a network,

the NP-completeness of the problem provides insight into what makes optimal perpetual

gossiping a hard problem.

In addition to showing the window size of a walk-around scheme, we show efficient

optimal walk-around schemes for some special networks, including domino graphs, organ

pipe networks, and most notably, any network which has a degree bounded at 3. We

develop the notion of staircases, which is an abstract representation of a subtree which

encodes information about the shortest leaf-to-leaf distance in the subtree. If the subtree

satisfies a certain minimum leaf-to-leaf distance, then the staircase will show us how the

subtree can be combined with other staircases.

We note that being able to identify optimal walk-around schemes is not necessarily

the same as finding an optimal perpetual gossiping scheme for a network. In some cases,

optimal perpetual gossiping schemes may exist which are better than the optimal walk-

around scheme for the same graph. One example of this is when a path may have a single

path branching out from the middle of it. In some cases, instead of using an ordinary walk-

around, it may be preferable to traverse the middle path twice per iteration, once in either

direction along the main path. Although doing so will increase the number of calls in one

iteration of the scheme, the new, “reflected” scheme has a longer effective shortest leaf-to-

leaf distance. We learn have learned that the concept of reflection can be used to optimize

existing walk-around schemes. This suggests a future systematic approach to optimizing

walk-arounds, and would be further helped if we could answer the contiguity conjectures.
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Chapter 6: Future Work

6.1 Consensus Sort

The initial chapter invested considerable effort into analyzing two metrics - the inversion

metric and the cycle metric - with differing results. The analysis of the inversion metric

achieved a mature point of having a complete basis to compute theoretical predictions of

the convergence point of the algorithm when using the metric. The fundamentals of the

analysis of the inversion metric are not likely to change significantly beyond this point.

Thus, improvements would most likely come in the form of increasing the efficiency of

computing the result. Even with the aid of a distributed cluster with computing spread

across 35-40 machines at a time, the results shown in the chapter took multiple weeks to

compute. Practical applications of any related algorithm would demand improvements in

efficiency.

The analysis of the cycle metric produced a considerable amount of meaningful theory as

well. The primary difference, when compared to the inversion metric, is that the cycle metric

model did not mature to the point of being able to produce a prediction of a theoretical

convergence point. Indeed, the lack of homogeneity among permutations of equal score

complicated the theory. The goal of of future analysis of the cycle metric would be threefold:

to find a work-around for the lack of homogeneity between states of similar score, with the

goal of being able to better predict convergence score; to complete the theoretical model for

predicting the equilibrium of the cycle metric; and to find a way to compute the equilibrium

in an efficient way. The latter is an anticipated challenge, since the current theory suggests

expensive calculations.

An empirical result of running the consensus sort using the cycle metric is shown in

Fig. C.6. Earlier attempts at finding the equilibrium of the cycle metric produced an
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interesting result - a formula which gave rise to the same curve as the empirical plot. The

formula was derived from known-faulty theory with the application of a constant parameter,

yet it provided a near-perfect fit to the plot. Future work would investigate the formula

and its fit, to determine if there is a non-trivial basis for its unexplained fit.

It is important to realize that the consensus sorting algorithm is merely an abstraction

of the types of search and optimization problems one might see involving large data sets.

As such, a practical future direction would be to find stronger tie-ins between the theoret-

ical research presented in the chapter and more practical problems which may use similar

techniques.

6.2 Perpetual Gossiping

The most significant open problem left by this research was determining the truth of the

equivalent conjectures, Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 2. We now know that a scheme does

not need to be contiguous to be optimal; we do not know whether it is always possible to

find an optimal scheme for a tree which happens to be contiguous. Intuitively it seems like

it should be true that an optimal contiguous scheme can be found - this knowledge would be

of great value in developing optimal schemes as well theorems related to optimal schemes.

A second important goal would be to develop dynamic programming algorithms for

optimizing contiguous perpetual gossiping schemes, especially using walk-around schemes

as a starting point. We have shown that the concept of reflection can be used to improve the

window size of a perpetual gossiping scheme which uses a walk-around traversal as a starting

point. In principle, we could check each portion of a network to see whether reflection would

improve the window size of the scheme. This approach would not be efficient in and of itself,

but perhaps a systematic, dynamic programming solution would yield an effective result.

Furthermore, if we are able to resolve the contiguity conjectures, it would help a great deal,

because we would already know that the solution we are looking for would have to be some

variation of a contiguous scheme.

Optimal walk-around schemes have been shown to be NP-complete. The preceding
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chapters also show optimal solutions for certain classes of walk-around schemes. A worst-

case upper bound for perpetual gossiping schemes is known. A future problem would be to

develop and improve upon approximation algorithms for optimal walk-around schemes.
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Appendix A: Numerical Computation for the

Inversion-based Consensus Sort

Definition A.1. Let An,m(z) be a generating function whose exponents are permutation

scores and coefficients are the number of selections of i, j, and π with |π| = n and mi,j(π) =

m.

Recall from equation 1.20 that An,m(z) can be expressed as the sum of generating

functions for in-order and inverted permutations, A
(ord)
n,m (z) and A

(inv)
n,m (z) respectively.

A generating function is a polynomial, so it may be expressed within a program as a

dynamic array, with the number at each array index a representing the coefficient of the

za term of the polynomial. Arbitrary precision numbers may be necessary, because the

coefficients quickly become large as n increases.

The code in Appendix B assumes that a generating function data type has been imple-

mented, along with basic arithmetic operators (addition, subtraction, and multiplication).

Source code in C++ for generating function operations is shown in Appendix D.

It also assumes that several other generating functions can be computed.

Definition A.2. Let INV [n](z) denote a generating function whose exponents represent

number of inversions in a permutation with n elements, and whose coefficients represent

the number of such permutations.

INV [n](z) can be computed recursively. Given any permutation of size n − 1, a new

permutation of size n can be formed by appending one more element at index n, then

renumbering the remaining elements to accommodate the new element. The change in

number of inversions will vary from 0 to n− 1, depending on the value of the new element.

Thus, since INV [1](z) = 1,

INV [n](z) =
n−1∑

i=0

ziINV [n− 1](z)
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Since INV [n](z) has O(n2) terms, a recursive computation of INV [n](z) requires O(n3)

addition steps to compute.

Definition A.3. Let SPLIT [a, b](z) denote a generating function whose coefficients rep-

resent the number of ways to divide a + b elements into a lower set of a elements and an

upper set of b elements, where the exponents represent the number of inversions created

from such a split.

Since any permutation can be formed by first partitioning a set into two parts, and then

permuting each part independently, it follows that

INV [a+ b](z) = SPLIT [a, b](z) · INV [a](z) · INV [b](z)

SPLIT [a, b](z) =
INV [a+ b](z)

INV [a](z) · INV [b](z)

However, it may be more practical to develop a recursive definition of SPLIT [a, b](z).

Consider any partition of an ordered set of size n = a+ b into two smaller sets, a low set of

of size u and a high set of size v. The largest element is either in the low set or the high set.

If it is in the high set, its removal does not change the number of inversions, but if it is in

the low set, then its removal accounts for b inversions, the number of elements in the high

set. Thus, the total number of partitions can be deduced from the number of partitions of

smaller size:

SPLIT [a, b](z) = SPLIT [a, b− 1](z) + zbSPLIT [a− 1, b](z)

SPLIT [a, 0](z) = SPLIT [0, b](z) = 1

Since partitioning creates O(ab) inversions, each SPLIT [a, b](z) has O((a+b)2) = O(n2)

terms, and the set division generating function can be computed using O(n4) addition

operations.

Definition A.4. Let ZEXP [a](z) be defined as the generating function za.
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Figure A.1: Permutation matrices for a permutation π with fixed elements π(i) and π(j).
On the left is a matrix with π(i) and π(j) in the correct relative order, and on the right
with π(i) and π(j) inverted. The parameters l1, l2, l3, m1, m2, m3, h1, h2, and h3 represent
the total number of 1’s in the corresponding section of the matrix.

Computation of ZEXP [a](z) is trivial.

Definition A.5. Let B
(ord)
n,m [i, j, π(i), π(j)](z) and B

(inv)
n,m [i, j, π(i), π(j)](z) be defined sim-

ilarly to A
(ord)
n,m (z) and A

(inv)
n,m (z), with the difference that the permutation indices i and j

and the elements π(i) and π(j) found at those indices are fixed.

Begin constructing the inversion-counting generating functions B
(ord)
n,m and B

(inv)
n,m by

taking the permutation matrix for permutations of length n (Fig. A.1). In a permutation

matrix, each row k will have a 1 in the column π(k) and 0s in every other column.

The pair of fixed elements will divide the matrix into nine regions, excluding the pair of

rows and columns defined by the fixed pair themselves. Let {h1, h2, h3} be the number of

ones in the matrix in each of the three regions containing values greater than both π(i) and

π(j), {m1,m2,m3} be the number of ones in each of the three regions containing values in

between π(i) and π(j), and {l1, l2, l3} be the number of ones in each of the three regions

containing values less than both π(i) and π(j). {h1,m1, l1} represent the three regions

whose index is less than both i and j, etc.
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The constraint values h, m, l, and r1, r2, r3 shown below can be computed ahead of

time based on the values of the fixed elements:.

lt = l1 + l2 + l3 lt = min(π(i), π(j))− 1

mt = m1 +m2 +m3 mt = |π(i)− π(j)| − 1

ht = h1 + h2 + h3 ht = n−max(π(i), π(j))

r1 = h1 +m1 + l1 r1 = min(i, j)− 1

r2 = h2 +m2 + l2 r2 = |i− j| − 1

r3 = h3 + h3 + h3 r3 = n−max(i, j)

Taking into account the constraints, along with the known value m2 = m, it is possible

to select all possible valid assignments of the tuple ζ = (h1, h2, h3,m1,m2,m3, l1, l2, l3) in

O(n3) iterations, because there are a total of three slack variables.

Having selected values for the nine variables in ζ, proceed with the construction as

follows. First, take the h known high-valued elements, and split them into three groups of

sizes h1, h2, and h3. Since this requires two splits, the generating function for the split is

SPLIT [h1, h2 + h3](z) · SPLIT [h2, h3](z).

A similar process takes place for the m middle-valued elements and the l low-valued
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elements. The complete generating function for the number of inversions due to the parti-

tioning process is given by:

SPLITζ(z) =SPLIT [h1, h2 + h3](z) · SPLIT [h2, h3](z)

· SPLIT [m1,m2 +m3](z) · SPLIT [m2,m3](z)

· SPLIT [l1, l2 + l3](z) · SPLIT [l2, l3](z)

Once the elements have been partitioned into the correct section, the number of inver-

sions within each section must be counted. Thus, the generating function for the number

of inversions resulting from this process is:

INVζ(z) = SPLITζ(z) · INV [r1](z) · INV r2(z) · INV r3(z)

The generating function INVζ(z) has O(n2) terms. Thus, assuming that the INV and

SPLIT generating functions have been computed previously, the product of generating

functions needed to compute INVζ(z) can be performed using O(n3) operations.

Having prepared the form of the permutation by using the construction above, it is

still necessary to count all inversions that have not yet been accounted for. This includes

inversions between whole groups, and inversions with respect to the two fixed elements.

For example, all elements in h1 are inverted with respect to all elements in m2, etc. The

number of inversions due to inverted groups is:

g(ζ) = h1(m2 +m3 + l2 + l3) +m1(l2 + l3) + h2(m3 + l3) +m2(l3)

The number of additional inversions due to the two fixed elements depends on whether
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or not the elements are in correct relative order. The number is given by:

f(ζ) =





f1(ζ) if i,j is an in-order selection

f2(ζ) if i,j is an inverted selection

f1(ζ) = (h1 +m1) + (l2 + l3) + (h1 + h2) + (m3 + l3)

f2(ζ) = (h1) + (m2 +m3 + l2 + l3) + (h1 + h2 +m1 +m2) + (l3) + 1

Combining all results, the inversion-counting generating functions are given by

B(ord)
n,m [i, j, π(i), π(j)](z) =

∑

ζ

zg(ζ)+f(ζ) · INVζ(z) (in-order only)

B(inv)
n,m [i, j, π(i), π(j)](z) =

∑

ζ

zg(ζ)+f(ζ) · INVζ(z) (inverted only)

Remark A.1. Having computed the inversion-counting generating functions above, the

corresponding A
(ord)
n,m (z) and A

(inv)
n,m (z) generating functions can be computed by summing

over all choices of i, j, π(i), and π(j).

In order to compute NM , NR, µM , µR, σ
2
M , and σ2

R for pairs of elements i, j, π(i), and

π(j), it is sufficient to compute B
(ord)
n,m and B

(inv)
n,m .

A
(ord)
n,m (z) and A

(inv)
n,m (z), with the difference that they assume specific, fixed values of i, j,

π(i), and π(j). Computing the functions follows the same pseudo-code from section B, with

an alteration to the outer loop to use the fixed values rather than all possible values of i, j,

π(i), and π(j). In particular, one can use the identities µ = E[X] and σ2 = E[X2]−(E[X])2

to compute µ and σ2, respectively (the i, j, π(i) and π(j) are suppressed in the notation

below):
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B(ord)
n (z) =

|i−j|−1∑

m=0

B(ord)
n,m (z)

NM =
∞∑

k=0

[zk]B(ord)
n (z)

µM =
∞∑

k=0

k[zk]B
(ord)
n (z)

NM

σ2
M =

∞∑

k=0

k2[zk]B
(ord)
n (z)

NM
− µ2

M

B(inv)
n (z) =

|i−j|−1∑

m=0

B(inv)
n,m (z)

NR =
∞∑

k=0

[zk]B(inv)
n (z)

µR =
∞∑

k=0

k[zk]B
(inv)
n (z)

NR

σ2
R =

∞∑

k=0

k2[zk]B
(inv)
n (z)

NR
− µ2

R

The derivations in this section are used as the basis of the pseudo-code in Appendix B

and the program for computing the theoretical equilibrium for the inversion metric, shown

in Appendix D.

The following observation may be used in the future to produce a more efficient algo-

rithm.

Lemma A.1. Suppose that for any π and any interval I = [i, j] with at least two elements,

n = |π| is the length of π, r = inv(π) is the number of inversions in π, l = (j − 1) + 1 ≥ 2

is the length of the interval including endpoints, and and m = mi,j(π). Then for a given n,

r, and m, the number of possible permutations π which fit parameters will be a function of

l alone.

Proof. Call a permutation π of size n a property-satisfying permutation for I = [i, j], r =

inv(π) and m = mi,j(π).

The goal is to show that for any two intervals Ia = [ia, ja] and Ib = [ib, jb] of the same

length l, the number of property-satisfying permutations is the same.

The set of all permutations of length n is given by the symmetric group Sn. It is sufficient

to show that there is a reversible mapping from Sn onto itself which is property-satisfying

using Ia prior to the transformation, and Ib after the transformation.
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Ignoring trivial the trivial case where the interval is the length of the permutation,

consider a base case where l = n − 1. In this case there are only two possible distinct

intervals, I1 = [1, n− 1] and I2 = [2, n].

Take any π1 ∈ Sn and let π be the permutation pattern contained in the first n − 1

terms of π1 (those contained in I1). The number of inversions of π1 must be equal to the

number of inversions of π1 which do not involve the nth element π1, plus the number of

inversions of π1 involving the nth element of π1.

The inversions which do not involve the nth element of π1 are the same as the inversions

of π, and the number which do include the nth element is equal to the number of elements

in π1 which are greater in value than π1(n). Thus,

inv(π1) = inv(π) + (n− π1(n)). (A.1)

(A.1) shows that of all permutations of length n with inv(π1) inversions, if a permutation

pattern is taken from the interval I1, then π is unique to π1. If not, then for some other

permutation π′
1, inv(π1) = inv(pi′1) = inv(π) + (n − π1(n)) = inv(π) + (n − π′

1(n)) Thus,

π1(n) = π′
1(n), showing that π1 = π′

1.

A similar argument can be constructed for some different permutation π2 ∈ Sn and I2:

inv(π2) = inv(π) + (π2(n)− 1). (A.2)

Map π1 to the the unique permutation π2 whose leftmost element π2(1) = n+1−π1(n)

and whose last n− 1 elements contain the permutation pattern π.

If π1 is property satisfying with respect to I1, then π2 must be property-satisfying with

respect to I2. Both, by construction, must have the same number of inversions. The number

of mid-values, m1,n−1(π1) = m2,n(π2) = m1,n−1(π), is the same for both.

The argument shall now be extended to an arbitrary pair of consecutive intervals of

length l, Ik = [k, k + l − 1] and Ik+1 = [k + 1, k + l], assuming that l < n.

Any permutation πk ∈ Sn contains permutation pattern π of the elements from the
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interval [k, k+ l] of length l+1. Furthermore, suppose π′
k is created from πk by a mapping

which only affects elements from the interval [k, k + l], producing the new permutation

pattern π′ within that interval. Then n remains fixed, the change in number of inversions

inv(π′
k) − inv(πk) = inv(π′) − inv(π), and mk,k+l−1(πk) and mk+1,k+l(π

′
k) are given by

m1,l(π) and m2,l+1(π
′), respectively. Thus, the analysis of the base case can be applied to

show that a reversible property-satisfying transformation exists between intervals Ik and

Ik+1.

If any Ik can be transformed to Ik+1, then repeated transformation would show that

a property-satisfying transformation exists between any two equal-length intervals. Hence,

proved.
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Appendix B: Pseudo-code of Inversion Counting for the

Consensus Sort

1: A
(ord)
n,m ← 0

2: A
(inv)
n,m ← 0

3: for all i, j, π(i), π(j) do

4: imin ← min(i, j)

5: imax ← max(i, j)

6: πmin ← min(π(i), π(j))

7: πmax ← max(π(i), π(j))

8: c3 ← n− imax

9: c2 ← imax − imin − 1

10: c1 ← imin − 1

11: rhigh ← n− πmax

12: rmed ← πmax − πmin − 1

13: rlow ← πmin − 1

14: for h1 = 0 to c1 do

15: for h3 = 0 to c3 do

16: h2 ← rhigh − h1 − h3

17: m2 ← m

18: l2 ← c2 − h2 −m2

19: if l2 ≥ 0 and h2 ≥ 0 then

20: for l1 = 0 to c1 − h1 do

21: l3 ← rlow − l1 − l2

22: m1 ← c1 − h1 − l1

23: m3 ← rmed −m1 −m2
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24: if l3 ≥ 0 and m1 ≥ 0 and m3 ≥ 0 then

25: (Aord, Ainv)← CalcGenFunc(l1, l2, l3,m1,m2,m3, h1, h2, h3)

26: A
(ord)
n,m ← A

(ord)
n,m +Aord

27: A
(inv)
n,m ← A

(inv)
n,m +Ainv

28: end if

29: end for

30: end if

31: end for

32: end for

33: end for

34: function CalcGenFunc(l1, l2, l3,m1,m2,m3, h1, h2, h3)

35: c1 ← l1 +m1 + h1

36: c2 ← l2 +m2 + h2

37: c3 ← l3 +m3 + h3

38: x← h1 ∗ (m2 +m3 + l2 + l3) +m1 ∗ (l2 + l3) + h2 ∗ (m3 + l3) +m2 ∗ l3

39: xord ← x+ (h1 +m1 + l2 + l3) + (h1 + h2 +m3 + l3)

40: xinv ← x+ (h1 +m2 +m3 + l2 + l3) + (h1 + h2 +m1 +m2 + l3) + 1

41: Tlow ← SPLIT [l1, l2 + l3] ∗ SPLIT [l2, l3]

42: Tmed ← SPLIT [m1,m2 +m3] ∗ SPLIT [m2,m3]

43: Thigh ← SPLIT [h1, h2 + h3] ∗ SPLIT [h2, h3]

44: I ← INV [c1] ∗ INV [c2] ∗ INV [c3]

45: Aord ← Tlow ∗ Tmed ∗ Thigh ∗ I ∗ ZEXP [xord]

46: Ainv ← Tlow ∗ Tmed ∗ Thigh ∗ I ∗ ZEXP [xinv]

47: return (Aord, Ainv)

48: end function
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Appendix C: Result Plots for the Consensus Sort

This appendix includes experimental results from running the consensus sorting algorithm.

In Figs. C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.4, the plot shows the results of empirical tests of the con-

sensus sort using the inversion metric, together with the theoretical convergence prediction.

In each case, an epoch of 500 runs was used and a range of database sizes was used.

The four plots represent permutation sizes of 10, 15, 20, and 25, respectively. The

database sizes used in each plot range from 100 to 50, 000.

In addition to the convergence point, each plot also shows the computed 95% confidence

interval. For the range of permutation sizes tested, the theoretically predicted result matches

with the empirical fairly well in that it is consistently within the confidence interval.
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Figure C.1: Inversion-based consensus sort plot, algorithm vs predicted equilibrium point

with n = 10

Figs. C.5 and C.6 show similar empirical plots for the consensus sorting algorithm using

the cycle metric. These plots show permutation lengths of 50 and 100, respectively, and
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Figure C.2: Inversion-based consensus sort plot, algorithm vs predicted equilibrium point
with n = 15
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Figure C.3: Inversion-based consensus sort plot, algorithm vs predicted equilibrium point
with n = 20
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Figure C.4: Inversion-based consensus sort plot, algorithm vs predicted equilibrium point
with n = 25
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Figure C.5: Cycle-based consensus sort plot, algorithm vs predicted equilibrium point with
n = 50
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Figure C.6: Cycle-based consensus sort plot, algorithm vs predicted equilibrium point with
n = 100

a range of database sizes from 20, 000 to 1, 000, 000. Due to the relative effectiveness of

the cycle metric, larger database and permutation sizes were needed to produce discernible

results.
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Appendix D: Consensus Sort Theoretical Equilibrium Source

Code

Source code for sstable mp and related modules: a C++ program which determines the

theoretical equilibrium point for a consensus sort using the inversion metric, over a range

of permutation sizes and database sizes.

The simulator computes the equilibrium point using generating functions and the nu-

merical approach described in Appendix A. The program uses the GMP library for arbi-

trary precision arithmetic and the MPI library to set up a concurrent process across several

machines.

The program was run on George Mason University’s Hydra cluster, a cluster of roughly

60 multi-processor Intel machines running Linux. The algorithm is easily distributed, and

was spread across 35-40 machines during a run.

File genfuncops.h, header file for a generating function toolkit:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * genfuncops.h - generating function utility toolkit

3 *

4 * A library which provides a representation of

5 * generating functions a collection of utility functions

6 * for manipulating them.

7 *

8 * The generating functions come in two flavors , integer

9 * generating functions (genfunc) and floating point

10 * generating functions (genfuncd). The generating

11 * functions themselves are represented using a vector ,

12 * and the elements are implemented using the GMP library

13 * for arbitrary -precision values.

14 *
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15 ******************************************************** */

16

17 #ifndef __GENFUNCOPS_H_

18 #define __GENFUNCOPS_H_

19

20 #include <vector >

21 #include <iostream >

22 #include "gmpxx.h"

23

24 using namespace std;

25

26 // an integer generating function vector

27 typedef vector <mpz_class > genfunc;

28

29 // a floating point generating function vector

30 typedef vector <mpf_class > genfuncd;

31

32 // operators for rendering a generating function to an output stream

33 ostream& operator <<(ostream& o, const genfunc& f);

34 ostream& operator <<(ostream& o, const genfuncd& f);

35

36 // determines 1+the largest exponent with a non -zero coefficient (zero

default)

37 size_t activesize(const genfunc& x);

38 size_t activesize(const genfuncd& x);

39

40 // sets all coefficients of the generating function to zero

41 void reset(genfunc& x);

42 void reset(genfuncd& x);

43

44 // assign (floating point) x with the coefficients of (integer) y
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45 genfuncd& assign(genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y);

46

47 // returns the sum of two generating functions

48 genfuncd operator+ (const genfuncd& x, const genfuncd& y);

49 genfunc operator+ (const genfunc& x, const genfunc& y);

50 genfuncd operator+ (const genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y);

51 genfuncd operator+ (const genfunc& x, const genfuncd& y);

52

53 // adds one generating function to another

54 genfuncd& operator += (genfuncd& x, const genfuncd& y);

55 genfuncd& operator += (genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y);

56 genfunc& operator += (genfunc& x, const genfunc& y);

57

58 // returns the product of two generating functions

59 genfuncd operator* (const genfuncd& x, const genfuncd& y);

60 genfunc operator* (const genfunc& x, const genfunc& y);

61 genfuncd operator* (const genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y);

62 genfuncd operator* (const genfunc& x, const genfuncd& y);

63

64 // returns the product of a generating function with a constant

65 genfunc operator* (long a, const genfunc& x);

66 genfunc operator* (const genfunc& x, long a);

67 genfuncd operator* (mpf_class a, const genfuncd& x);

68 genfuncd operator* (const genfuncd& x, mpf_class a);

69

70 // multiplies one generating function with another

71 genfuncd& operator *= (genfuncd& x, const genfuncd& y);

72 genfuncd& operator *= (genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y);

73 genfunc& operator *= (genfunc& x, const genfunc& y);

74

75 // multiplies one generating function with a constant
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76 genfunc& operator *= (genfunc& x, long a);

77 genfuncd& operator *= (genfuncd& x, mpf_class a);

78

79 // returns the product of a generating function and x^n

80 genfunc mult_xn(const genfunc& y, size_t n);

81 genfuncd mult_xn(const genfuncd& y, size_t n);

82

83 // returns the sum of a generating functions coefficients (computer for x=1)

84 mpz_class sum(const genfunc& x);

85 mpf_class sum_d(const genfunc& x);

86 mpf_class sum_d(const genfuncd& x);

87

88 #endif

File genfuncops.cpp, implementation of the generating function toolkit:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * genfuncops.cpp - generating function utility toolkit

3 *

4 * The implementation of utility routines for working with generating

5 * functions.

6 *

7 ********************************************************************** */

8 #include "genfuncops.h"

9

10 // print generating function f to output stream o

11

12 ostream& operator <<(ostream& o, const genfunc& f)

13 {

14 if (f.size()==0) o<<"0"; // an empty gf would just be zero

15 else

16 {
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17 o<<f[0]; // print the first term

18 // note: if we can guarantee a non -zero gf , we may skip the above if it’

s 0

19

20 // for all subsequent terms , print them if they’re non -zero

21 for (size_t i=1; i<f.size(); i++)

22 if (f[i]!=0)

23 o<<"+"<<f[i]<<"x^"<<i;

24 }

25 return o; // required to return the stream when we’re done

26 }

27

28 // print generating function f to output stream o

29

30 ostream& operator <<(ostream& o, const genfuncd& f)

31 {

32 if (f.size()==0) o<<"0"; // an empty gf would just be zero

33 else

34 {

35 o<<f[0]; // print the first term

36 // note: if we can guarantee a non -zero gf , we may skip the above if it’

s 0

37

38 // for all subsequent terms , print them if they’re non -zero

39 for (size_t i=1; i<f.size(); i++)

40 if (f[i]!=0)

41 o<<"+"<<f[i]<<"x^"<<i;

42 }

43 return o; // required to return the stream when we’re done

44 }

45
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46 // find the index of the largest non -zero coefficient , and return index +1

47 // (default zero)

48

49 size_t activesize(const genfunc& x)

50 {

51 // the largest index +1 is the size of the vector

52 size_t s=x.size();

53

54 // search for a non -zero element

55 while (s>0 && x[s -1]==0) s--;

56 return s;

57 }

58

59 // find the index of the largest non -zero coefficient , and return index +1

60 // (default zero)

61

62 size_t activesize(const genfuncd& x)

63 {

64 // the largest index +1 is the size of the vector

65 size_t s=x.size();

66

67 // search for a non -zero element

68 while (s>0 && x[s -1]==0) s--;

69 return s;

70 }

71

72 // set all coefficients to zero

73

74 void reset(genfunc& x)

75 {

76 for (size_t i=0; i<x.size(); i++)
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77 { x[i]=0; }

78 }

79

80 // set all coefficients to zero

81

82 void reset(genfuncd& x)

83 {

84 for (size_t i=0; i<x.size(); i++)

85 { x[i]=0; }

86 }

87

88 // assign the contents of (integer) gf y to (floating point) gf x

89

90 genfuncd& assign(genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y)

91 {

92 // make sure that x is a compatible size

93 if (x.size() < y.size()) x.resize(y.size());

94

95 // clear its current contents

96 reset(x);

97

98 // copy all elements over one by one and return the result

99 for (size_t i=0; i<x.size(); i++) x[i]=y[i];

100 return x;

101 }

102

103 // add all elements in x and y and return the new gf

104

105 genfuncd operator+ (const genfuncd& x, const genfuncd& y)

106 {

107 genfuncd z(x); // initialize z with the contents of x
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108 z += y; // add each coefficient in y to the corresponding one in z

109 return z;

110 }

111

112 // add all elements in x and y and return the new gf

113

114 genfunc operator+ (const genfunc& x, const genfunc& y)

115 {

116 genfunc z(x); // initialize z with the contents of x

117 z += y; // add each coefficient in y to the corresponding one in z

118 return z;

119 }

120

121 // add all elements in x and y and return the new gf

122

123 genfuncd operator+ (const genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y)

124 {

125 genfuncd z(x); // initialize z with the contents of x

126 z += y; // add each coefficient in y to the corresponding one in z

127 return z;

128 }

129

130 // add all elements in x and y and return the new gf

131

132 genfuncd operator+ (const genfunc& x, const genfuncd& y)

133 {

134 genfuncd z(y); // initialize z the with the contents of y

135 z += x; // add each coefficient in x to the corresponding one in z

136 return z;

137 }

138
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139 // add gf y to gf x

140

141 genfuncd& operator += (genfuncd& x, const genfuncd& y)

142 {

143 size_t xs = x.size(), ys = y.size();

144

145 // ensure that x is large enough to hold y’s contents

146 size_t s = xs;

147 if (ys > xs) { s=ys; }

148 x.resize(s);

149

150 // loop through element by element and add the corresponding elements to x

151 for (size_t i=0; i<s; i++)

152 {

153 if (i>=xs) { x[i] = y[i]; } // if we’ve exceeded x’s size , adding is

easy

154 else if (i<ys) { x[i] += y[i]; }

155 }

156

157 return x;

158 }

159

160 // add gf y to gf x

161

162 genfuncd& operator += (genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y)

163 {

164 size_t xs = x.size(), ys = y.size();

165

166 // ensure that x is large enough to hold y’s contents

167 size_t s = xs;

168 if (ys > xs) { s=ys; }
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169 x.resize(s);

170

171 // loop through element by element and add the corresponding elements to x

172 for (size_t i=0; i<s; i++)

173 {

174 if (i>=xs) { x[i] = y[i]; } // if we’ve exceeded x’s size , adding is

easy

175 else if (i<ys) { x[i] += y[i]; }

176 }

177

178 return x;

179 }

180

181 // add gf y to gf x

182

183 genfunc& operator += (genfunc& x, const genfunc& y)

184 {

185 size_t xs = x.size(), ys = y.size();

186

187 // ensure that x is large enough to hold y’s contents

188 size_t s = xs;

189 if (ys > xs) { s=ys; }

190 x.resize(s);

191

192 // loop through element by element and add the corresponding elements to x

193 for (size_t i=0; i<s; i++)

194 {

195 if (i>=xs) { x[i] = y[i]; } // if we’ve exceeded x’s size , adding is

easy

196 else if (i<ys) { x[i] += y[i]; }

197 }
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198

199 return x;

200 }

201

202 // return the product to gf’s x and y

203

204 genfuncd operator* (const genfuncd& x, const genfuncd& y)

205 {

206 genfuncd z(x); // initialze new gf z with the contents of x

207 z *= y; // multiply z by y

208 return z;

209 }

210

211 // return the product to gf’s x and y

212

213 genfunc operator* (const genfunc& x, const genfunc& y)

214 {

215 genfunc z(x); // initialize new gf z with the contents of x

216 z *= y; // multiply z by y

217 return z;

218 }

219

220 // return the product to gf’s x and y

221

222 genfuncd operator* (const genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y)

223 {

224 genfuncd z(x); // initialize new gf z with the contents of x

225 z *= y; // multiply z by y

226 return z;

227 }

228
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229 // return the product to gf’s x and y

230

231 genfuncd operator* (const genfunc& x, const genfuncd& y)

232 {

233 genfuncd z(y); // initialize new gf z with the contents of y

234 z *= x; // multiply z by x

235 return z;

236 }

237

238 // return the product to gf x and constant a

239

240 genfunc operator* (long a, const genfunc& x)

241 {

242 genfunc z(x); // initialize new gf z with the contents of x

243 z *= a; // multiply z by constant a

244 return z;

245 }

246

247 // return the product to gf x and constant a

248

249 genfunc operator* (const genfunc& x, long a)

250 {

251 genfunc z(x); // initialize new gf z with the contents of x

252 z *= a; // multiply z by constant a

253 return z;

254 }

255

256 // return the product to gf x and constant a

257

258 genfuncd operator* (mpf_class a, const genfuncd& x)

259 {
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260 genfuncd z(x); // initialize new gf z with the contents of x

261 z *= a; // multiply z by constant a

262 return z;

263 }

264

265 // return the product to gf x and constant a

266

267 genfuncd operator* (const genfuncd& x, mpf_class a)

268 {

269 genfuncd z(x); // initialize new gf z with the contents of x

270 z *= a; // multiply z by constant a

271 return z;

272 }

273

274 // multiply gf x by gf y

275

276 genfuncd& operator *= (genfuncd& x, const genfuncd& y)

277 {

278 // determine the active size (the minimum size needed to fit all

279 // non -zero coefficientsA of both gf’s and use that to compute the

280 // size of the output gf

281

282 size_t xs=activesize(x);

283 size_t ys=activesize(y);

284 size_t s = (xs -1)+(ys -1) + 1;

285 if (xs==0 || ys==0) s=1;

286

287 // create a new (temporary) zero -filled gf of the appropriate size

288 genfuncd z(s,0);

289

290 // loop over and add all pairs of products of terms
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291 for (size_t i=0; i<xs; i++)

292 for (size_t j=0; j<ys; j++)

293 { z[i+j] += x[i]*y[j]; }

294

295 // assign and return the result

296 x=z;

297 return x;

298 }

299

300 // multiply gf x by gf y

301

302 genfuncd& operator *= (genfuncd& x, const genfunc& y)

303 {

304 // determine the active size (the minimum size needed to fit all

305 // non -zero coefficientsA of both gf’s and use that to compute the

306 // size of the output gf

307

308 size_t xs=activesize(x);

309 size_t ys=activesize(y);

310 size_t s = (xs -1)+(ys -1) + 1;

311 if (xs==0 || ys==0) s=1;

312

313 // create a new (temporary) zero -filled gf of the appropriate size

314 genfuncd z(s,0);

315

316 // loop over and add all pairs of products of terms

317 for (size_t i=0; i<xs; i++)

318 for (size_t j=0; j<ys; j++)

319 { z[i+j] += x[i]*y[j]; }

320

321 // assign and return the result
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322 x=z;

323 return x;

324 }

325

326 // multiply gf x by gf y

327

328 genfunc& operator *= (genfunc& x, const genfunc& y)

329 {

330 // determine the active size (the minimum size needed to fit all

331 // non -zero coefficientsA of both gf’s and use that to compute the

332 // size of the output gf

333

334 size_t xs=activesize(x);

335 size_t ys=activesize(y);

336 size_t s = (xs -1)+(ys -1) + 1;

337 if (xs==0 || ys==0) s=1;

338

339 // create a new (temporary) zero -filled gf of the appropriate size

340 genfunc z(s,0);

341

342 // loop over and add all pairs of products of terms

343 for (size_t i=0; i<xs; i++)

344 for (size_t j=0; j<ys; j++)

345 { z[i+j] += x[i]*y[j]; }

346

347 // assign and return the result

348 x=z;

349 return x;

350 }

351

352 // multiply gf x by constant a
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353

354 genfunc& operator *= (genfunc& x, long a)

355 {

356 // loop over each term and multiply

357 for (size_t i=0; i<x.size(); i++) { x[i] *= a; }

358 return x;

359 }

360

361 // multiply gf x by constant a

362

363 genfuncd& operator *= (genfuncd& x, mpf_class a)

364 {

365 // loop over each term and multiply

366 for (size_t i=0; i<x.size(); i++) { x[i] *= a; }

367 return x;

368 }

369

370 // return the result of multiplying gf y by gf x^n

371

372 genfunc mult_xn(const genfunc& y, size_t n)

373 {

374 // create a new gf z initialized from y

375 genfunc z(y);

376

377 // insert n zeros at the front of the gf

378 z.insert(z.begin (),n,0);

379 return z;

380 }

381

382 // return the result of multiplying gf y by gf x^n

383
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384 genfuncd mult_xn(const genfuncd& y, size_t n)

385 {

386 // create a new gf z initialized from y

387 genfuncd z(y);

388

389 // insert n zeros at the front of the gf

390 z.insert(z.begin (),n,0);

391 return z;

392 }

393

394 // return the sum of the coefficients in the gf (the result of setting

395 // the variable in the gf to 1)

396

397 mpz_class sum(const genfunc& x)

398 {

399 // using c as an accumulator , loop over each coefficient and add it

400 mpz_class c=0;

401 for (size_t i=0; i<x.size(); i++) { c += x[i]; }

402 return c;

403 }

404

405 // return the sum of the coefficients in the gf (the result of setting

406 // the variable in the gf to 1)

407

408 mpf_class sum_d(const genfunc& x) { return sum(x); }

409

410 // return the sum of the coefficients in the gf (the result of setting

411 // the variable in the gf to 1)

412

413 mpf_class sum_d(const genfuncd& x)

414 {
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415 // using c as an accumulator , loop over each coefficient and add it

416 mpf_class c=0;

417 for (size_t i=0; i<x.size(); i++) { c += x[i]; }

418 return c;

419 }

File mpigenfunc.h, header file for utility routines for passing generating functions across

a distributed system:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * mpigenfunc.h - library for sending generating function across MPI

3 *

4 * The MPI library allows distributing a process across a number

5 * of machines in a cluster. In order to coordinate the activity ,

6 * this library provides routines for sending and receiving

7 * generating functions via MPI.

8 *

9 ****************************************************************** */

10 #ifndef __MPIGENFUNC_H_

11 #define __MPIGENFUNC_H_

12

13 #include <mpi.h>

14 #include "genfuncops.h"

15

16 // send the specified generating function to destination dest

17 void send_genfunc(int dest , genfuncd& gfunc);

18

19 // receive a generating function from source src and add it to gfunc

20 void recv_genfunc(int src , genfuncd& gfunc);

21

22 // receive a generating function from source src and add it to gfunc

23 // (the temp gf is used for reading in data; it is provided as an
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24 // input to avoid the overhead of recreating a new gf)

25 void recv_genfunc(int src , genfuncd& gfunc , genfuncd& temp);

26

27

28 // consolidate the results of several generating functions across several

29 // machines. rank is the rank of the current process , pnum is the

30 // total number of processes , and gfunc is the gf

31 void result_propagate (int rank , int pnum , genfuncd& gfunc);

32

33 #endif

File mpigenfunc.cpp, implementation of utility routines for passing generating functions

across a distributed system:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * mpigenfunc.cpp - implementiation of sending generating functions via MPI

3 *

4 * A library for sending/recieving generating functions between

5 * hosts in a cluster via the MPI library.

6 *

7 *************************************************************************

*/

8 #include <iostream >

9 #include "mpigenfunc.h"

10

11 using namespace std;

12

13 // send the specified generating function to destination dest

14 void send_genfunc(int dest , genfuncd& gfunc)

15 {

16 // just in case , ensure that the generating function is non -empty

17 if (gfunc.size()==0) gfunc.push_back (0);
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18

19 // determine the buffer size needed by adding the size per element.

20 int bufsize = 0;

21 for (size_t i=0; i<gfunc.size(); i++)

22 {

23 bufsize += sizeof(int)+sizeof(int)+sizeof(long);

24 bufsize += sizeof(unsigned long)*( gfunc[i]. get_mpf_t ()->_mp_prec +1);

25 }

26

27 // pack each number into the send buffer

28 char* sendbuf = new char[bufsize ];

29

30 int position =0;

31 for (size_t i=0; i<gfunc.size(); i++)

32 {

33 // pack the dimensions of the (arbitary -precision) coefficient

34 MPI_Pack (& gfunc[i]. get_mpf_t ()->_mp_prec , 1, MPI_INT ,

35 sendbuf , bufsize , &position , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

36 MPI_Pack (& gfunc[i]. get_mpf_t ()->_mp_size , 1, MPI_INT ,

37 sendbuf , bufsize , &position , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

38 MPI_Pack (& gfunc[i]. get_mpf_t ()->_mp_exp , 1, MPI_LONG ,

39 sendbuf , bufsize , &position , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

40

41 // pack the number itself

42 MPI_Pack(gfunc[i]. get_mpf_t ()->_mp_d ,

43 gfunc[i]. get_mpf_t ()->_mp_prec+1, MPI_UNSIGNED_LONG ,

44 sendbuf , bufsize , &position , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

45 }

46

47 // send the packet

48 MPI_Send(sendbuf , bufsize , MPI_CHAR , dest , 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
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49 delete [] sendbuf;

50 }

51

52 // recieve a generating function from the specified source

53

54 void recv_genfunc(int src , genfuncd& gfunc)

55 {

56 // create and initialize a temporary to receive data

57 genfuncd temp;

58 temp.push_back (0);

59

60 // read in gfunc from the src

61 recv_genfunc(src , gfunc , temp);

62 }

63

64 // recieve a generating function from the specified source

65 // (temp is a temporary used for reading - it is provided as an

66 // input parameter to avoid the overhead of recreating gfs)

67

68 void recv_genfunc(int src , genfuncd& gfunc , genfuncd& temp)

69 {

70

71 // initialize the temporary

72 reset(temp);

73 size_t f_ind =0;

74

75 int position =0;

76

77 MPI_Status status;

78

79 // check for and ratrieve data from src into array inbuf
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80 MPI_Probe(src , 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD , &status);

81 int insize;

82 MPI_Get_count (&status , MPI_CHAR , &insize);

83 char* inbuf = new char[insize ];

84 MPI_Recv(inbuf , insize , MPI_CHAR , src , 0,

85 MPI_COMM_WORLD ,MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);

86

87 // process the input until we’ve used it all up

88 while (position < insize)

89 {

90

91 int prec;

92 mpf_t data;

93 mpf_init(data);

94

95 // make sure we have enough space in temp

96 if (temp.size() <= f_ind) temp.push_back (0);

97

98 // read in the precision needed to hold the next element

99 MPI_Unpack(inbuf , insize , &position , &prec , 1, MPI_INT ,

100 MPI_COMM_WORLD);

101 mpf_set_prec(data , prec);

102

103 // unpack the data of the next elment

104 MPI_Unpack(inbuf , insize , &position , &data ->_mp_size ,

105 1, MPI_INT , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

106 MPI_Unpack(inbuf , insize , &position , &data ->_mp_exp ,

107 1, MPI_LONG , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

108 MPI_Unpack(inbuf , insize , &position , data ->_mp_d ,

109 data ->_mp_prec+1, MPI_UNSIGNED_LONG , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

110
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111 // add the new data to the current array index , and move on

112 temp[f_ind] += mpf_class(data);

113 f_ind ++;

114

115 mpf_clear(data);

116 }

117

118 // clean up and add the reseulting gf to gfunc

119 delete [] inbuf;

120 gfunc = gfunc + temp;

121

122 }

123

124 // consolidate the results of several processes , where rank is

125 // the value of the current process , pnum is the total number of

126 // processes , and gfunc is the current generating function

127

128 void result_propagate (int rank , int pnum , genfuncd& gfunc)

129 {

130 int rbits = rank;

131 int rshift = 0;

132

133 genfuncd tempgf;

134

135 // divide up processing responsibilities among the srcs with higher ranks

136 // (rbits will continue to be divided by 2 for as long as it’s even)

137 while (rbits % 2 == 0)

138 {

139 int rpair = (rbits +1) <<rshift;

140

141 // keep going up for as long as we haven ’t exceeded the
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142 // number of machines; wait for the partner ’s gen func

143 if (rpair < pnum)

144 {

145 cout << "Process " << rank << " is waiting for " << rpair << ".\n";

146 recv_genfunc(rpair ,gfunc ,tempgf);

147 cout << "Sent results from " << rpair << "->" << rank << ".\n";

148 }

149 // we’re done if we can’t go up but we’re already the lowest process

150 else if (rank ==0) break;

151

152 rbits >>= 1;

153 rshift ++;

154 }

155 // any initially non -zero case is responsible for sending the

156 // result further down

157 if (rbits % 2 == 1)

158 {

159 // select the partner to use to send the message down

160 int rpair = (rbits -1) <<rshift;

161

162 // send the message

163 cout << "Sending results from " << rank << "->" << rpair << ".\n";

164 send_genfunc(rpair ,gfunc);

165 cout << "Process " << rank << " concluded task.\n";

166 }

167

168 }

File genfuncbase.h, header file for utility routines for precomputing basic generating

functions for number of inversions and splits:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic
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2 * genfuncbase.h - library for computing basic generating functions.

3 *

4 * A library which precomputes INV[n] and SPLIT[a,b] generating

5 * functions. The former provides the number of permutations with

6 * a given number of inversions , while the latter provides the number

7 * of ways to split a set into two parts such that a given number

8 * of inversions is created by the split.

9 *

10 ******************************************************************* */

11 #ifndef __GENFUNCBASE_H_

12 #define __GENFUNCBASE_H_

13

14 #include "genfuncops.h"

15

16 // number of permutations with the given number of inversions , per length n

17 const genfunc& gf_inversions(size_t n);

18 void init_gf_inversions(size_t n); // for initialization and pre -computation

19

20 // inversions due to splitting , with a/b = low/high counts

21 const genfunc& gf_split(size_t a, size_t b);

22 void init_gf_split(size_t n); // for initialization and pre -computation

23

24 #endif

File genfuncbase.cpp, implementation of utility routines for precomputing basic gen-

erating functions for number of inversions and splits:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * genfuncbase.cpp - implementation of basic generating functions

3 *

4 * The code which will pre -compute generating functions for INV[n]

5 * and SPLIT[a,b], and return the generating function on request.
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6 *

7 ***************************************************************** */

8

9 #include "genfuncbase.h"

10

11 // a place to store the pre -computed generating functions

12

13 vector <genfunc > inversions;

14 vector < vector <genfunc > > split;

15

16 // return a generating function for inversions in a length -n permutation

17

18 const genfunc& gf_inversions(size_t n) { return inversions[n]; }

19

20 // return a generating function for ways to split into sets of size a and b

21

22 const genfunc& gf_split(size_t a, size_t b) { return split[a][b]; }

23

24 // Initialize the inversions generating function , up to length -n.

25 // For each n, n is the length of a permutation; the exponents are

26 // the number of inversions; and the coefficients are the the number

27 // of permutations with that number of inversions

28

29 void init_gf_inversions(size_t n)

30 {

31 // make sure the storage array is large enough , and initialize INV [0].

32 inversions.resize(n+1);

33 inversions [0]. push_back (1);

34

35 // recursively create each subsequent inversion gf from the previous

36 for (size_t i=1; i<n+1; i++)
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37 {

38 // set the size can be (i-1) larger at every step; init to all 0

39 inversions[i]. resize( inversions[i-1]. size() + (i-1), 0 );

40

41 // add terms from the previous generating function

42 for (size_t j=0; j<inversions[i-1]. size(); j++)

43 for (size_t k=0; k<i; k++)

44 { inversions[i][j+k] += inversions[i-1][j]; }

45 }

46 }

47

48 // Initialize the split generating function , up to total size n.

49 // For each a,b, with a+b=n, a is the size of the low set and b is the

50 // size of the high set; the exponents are the number of inversions

51 // created; and the coefficients are the the number

52 // of splits which create that number of inversions

53

54 void init_gf_split(size_t n)

55 {

56 // ensure size for up to up to a=n

57 split.resize(n+1);

58

59 // initialize all sub -arrays as well , and initialize the base case

60 for (size_t i=0; i<n+1; i++)

61 {

62 split[i]. resize(n+1);

63 for (size_t j=0; j<n+1; j++) { split[i][j]. push_back (1); }

64 }

65

66 // recursively compute the next a,b function

67 for (size_t a=1; a<n+1; a++)
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68 for (size_t b=1; b<n+1; b++)

69 { split[a][b] = split[a-1][b] + mult_xn(split[a][b-1],a); }

70 }

File calcmidvals.h, header file for utility routines for computing a generating function

for counting inversions in permutations with fixed points:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * calcmidvals.h - header for routines for calculating mid -val gen funcs

3 *

4 * An important generating function is one which will count the number

5 * of permutations which match a pair of selected indices. This

6 * library will compute such a generating function.

7 *

8 ********************************************************************* */

9 #ifndef __CALCMIDVALS_H_

10 #define __CALCMIDVALS_H_

11

12 #include <vector >

13 #include "genfuncops.h"

14

15 // computes generating functions where exponents are number of inversions ,

16 // and coefficients are the number of permutations with that number of

17 // inversions , subject to the constraints that $i$ and $j$ are fixed

18 // with values pi(i) = xi and pi(j) = xj. Also computes and returns

19 // partial results based on the number of mid -values.

20

21 void calc_midvals(int n, int i, int j, int xi , int xj ,

22 vector <genfunc >& midvals_nofl , genfunc& acc_nofl ,

23 vector <genfunc >& midvals_flip , genfunc& acc_flip);

24

25 // same as above , but allows a temporary array to be passed in to avoid
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26 // initialization overhead.

27

28 void calc_midvals(int n, int i, int j, int xi , int xj ,

29 vector <genfunc >& midvals_nofl , genfunc& acc_nofl ,

30 vector <genfunc >& midvals_flip , genfunc& acc_flip , genfunc& temp);

31

32 #endif

File calcmidvals.cpp, implementation of utility routines for computing a generating

function for counting inversions in permutations with fixed points:

1 #include "calcmidvals.h"

2 #include "genfuncbase.h"

3

4 // computed generating functions:

5 // the exponents are number of inversions , and coefficents and numbers of

6 // permutations; all gfs subject to the constraint that elements i,j with

7 // values pi(i)=xi , pi(j)=xj are fixed , and permutation length is n.

8 // nofl and flip are matching and reversed permutations , respectively.

9 // acc provides total numbers , while midvals is an array keyed on number

10 // of mid -values.

11

12 void calc_midvals(int n, int i, int j, int xi , int xj ,

13 vector <genfunc >& midvals_nofl , genfunc& acc_nofl ,

14 vector <genfunc >& midvals_flip , genfunc& acc_flip)

15 {

16 genfunc temp;

17 temp.push_back (0);

18 calc_midvals(n,i,j,xi ,xj ,midvals_nofl ,acc_nofl ,midvals_flip ,acc_flip ,

temp);

19 }

20
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21 // same as above , but with a temporary array which does not need to be

22 // reconstructed

23

24 void calc_midvals(int n, int i, int j, int xi , int xj ,

25 vector <genfunc >& midvals_nofl , genfunc& acc_nofl ,

26 vector <genfunc >& midvals_flip , genfunc& acc_flip , genfunc& temp)

27 {

28 // use min and max to handle reverse and matching cases simultaneously

29

30 int imin=i, imax=i;

31 if (j<imin) imin=j;

32 if (j>imax) imax=j;

33

34 int xmin=xi , xmax=xi;

35 if (xj <xmin) xmin=xj;

36 if (xj >xmax) xmax=xj;

37

38 // compute constraints

39

40 int c1 = imin -1, c2 = imax -imin -1, c3 = n-imax;

41

42 int rh = n-xmax , rm = xmax -xmin -1, rl = xmin -1;

43

44 // zeta variables

45

46 int h1 , h2 , h3 ,

47 m1 , m2 , m3 ,

48 l1 , l2 , l3;

49

50 // initialize all gf’s.

51 reset(acc_nofl);
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52 reset(acc_flip);

53 for (int k=0; k<n; k++)

54 {

55 reset(midvals_nofl[k]);

56 reset(midvals_flip[k]);

57 }

58

59 // for each choice of parameters , compute the contribution

60 for (h1=0; h1 <=c1; h1++)

61 for (l1=0; l1 <=c1 -h1; l1++)

62 for (h3=0; h3 <=c3; h3++)

63 for (l3=0; l3 <=c3 -h3; l3++)

64 {

65 // validate bounds

66 h2 = rh - h1 - h3;

67 if (h2 <0) continue;

68 l2 = rl - l1 - l3;

69 if (l2 <0) continue;

70 m1 = c1 - h1 - l1;

71 if (m1 <0) continue;

72 m2 = c2 - h2 - l2;

73 if (m2 <0) continue;

74 m3 = c3 - h3 - l3;

75 if (m3 <0) continue;

76 if (m1+m2+m3 != rm) continue;

77

78 reset(temp);

79

80 // compute constant number of inversions for there params

81 long xinv = h1*(m2+m3+l2+l3) + m1*(l2+l3) + h2*(m3+l3) + m2*(

l3);
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82 long xinv_flip = xinv + (h1+m2+m3+l2+l3) + (h1+h2+m1+m2+l3) +

1;

83 long xinv_nofl = xinv + (h1+m1+l2+l3) + (h1+h2+m3+l3);

84

85 // compute gfs

86 temp = gf_split(h1 ,h2+h3)*gf_split(h2 ,h3)

87 *gf_split(m1 ,m2+m3)*gf_split(m2 ,m3)

88 *gf_split(l1 ,l2+l3)*gf_split(l2 ,l3)

89 *gf_inversions(h1+m1+l1)

90 *gf_inversions(h2+m2+l2)

91 *gf_inversions(h3+m3+l3);

92

93 // add them to the accumulators

94 acc_nofl += mult_xn(temp , xinv_nofl);

95 acc_flip += mult_xn(temp , xinv_flip);

96 midvals_nofl[m2] += mult_xn(temp , xinv_nofl);

97 midvals_flip[m2] += mult_xn(temp , xinv_flip);

98

99 }

100

101 }

File sstable mp.cpp, the program which computes the theoretical equilibrium of the

consensus sort using the inversion metric:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * sstable_mp.cpp - program to compute theoretical equilibrium

3 *

4 * When using the Consensus Sort , the sort will eventually reach an

5 * equilibrium where the score is relatively stable. For the

6 * inversion metric , we have a way of computing a theoretical

7 * prediction for the score at which the sort stabilizes. The
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8 * code here will compute the stabilizing point over a range of

9 * values.

10 *

11 * This program can be distributed over multiple processors using

12 * MPI , in order to finish more quickly.

13 *

14 **************************************************************** */

15

16 #include <vector >

17 #include <iostream >

18 #include <string >

19 #include <cstdlib >

20 #include <cmath >

21 #include "gmpxx.h"

22 #include <mpi.h>

23 #include "genfuncops.h"

24 #include "genfuncbase.h"

25 #include "mpigenfunc.h"

26 #include "calcmidvals.h"

27

28 using namespace std;

29 double pi=M_PI;

30

31 // validates that v has a sane value (0 < v <= n); prints an error and

32 // quits if not.

33

34 void checkrange(string s, int v, int n)

35 {

36 if (v<1)

37 {
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38 cerr << s << " has value " << v << ", but should be a positive integer .\

n";

39 exit (1);

40 }

41

42 if (v>n)

43 {

44 cerr << s << " has value " << v << ", but should not be greater than "

45 << "array length " << n << "\n";

46 exit (1);

47 }

48 }

49

50 // The program itself

51

52 int main(int argc , char** argv)

53 {

54

55 // usage message: requires permutation size n and database size D

56 if (argc <3)

57 {

58 cerr << "usage: " << argv [0] << " <n> <D>\n";

59 exit (1);

60 }

61

62 // read in the input parameters

63 int n = atoi(argv [1]);

64 mpz_class D(argv [2]);

65

66 // validate input

67 cout << "using n=" << n << ", with DB size D=" << D << ".\n";
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68 checkrange("n",n,n+1);

69

70 // pre -create basic generating functions

71 init_gf_inversions(n);

72 init_gf_split(n);

73

74 // number of permutations with the set number of mid -values

75 // for given fixed pts

76 vector <genfunc > midvals_nofl;

77 vector <genfunc > midvals_flip;

78 midvals_nofl.resize(n);

79 midvals_flip.resize(n);

80 for (int i=0; i<n; i++)

81 {

82 midvals_nofl[i]. push_back (0);

83 midvals_flip[i]. push_back (0);

84 }

85

86 // for keeping track of the expectation value

87 genfuncd dscore;

88 dscore.push_back (0);

89 genfuncd dsc_err;

90 dsc_err.push_back (0);

91 genfuncd gfd;

92 mpz_class dcount =0;

93

94 // expected subset size

95 mpz_class A=D/(n*(n-1)), B=D/(n*(n-1));

96 if (A==0) A=B=1;

97

98 // accumulator generating functions
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99 genfunc inv , cinv , minv , acc_nofl , acc_flip;

100 inv.push_back (0);

101 acc_nofl.push_back (0);

102 acc_flip.push_back (0);

103

104 // initialize cluster computing

105

106 MPI_Init (&argc ,&argv);

107 int rank , pnum;

108 char procname[MPI_MAX_PROCESSOR_NAME ];

109 int pnamesize;

110 MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD , &rank);

111 MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD , &pnum);

112 MPI_Get_processor_name(procname , &pnamesize);

113 int nitr = n*(n-1) /2;

114 int ibegin = nitr*rank/pnum;

115 int iend = nitr*(rank +1)/pnum;

116 int icounter = -1;

117 int irange = iend -ibegin;

118

119 cout << "Process " << rank << " of " << pnum << " (" << procname

120 << ") began executing range " << ibegin << "-" << iend -1 << ".\n";

121

122 for (int i=1; i<n; i++)

123 for (int j=i+1; j<=n; j++)

124 {

125 // check that only the sections allocated to this node get run

126 icounter ++;

127 if (icounter < ibegin) continue;

128 if (icounter >= iend) break;

129 double pcomplete = 100;
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130 if (irange >0) pcomplete *= double(icounter -ibegin)/irange;

131 cout << "Beginning ("<<i<<","<<j<< "), " << pcomplete

132 << "%, on processor " << rank << " (" << procname << ").\n";

133

134 reset(cinv);

135 reset(minv);

136 reset(dsc_err);

137

138 for (int xi=1; xi <n; xi++)

139 for (int xj=xi+1; xj <=n; xj++)

140 {

141 // cout << "beginning (pi_i ,pi_j)=("<<xi <<","<<xj <<").\n";

142

143 calc_midvals(n,i,j,xi ,xj ,

144 midvals_nofl ,acc_nofl ,midvals_flip ,acc_flip ,inv);

145

146 mpz_class count_nf = sum(acc_nofl);

147 for (size_t ind =0; ind <acc_nofl.size(); ind ++) acc_nofl[ind] *=

ind;

148 mpf_class mean_nf = sum_d(acc_nofl) / count_nf;

149 for (size_t ind =0; ind <acc_nofl.size(); ind ++) acc_nofl[ind] *=

ind;

150 mpf_class var_nf = sum_d(acc_nofl) / count_nf - (mean_nf*mean_nf);

151

152 mpz_class count_fl = sum(acc_flip);

153 for (size_t ind =0; ind <acc_flip.size(); ind ++) acc_flip[ind] *=

ind;

154 mpf_class mean_fl = sum_d(acc_flip) / count_fl;

155 for (size_t ind =0; ind <acc_flip.size(); ind ++) acc_flip[ind] *=

ind;

156 mpf_class var_fl = sum_d(acc_flip) / count_fl - (mean_fl*mean_fl);
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157

158 reset(inv);

159 for (int k=0; k<n; k++)

160 {

161 cinv += (midvals_nofl[k]+ midvals_flip[k]);

162 minv += (2*k+1)*midvals_flip[k];

163 inv += (2*k+1)*( midvals_nofl[k]+ midvals_flip[k]);

164 }

165 assign(gfd ,inv);

166

167 mpf_class x = (mean_nf -mean_fl)/sqrt(mpf_class(var_nf/A + var_fl/B

));

168 mpf_class x2 = x*x;

169 double x2d = x2.get_d ();

170 double e_ij = exp(-x2d /2) /12 + exp(-2*x2d /3) /4;

171 if (x>=0) e_ij = 1-e_ij;

172

173 dsc_err = dsc_err + (-e_ij)*gfd;

174

175 }

176

177 assign(gfd ,minv);

178

179 // compute mean m_(i,j) and mean dsc_err(i,j)

180 for (int k=0; k<gfd.size(); k++)

181 if (cinv[k] > 0)

182 gfd[k] /= cinv[k];

183

184 for (int k=0; k<dsc_err.size(); k++)

185 if (cinv[k] > 0)

186 dsc_err[k] /= cinv[k];
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187

188 dscore = dscore + gfd;

189 dscore = dscore + dsc_err;

190 dcount ++;

191 }

192

193 cout << "Process " << rank << " of " << pnum << " (" << procname

194 << ") finished executing range " << ibegin << "-" << iend -1 << ".\n";

195

196 result_propagate (rank , pnum , dscore);

197 MPI_Finalize ();

198 if (rank > 0) return 0;

199 dcount = nitr;

200

201 dscore = mpf_class (1/ mpq_class(dcount))*dscore;

202 cout << dscore <<"\n";

203

204 if (dscore.size() >1)

205 {

206 cout << "x-intercepts at:\n";

207 if (dscore [0]==0) cout <<"[0]\n";

208 for (size_t i=1; i<dscore.size(); i++)

209 {

210 if (dscore[i]==0) cout <<"["<<i<<"]\n";

211 if (( dscore[i-1]>0 && dscore[i]<0) || (dscore[i-1]<0 && dscore[i]>0))

212 {

213 mpf_class k0=dscore[i-1], k1=dscore[i], a;

214 a = -k0/(k1 -k0);

215 mpf_class x = (i-1)+a;

216

217 cout << "["<<(i-1) <<" "<<x<<" "<<i<<"]";
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218 if (k0 >0) cout <<" rev";

219 cout <<"\n";

220 }

221 }

222 }

223

224 return 0;

225 }
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Appendix E: Consensus Sort Algorithm Source Code

Source code for unrsort2int and related modules: a C++ program which will execute

the consensus sort algorithm for the chosen parameters, and compute statistics afterwards.

The program will allow execution over a number of database and permutation sizes, and a

number of runs. The scoring metric may be chosen as well.

File scorer.h, header file for scoring metric utility library:

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * scorer.h - header for scoring metric utility classes

3 *

4 * This library includes a scorer class and a number of scoring metrics.

5 *

6 ********************************************************************** */

7 #ifndef __SCORER_H_

8 #define __SCORER_H_

9

10 // number of permutations

11 extern size_t N;

12 //#define N 1000000

13

14 // size of each

15 extern size_t n;

16 //#define n 100

17

18 // base class for all scoring metrics

19 // (quick -and -dirty coding: the base class is

20 // also the number of inversions scorer)

21 class scorer

22 {
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23 public:

24 scorer () {}

25 virtual ~scorer () {}

26

27 // scorers my differ on their max score

28 virtual int maxscore () const;

29

30 // compute the score using this metric

31 virtual int findscore(int arr []);

32

33 // name of scorer

34 virtual const char* name() const { return "number of inversions"; }

35 };

36

37 // A scoring metric for number of sorting steps

38

39 class directed_scorer : public scorer

40 {

41 public:

42 directed_scorer () : scorer () {}

43

44 virtual int maxscore () const { return n-1; }

45 virtual int findscore(int arr []);

46 virtual const char* name() const { return "number of sorting steps"; }

47 };

48

49 // scoring metric for the size of the largest inversion

50

51 class dis_scorer : public scorer

52 {

53 public:
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54 dis_scorer () : scorer () {}

55

56 virtual int maxscore () const { return n-1; }

57 virtual int findscore(int arr []);

58 virtual const char* name() const { return "size of largest inversion"; }

59 };

60

61 // scoring metric for distance from the correct slot

62

63 class max_scorer : public scorer

64 {

65 public:

66 max_scorer () : scorer () {}

67

68 virtual int maxscore () const { return n-1; }

69 virtual int findscore(int arr []);

70 virtual const char* name() const { return "farthest distance from correct

slot"; }

71 };

72

73 // scoring metric for minimum number of removals

74

75 class rem_scorer : public scorer

76 {

77 public:

78 rem_scorer () : scorer () {}

79

80 virtual int maxscore () const { return n-1; }

81 virtual int findscore(int arr []);

82 virtual const char* name() const { return "min removals for sorted

subsequence"; }
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83 };

84

85 // scoring metric for counting the number of stepdowns

86

87 class stepdown_scorer : public scorer

88 {

89 public:

90 stepdown_scorer () : scorer () {}

91

92 virtual int maxscore () const { return n-1; }

93 virtual int findscore(int arr []);

94 virtual const char* name() const { return "number of stepdowns in a

sequence"; }

95 };

96

97 // scoring metric for number of ascending subsequences

98

99 class sus_scorer : public scorer

100 {

101 public:

102 sus_scorer () : scorer () {}

103

104 virtual int maxscore () const { return n-1; }

105 virtual int findscore(int arr []);

106 virtual const char* name() const { return "min number of ascending

subsequences"; }

107 };

108

109 #endif

File scorer.cpp, implementation of scoring metric utility library:
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1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * scorer.cpp - implementation of scoring metrics

3 *

4 ************************************************ */

5 #include <cstdlib >

6 #include "scorer.h"

7

8 // many scorers will have a max score based on the number of element pairs

9 int scorer :: maxscore () const

10 {

11 return n*(n-1) /2;

12 }

13

14 // the default metric counts inversions

15 int scorer :: findscore(int arr [])

16 {

17 int temp[n];

18 int c = 0;

19 bool done = false;

20

21 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++) temp[i] = arr[i];

22

23 // a bubblesort algorithm is effective for counting inversions

24 while (!done)

25 {

26 done = true;

27 for (size_t i=0; i<n-1; i++)

28 {

29 if (temp[i] > temp[i+1])

30 {

31 c++;
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32 done = false;

33 int t = temp[i];

34 temp[i] = temp[i+1];

35 temp[i+1] = t;

36 }

37 }

38 }

39

40 return c;

41 }

42

43 // number of sorting steps needed (aka the cycle counting metric)

44

45 int directed_scorer :: findscore(int arr [])

46 {

47 int temp[n];

48 int c = 0;

49 bool done = false;

50

51 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++) temp[i] = arr[i];

52

53 // greedily put each element in the correct spot , and see how many

54 // steps are needed

55 while (!done)

56 {

57 done = true;

58 for (size_t i=0; i<n-1; i++)

59 {

60

61 if (temp[i] != i)

62 {
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63 c++;

64 done = false;

65 int t = temp[i];

66 temp[i] = temp[t];

67 temp[t] = t;

68 }

69 }

70 }

71

72 return c;

73

74 }

75

76 // size of the largest inversion

77

78 int dis_scorer :: findscore(int arr [])

79 {

80 int c = 0;

81

82 // loop through each element then loop through to find its largest

83 // inversion

84 for (size_t i=0; i<n-1; i++)

85 {

86 size_t j = n-1;

87 while (j>i && arr[i]<arr[j]) j--;

88 if (j>i && j-i>c) c = j-i;

89 }

90

91 return c;

92

93 }
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94

95 // max distance between an element and its slot

96

97 int max_scorer :: findscore(int arr [])

98 {

99 int c = 0;

100

101 // loop through each element to find out how far off it is

102 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++)

103 {

104 int j = arr[i] - i;

105 if (j < 0) j = -j;

106 if (j > c) c = j;

107 }

108

109 return c;

110

111 }

112

113 // minimum number of removals for a sorted subsequence

114

115 int rem_scorer :: findscore(int arr [])

116 {

117 int c = 0;

118 int temp[n];

119

120 // we can use dynamic programming to find the best (longest) path

121 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++)

122 {

123 int s = 1;

124 int k = arr[i];
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125

126 for (size_t j=0; j<i; j++)

127 {

128 if (arr[i] > arr[j] && temp[j]+1 > s) { s = temp[j] + 1; }

129 }

130

131 temp[i] = s;

132 }

133

134 c = n-temp[n-1];

135 return c;

136

137 }

138

139 // counts the number of stepdowns

140

141 int stepdown_scorer :: findscore(int arr [])

142 {

143 int c = 0;

144

145 // loop through - if we see a stepdown , count it

146

147 for (size_t i=1; i<n; i++)

148 {

149 if (arr[i] < arr[i-1]) c++;

150 }

151

152 return c;

153

154 }

155
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156 // counts ascending subsequences

157

158 int sus_scorer :: findscore(int arr [])

159 {

160 int c = 0;

161 bool used[n];

162

163 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++) used[i] = false;

164

165

166 // a greedy algorithm which assigns elements to subsequences is effective

167 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++)

168 {

169 if (used[i]) continue;

170 used[i] = true;

171 c++;

172 int k = arr[i];

173 for (size_t j=i+1; j<n; j++)

174 {

175 if (used[j] || arr[j] < k) continue;

176 used[j] = true;

177 k = arr[j];

178 }

179 }

180

181 c--;

182 return c;

183

184 }

File unrsort2int, the sorting algorithm itself:
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1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * unrsort2int.cpp - a program which runs the consensus sort

3 *

4 * A program which will run the consensus sort over a range of

5 * database sizes and permutation sizes , a number of times each

6 * and compute statistics on each run. The program allows the

7 * scoring metric to be specified.

8 *

9 *************************************************************** */

10 #include <iostream >

11 #include <vector >

12 #include <cstdlib >

13 #include <ctime >

14 #include <cstring >

15 #include <cmath >

16 #include <gsl/gsl_cdf.h>

17

18 #include "scorer.h"

19 size_t N=1000000; // database size

20 size_t n=100; // permutation length

21

22 /* computes the consensus score sort over a range of array and database

sizes ,

23 averaged over an epoch of runs for each point , along with confidence

24 intervals

25 */

26

27 /****

28 preprocess:

29 generate N (1 ,000 ,000 ?) random permutations and score each.

30 (score is a measure of sortedness , # inversions is just one.)
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31

32 main:

33 read in a new permutation p (of {1,2,...n}, n=100 ?)

34 repeat

35 pick two random locations i and j

36 poll the N perms and calculate the avg measure of those perms that

37 match locations i and j and those that match those locations swapped

38 swap in p if that corresponds to the lower average

39 until M consecutive non -swaps (M= n choose 2 ?)

40

41 ***/

42

43 //int perm[N][n];

44 int **perm; // database

45 int *score; // pre -computed scores

46

47 // a list of scoring metrics

48 std::vector <scorer*> scorers;

49 size_t def_scorer = 0;

50

51 // compute the score of an array

52

53 int findscore(int arr [])

54 {

55 // use the selected scoring metric

56 if (scorers.size() > def_scorer && def_scorer >= 0)

57 return scorers[def_scorer]->findscore(arr);

58

59 // if no metric is available , compute the score manually

60 int temp[n];

61 int c = 0;
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62 bool done = false;

63

64 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++) temp[i] = arr[i];

65

66 while (!done)

67 {

68 done = true;

69 for (size_t i=0; i<n-1; i++)

70 {

71

72 if (temp[i] > temp[i+1])

73 //if (temp[i] != i)

74 {

75 c++;

76 done = false;

77 int t = temp[i];

78 temp[i] = temp[i+1];

79 temp[i+1] = t;

80 //temp[i] = temp[t];

81 //temp[t] = t;

82 }

83 }

84 }

85

86 return c;

87

88 }

89

90 // create a random permutation

91

92 void genperm(int arr [])
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93 {

94 int temp[n];

95

96 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++) temp[i] = i; // initialize in -order

97 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++)

98 {

99 // select a random element from the remaining elements to be next

100 int len = n - i;

101 int x = random () % len;

102

103 arr[i] = temp[x];

104 temp[x] = temp[len -1];

105 }

106

107 }

108

109 // create the database

110

111 void initialize ()

112 {

113 std::cerr << "Initializing";

114 for (size_t i=0; i<N; i++)

115 {

116 if (i%1000==0) std::cerr << ".";

117

118 // create a new random permutation and find its score

119 genperm(perm[i]);

120 score[i] = findscore(perm[i]);

121 }

122 std::cerr << "done.\n";

123 }
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124

125 // run the sorting algorithm on the given array

126

127 int unreasonablesort (int arr [])

128 {

129

130 int c = 0;

131 int steady = 0;

132 int max = n*(n-1) /2;

133

134 int last =100000;

135 int delta =-1;

136 int progress [5];

137 int idx =0;

138

139 // intialize progress , to make sure we’re still making progress

140 for (size_t i=0; i<5; i++) progress[i]=0;

141 progress [0]= -1;

142

143 std::cerr << "Sorting\n";

144

145 // while (steady < max)

146

147 // loop until stable

148 while (delta <0)

149 {

150 // select two distinct elements at random

151 int i = random () % n;

152 int j = random () % (n-1);

153 if (i==j) j = (n-1);

154
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155 // every 1000 elements , make a check to see if we’re

156 // making progress towards the finish

157 if (c%1000==0)

158 {

159 int scr = findscore(arr);

160 int ds = scr - last;

161 last = scr;

162 delta += ds - progress[idx];

163 progress[idx] = ds;

164 idx = (idx +1) %5;

165

166 std::cerr <<c<<" score="<<scr <<"\n";

167 }

168

169 double sn = 0, sf = 0;

170 int cn = 0, cf = 0;

171

172 // count the number of matching and reversed perms in the

173 // database for the current choice of i and j

174 for (size_t x=0; x<N; x++)

175 {

176 if (perm[x][i] == arr[i] && perm[x][j] == arr[j])

177 {

178 sn += score[x];

179 cn ++;

180 }

181 else if (perm[x][i] == arr[j] && perm[x][j] == arr[i])

182 {

183 sf += score[x];

184 cf ++;

185 }
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186 }

187

188 if (cn==0) sn = N;

189 else sn /= cn;

190 if (cf==0) sf = N;

191 else sf /= cf;

192

193 // if the reversed permutations give a better score , then swap

194 if (sf < sn && cn >0 && cf >0)

195 {

196 steady = 0;

197 int t = arr[i];

198 arr[i] = arr[j];

199 arr[j] = t;

200 }

201 else steady ++;

202

203 c++;

204 }

205

206 std::cerr <<"done.\n";

207

208 return c;

209

210 }

211

212 int main(int argc , char* argv [])

213 {

214 // create the scoring metrics

215 scorers.push_back(new scorer ());

216 scorers.push_back(new directed_scorer ());
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217 scorers.push_back(new dis_scorer ());

218 scorers.push_back(new max_scorer ());

219 scorers.push_back(new rem_scorer ());

220 scorers.push_back(new stepdown_scorer ());

221 scorers.push_back(new sus_scorer ());

222

223 // initialize the parameters

224 size_t testcount =500;

225 const char* params [] = {"-s", "-n", "-N", "-c"};

226 size_t* paramvals [] = {& def_scorer , &n, &N, &testcount };

227 size_t nparams = sizeof(params)/sizeof(const char*);

228

229 // for confidence intervals

230 double conf =0.95;

231 double pval =(1+ conf)/2;

232

233 // read the user’s choice of parameters

234 size_t argi =1;

235 while (argi <argc)

236 {

237 size_t par;

238 for (par =0; par <nparams; par ++)

239 if (strcmp(params[par],argv[argi])==0)

240 break;

241 argi ++;

242 if (par== nparams || argi==argc) continue;

243

244 *( paramvals[par]) = atoi(argv[argi ++]);

245 }

246

247 if (def_scorer >= 0 && def_scorer < scorers.size())
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248 std::cerr << "Scoring metric: " << scorers[def_scorer]->name() << "\n";

249 else def_scorer =0;

250

251 // random number seed

252 srandom(time(NULL));

253

254 // edit these to decide what range of values to test:

255 // size_t nset []={10 ,11 ,12 ,13 ,14 ,15 ,16 ,17 ,18 ,19 ,20 ,21 ,22 ,23 ,24 ,25};

256 size_t nset []={10 ,15 ,20 ,25};

257 // size_t nset []={n};

258 size_t nsetSize = sizeof(nset)/sizeof(size_t);

259 // size_t Nset []={N};

260

261 size_t Nset []={ 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900,

1000,

262 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900,

2000,

263 2100, 2200, 2300, 2400, 2500, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900,

3000,

264 3100, 3200, 3300, 3400, 3500, 3600, 3700, 3800, 3900,

4000,

265 4100, 4200, 4300, 4400, 4500, 4600, 4700, 4800, 4900,

5000,

266 5200, 5400, 5600, 5800, 6000, 6200, 6400, 6600, 6800,

7000,

267 7200, 7400, 7600, 7800, 8000, 8200, 8400, 8600, 8800,

9000,

268 9200, 9400, 9600,

9800 ,10000 ,10500 ,11000 ,11500 ,12000 ,12500 ,

269

13000 ,13500 ,14000 ,14500 ,15000 ,15500 ,16000 ,16500 ,17000 ,17500 ,
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270

18000 ,18500 ,19000 ,19500 ,20000 ,20500 ,21000 ,21500 ,22000 ,22500 ,

271

23000 ,23500 ,24000 ,24500 ,25000 ,25500 ,26000 ,26500 ,27000 ,27500 ,

272

28000 ,28500 ,29000 ,29500 ,30000 ,30500 ,31000 ,31500 ,32000 ,32500 ,

273

33000 ,33500 ,34000 ,34500 ,35000 ,35500 ,36000 ,36500 ,37000 ,37500 ,

274

38000 ,38500 ,39000 ,39500 ,40000 ,40500 ,41000 ,41500 ,42000 ,42500 ,

275

43000 ,43500 ,44000 ,44500 ,45000 ,45500 ,46000 ,46500 ,47000 ,47500 ,

276 48000 ,48500 ,49000 ,49500 ,50000};

277

278 size_t NsetSize = sizeof(Nset)/sizeof(size_t);

279

280 // keep track of completed values

281 bool doneset[nsetSize ][ NsetSize ];

282 for (size_t nind =0; nind <nsetSize; nind ++)

283 for (size_t Nind =0; Nind <NsetSize; Nind ++)

284 doneset[nind][Nind]=false;

285

286 size_t nstep = nsetSize;

287 size_t Nstep = NsetSize;

288 bool found=true;

289

290 // until all values have been run:

291 while (found)

292 {

293 found=false;

294 for (size_t nind =0; nind <nsetSize; nind+=nstep)
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295 for (size_t Nind =0; Nind <NsetSize; Nind+= Nstep)

296 {

297 n = nset[nind];

298 N = Nset[Nind];

299 if (doneset[nind][Nind]) continue;

300 doneset[nind][Nind]=true;

301 found=true;

302

303 double avgscore =0;

304 double stdev =0;

305 std::vector <int > runscores(testcount);

306

307 // run the test for the current values a specified number of times

308 for (size_t icnt =0; icnt <testcount; icnt ++)

309 {

310 // initialize the run

311 score = new int[N];

312 perm = new int*[N];

313 for (size_t i=0; i<N; i++) { perm[i] = new int[n]; }

314

315 std::cerr << "Beginning test " << (icnt +1) << "/" << testcount

316 << " using " << scorers[def_scorer]->name() << "\n";

317 initialize ();

318

319 int arr[n], iscore , fscore , num;

320 // begin with either a random array or a backwards array:

321 // genperm(arr);

322 for (size_t i=0; i<n; i++) arr[i] = (n-1)-i;

323 // run the algorithm computing the score before and after

324 iscore = findscore(arr);

325 num = unreasonablesort (arr);
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326 fscore = findscore(arr);

327

328 avgscore += fscore;

329 runscores[icnt] = 100* fscore;

330

331 // clean up

332 delete[] score;

333 for (size_t i=0; i<N; i++) delete [] perm[i];

334 delete[] perm;

335 }

336

337 // compute statistics

338

339 avgscore /= testcount;

340 avgscore *= 100;

341

342 for (size_t icnt =0; icnt <runscores.size(); icnt ++)

343 { stdev += (runscores[icnt]-avgscore)*( runscores[icnt]-avgscore); }

344 stdev = sqrt(stdev)/(n*(n-1) /2);

345 avgscore /= n*(n-1) /2;

346

347 double tcrit = gsl_cdf_tdist_Pinv(pval , testcount -1);

348 double cinter = tcrit*stdev/sqrt(testcount -1);

349

350 std::cout << n << " " << N << " " << avgscore << "% "

351 << avgscore -cinter << "% " << avgscore+cinter << "%\n";

352 }

353

354 // move on to the next values

355 nstep /= 2;

356 if (nstep ==0) nstep =1;
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357 Nstep /= 2;

358 if (Nstep ==0) Nstep =1;

359 }

360

361 // clean up

362 for (size_t i=0; i<scorers.size(); i++)

363 {

364 if (scorers[i] != NULL) delete scorers[i];

365 }

366

367 return 0;

368 }
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Appendix F: Perpetual Gossiping Source Code

Source code for gossiptest.cpp: a C++ program which will simulate a perpetual gossip-

ing scheme on a gossiping network in order to determine its window size. The scheme and

network are both configurable by file.

1 /** Ivan Avramovic

2 * Gossip Schedule Tester Program

3 * ******************************

4 * usage: gossiptest <graphfile > [<schedulefile >]

5 *

6 * graph file contains lines with space -separated

7 * "number number" pairs , where the numbers represent

8 * node ids defining the ends of each edge.

9 * the node numbering should not contain gaps (starting

10 * from zero), or else the graph will not be considered

11 * connected and cannot produce a complete gossip.

12 *

13 * schedule file contains lines with a single number ,

14 * which in order represent the sequence of edges (referenced

15 * by the order in which they appear in

16 * the graph file , starting at zero) making up the scheme.

17 * if the schedule file is not specified , it is read from stdin.

18 */

19

20 #include <iostream >

21 #include <fstream >

22 #include <vector >

23 #include <string >

24
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25 using namespace std;

26

27 // an edge , defined by the id numbers of the connected nodes

28

29 class edge

30 {

31 public:

32 int e1 , e2;

33 edge(int ex , int ey) : e1(ex), e2(ey) {}

34 edge() : e1(0), e2(0) {}

35 bool operator ==( const edge& e) const { return e.e1==e1 && e.e2==e2; }

36 };

37

38 // the set of edges defining the graph

39 vector <edge > edges;

40 // a sequence of edge indices which define the scheme

41 vector <int > pattern;

42

43 // number of nodes

44 int N=0;

45

46 // number of edges

47 int E=0;

48

49 // number of calls in the gossip scheme

50 int P=0;

51

52 // read the input file specifying the graph

53 void parsefile(istream& input)

54 {

55 N=0;
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56 E=0;

57 edges.clear ();

58

59 // read each line from the file as an edge , and add it to the edge list

60 while (! input.eof())

61 {

62 int e1 , e2;

63 input >> e1 >> e2;

64

65 if (input.bad() || input.eof()) continue;

66

67 edges.push_back(edge(e1 ,e2));

68 if ((e1+1)>N) N=e1+1;

69 if ((e2+1)>N) N=e2+1;

70 }

71

72 E = edges.size();

73 }

74

75 // read the gossip scheme from the file

76 void parsesched(istream& input)

77 {

78 pattern.clear ();

79

80 // read each line as a number (indexing a particular edge) to add to the

list

81 while (! input.eof())

82 {

83 int e;

84 input >> e;

85
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86 if (input.bad() || input.eof()) continue;

87

88 pattern.push_back(e);

89 }

90

91 P = pattern.size();

92 }

93

94 // simulate the gossip graph for the given starting phase in the scheme

95 int test(int phase , int* node)

96 {

97

98 bool ndone[N];

99

100 // for each node i in the graph , check the propagation times

101 for (int i=0; i<N; i++)

102 {

103 int round = 0;

104 int pat = phase % P;

105 bool change=false;

106

107 // at the beginning , only node i has i’s information

108 for (int j=0; j<N; j++) ndone[j] = false;

109 node[i] = 0;

110 ndone[i] = true;

111

112 // while not every node has info , propagate via the next call

113 bool done;

114 do {

115

116 int e = pattern[pat];
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117 int e1 = edges[e].e1 , e2 = edges[e].e2;

118

119 if (ndone[e1] || ndone[e2])

120 {

121 if (! ndone[e1] || !ndone[e2]) change = true;

122 ndone[e1] = ndone[e2] = true;

123 }

124

125 // check if we’re done

126 done = true;

127 for (int j=0; j<N; j++)

128 if (! ndone[j]) done = false;

129

130 // go to the next step

131 round ++;

132 pat = (pat +1) % P;

133

134 if (round % P == 0)

135 {

136 if (change) change = false;

137 else

138 {

139 done = true;

140 round = -1;

141 }

142 }

143

144 } while (!done);

145

146 node[i] = round;

147
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148 }

149

150 // determine the window size by querying each node’s propagation time

151 int w = 0;

152 for (int i=0; i<N; i++)

153 if (w >= 0 && node[i] > w) w = node[i];

154 else if (node[i] < 0) w = -1;

155 return w;

156

157 }

158

159 /* for the particular instance , print the window size plus the propagation

160 time from each node in the graph */

161 void printnode(int l, int* node)

162 {

163 int w = 0;

164 for (int i=0; i<N; i++)

165 if (w >= 0 && node[i] > w) w = node[i];

166 else if (node[i] < 0) w = -1;

167

168 cout << "line " << l << ", ";

169 cout << "W=" << w << ": ";

170 for (int i=0; i<N; i++) cout << node[i] << " ";

171 cout << "\n";

172

173 }

174

175 int main(int argc , const char* argv [])

176 {

177

178 if (argc < 2)
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179 {

180 cerr << "Usage: " << argv [0] << " <graphfile > [<schedulefile >]\n";

181 return -1;

182 }

183

184 // read graph data

185 fstream fgraph(argv[1], fstream ::in);

186 parsefile(fgraph);

187 fgraph.close ();

188

189 // read schedule data

190 if (argc > 2)

191 {

192 fstream fsched(argv[2], fstream ::in);

193 parsesched(fsched);

194 fsched.close ();

195 }

196 else parsesched(cin);

197

198 // node represents the list of nodes

199 int node[N];

200

201 // w is the worst -case window size so far

202 int w = 0;

203

204 // find the window size for each starting point in the scheme

205 for (int i=0; i<P; i++)

206 {

207 int v = test(i, node);

208 if (v > w) w = v;

209 printnode(i, node);
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210 }

211

212 // print the resulting window size

213 cout << "Window size: " << w << "\n";

214

215 return 0;

216 }
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